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“...The STOVL mode control system is derived from ‘Unified’ developed by the ‘RAE’ on
the VAAC Harrier. The throttle commands acceleration and deceleration (or thrust on the
ground and in the STO mode, and in all conventional modes); in the hover the stick moved
backwards/forwards commands upwards/downwards vertical velocity (or pitch rate elsewhere); in the hover the stick moved from side to side commands bank angle (or roll rate
elsewhere) and if released returns the aircraft to wings level; in the hover the pedals command yaw rate (or sideslip elsewhere).
Future development will clear full envelope autopilot/auto throttle, automatic deceleration to a spot, and TRC (translational rate command) which in the hover allows the pilot to
make small positional corrections easily, and will then bring the aircraft to a standstill if
the pilot releases the controls. A pilot’s helmet mounted display (HMD) is fitted instead of
a HUD.
In the Harrier the pilot must obey the rules. The F-35B fly-by-wire system gives angleof-attack and sideslip control, and departure protection. Further pilot workload reduction
is given by performance deficit protection, conversion speed window protection and FOD
protection warning; and flight test has a watching brief on the requirement for possible tail
strike protection during slow landings (currently not considered necessary). Pilot cognitive errors (of trying to control thrust with the throttle) have been mitigated in the design. In
the unlikely event of the lift fan failing catastrophically the aircraft would pitch inverted in
0.6 seconds, and the pilot is protected by auto-ejection signalled by pitch rate and attitude
(derived from the YAK 38 & 141 systems)....”

http://
www.rafmuseum.o
rg.uk.nyud.net/
documents/
Research/RAFHistorical-SocietyJournals/
Journal-35ASeminar-the-RAFHarrier-Story.pdf
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Fig 1.
Dennis Higton’s 1952 RAE rig.

John Farley

A V/STOL FLIGHT CONTROL JOURNEY ENABLED BY RAE SCIENTISTS

On 16 May 2005 Justin Paines, a QinetiQ civilian test pilot, pressed
the ‘coffee bar button’ and thereafter everything happened exactly as
intended and just like I had wanted it to for years.
The ‘coffee bar button’ was in the rear cockpit of Harrier XW175
(the second two-seater ever to fly, way back in 1969) and the result of
Justin pressing it was that ‘175 looked around, sniffed the air with its
satellite navigation system, decided where Justin’s coffee bar was
located, took him to it and landed him safely, gently and of course
vertically, on board HMS Invincible.
This first fully automatic recovery of a Harrier to a ship was the
end of a journey on which RAE scientists had embarked in 1952. Yes,
that is correct. The journey started eight years before Bill Bedford
broke his ankle and the doctors decided the only thing he was then fit
to ‘fly’ was the first prototype P1127 tethered to the grid at Dunsfold.

RAE SCIENTISTS
by John Farley
Just what were RAE (later to become DERA and now QinetiQ)
scientists up to all that time ago that eventually led to the Invincible
landing fifty three years later? Also why was I so keen for such a
capability to be developed? I will try to explain.
By 1951 the senior management of RAE realised that the thrust of
jet engines was increasing all the time and that one day an aircraft
with a thrust greater than its weight would become possible. But how
could the attitude of such an aircraft be controlled in the hover?
In an attempt to answer this question Dennis Higton, a former RAE
apprentice who had joined the Aerodynamics Research Flight at
Farnborough at the end of his apprenticeship in 1942, devised a rig to
investigate the feasibility of controlling the attitude of a hovering
aeroplane by means of small jets mounted in the nose, tail and
wingtips.
The layout he first used had two jets and is shown in Fig 1, copied
from RAE Tech Memo 286 of April 1952 in which Higton reported
his work.

These early experiments showed that a reaction control system was
indeed suitable and enabled Higton, working with colleague Roger
Duddy, to draw up the specification for a full size piloted rig to be
used by the RAE. This rig, which first hovered tethered under a safety
gantry at Rolls-Royce Hucknall in 1953, flew free for the first time in
1954 and was known as the Flying Bedstead.
From those early days the scientists of the Aerodynamics Research
Flight at RAE – or simply Aero Flight as they were known – worked
continuously to develop and improve the handling qualities of jet lift
aircraft. After the Flying Bedstead they commissioned the Short SC1
which they operated from the new RAE research airfield at Thurleigh,
near Bedford.
From the start the RAE approach to the control of jet V/STOL
aircraft was to use a high degree of autostabilisation to make the
handling as easy as possible for the pilot. Hawkers on the other hand
favoured simplicity as a means of reducing the control system failure
cases. Accordingly, the initial Hawker P1127, Kestrel and Harrier
aircraft could be flown without artificial aids, relying on the pilot to
compensate for any inherent handling deficiencies.
With hindsight both teams were correct. The RAE approach was
without doubt the ideal way ahead for the pilot but – and it was a big
but – the reliability of the electro-mechanical engineering in
autostabilisers in those days was far from assured given the
technology then available. Because of this, the Hawker approach of
simplicity and reliance on the pilot to compensate was absolutely
correct during the 1960s and enabled the Harrier to happen.
Once the Harrier went into service, there was a slow but
continuous programme to add devices to it that made control easier
and safer for the pilot at low speeds. Not surprisingly the RAE Aero
Flight input into the development and certification of these aids was
considerable and from 1964 onwards they were helped in this work by
having their own P1127.
By 1964 six P1127s had been flown at Dunsfold and naturally the
later aircraft incorporated lessons learned from the earlier ones.
Because of this the standard of the original prototype, XP831, was by
then looking fairly unrepresentative so the Ministry allocated it to
Aero Flight at Bedford. At that time I happened to be serving there as
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an RAF flight lieutenant and was fortunate enough to be given the job
of collecting it from Dunsfold. Three years later, following the
retirement of Bill Bedford, my luck continued and I took my uniform
off and joined Dunsfold as their new junior test pilot.
Later in 1970 Dunsfold Chief Test Pilot, Hugh Merewether, asked
me to represent him at a meeting being held at RAE Farnborough.
Hugh explained that it appeared the RAE boffins had ideas for making
life easier for jet V/STOL pilots and so he needed somebody to go and
keep tabs on them. He pointed out that, as a former RAE apprentice, I
was obviously the bloke for the job and anyway he had better things to
do that afternoon.
At that meeting it was clear to me that the eventual aim of the
scientists was to hand over control of the aircraft to a computer
leaving the pilot just to tell that computer what manoeuvre he wanted
it to fly. If this happened it would mean the Harrier pilot’s nozzle
lever would no longer be needed because control of the nozzle angle –
as well as everything else that the pilot hitherto controlled – would be
left to the computer.
As I drove back to Dunsfold I was quite excited about what I had
heard. After using my left hand to operate the nozzle lever and throttle
for six years, it was clear to me that it was only a matter of time before
I made a mistake and moved the wrong one with potentially disastrous
results. Therefore I welcomed the boffins’ ideas although I realised it
might take a few years to turn them into reality (it actually took twenty
nine!).
Meanwhile the RAF had only two year’s experience with their
Harriers and the provision of this single nozzle lever was seen as the
simple masterpiece that had enabled V/STOL to happen. Rather
naturally, at Kingston and Dunsfold any talk of removing the nozzle
lever was as close to Harrier Heresy as you could get so care was
needed when broaching the subject. Anyhow they were all so busy
coping with the USMC decision to buy Harriers it was not reasonable
to expect them to give serious consideration to futuristic ideas.
Time passed and I became increasingly frustrated that the RAE
approach to specifying the modifications of a Harrier to start flight
trials had turned out to be so conservative in that they were not
intending to split the control of the four engine nozzles. I remember
talking to Kingston aerodynamicist Robin Balmer about this in the
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mid-seventies and suggesting that if we let a computer put the nozzles
down on one side only, we could get rates of roll in low speed combat
that would make any opposition’s eyes water. Equally by putting
down the front or rear pair we could pitch in a way nobody else could
even dream about.
While it seemed so obvious to me that the Pegasus offered a ready
made way to endow the aircraft with unmatchable manoeuvrability
such ideas were viewed as too way out. Not surprisingly the Kingston
design office and spiritual home of ‘Keep it simple, stupid’ (and that is
meant as a compliment not as a criticism) was not about to change
horses in mid stream and take the lead in the brave new world of
computer-based systems – or fly-by-wire as they are called today.
By 1982 the RAE programme, now called VAAC for Vectored
thrust Aircraft Advanced flight Control, had laid the three key
foundation stones needed for eventual success.
The first of these was the choice of a two-seat aircraft for the
programme. Had the team chosen to modify a single seat Harrier, they
would only have been able to test tomorrow’s ideas on today’s Harrier
pilots – hardly the best way to conduct open minded research. (NASA
went this route with a modified Harrier and I suspect lived to regret
their decision)
The second was installing something termed the Independent
Monitor (IM). The IM was essentially a special computer that was
carried around in the test aircraft for many sorties during which time it
was taught by the Harrier crew to recognise the safe limits of Harrier
operation. It was then sealed and became the basis for the subsequent
airworthiness certification of the aircraft as a research tool. When the
trials proper started, the IM was thus able to keep an unblinking eye
on what the (single channel) experimental equipment was attempting
to do with the various Harrier controls. If it detected anything that
looked like going outside what the human pilots had previously agreed
was a limit, it instantly disengaged the experimental kit and handed
the aircraft back to the safety pilot in the front seat. That way the
safety pilot would always be left with a recoverable situation.
The third foundation stone was something called Unified. It was
conceived by scientist Peter Nicholas and test pilot Flt Lt Peter
Bennett, both of RAE Bedford. This was the notion that if the pilot
wanted the aircraft to go up then the stick had to be pulled back and to
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go down the stick was pushed forward. Sound familiar? Well yes, but
Unified was conceived for use at any speed. Helicopter pilots raise or
lower a lever called ‘the collective’ to go up or down in the hover
while Harrier pilots use the engine throttle for the same thing. The aim
of Unified was to allow the pilot to fly from take off to landing using
just the stick. You may prefer to think of it as eliminating the concept
of a ‘stalling speed’. When the pilot asked Unified to fly the aircraft
slower than the stalling speed, the computer merely put the nozzles
down and used the engine instead of the wings to support the weight.
This of course was what human (superhuman?) Harrier pilots already
did but only after special and expensive training. Unified enabled any
fixed wing pilot to handle a Harrier in the circuit without extra
training.
Easy though Unified may appear as a concept, it was in actual fact
far from straightforward to optimise and approve all the necessary
software. Indeed in the beginning the Unified notion was only one of
several ‘control law’ possibilities that the VAAC team examined in
their search for the optimum way to control a jet lift aircraft.
Any description of this work quickly becomes fairly technical but
from an historical standpoint it clearly deserves a mention. However,
to avoid spoiling the main story for the general reader these details
have been provided separately in an annex.
To continue with the main story. In 1983 I turned into a pumpkin
and retired from Harrier test flying but the VAAC team were kind
enough to keep in touch with me and I was invited back in 1993 and
again in 1999 to fly the aircraft and comment on how I thought they
were getting on.
In 1999 my safety pilot was one Sqn Ldr Justin Paines. When I got
out after our couple of sorties at Boscombe, I told him that I thought
the team had cracked it and that Unified was the way ahead.
Shortly after that, following a detailed and quantitative evaluation
trial where the VAAC was flown by many test pilots including several
from the USA (some of whom had never been in a Harrier before) the
VAAC team was able to convince the US Joint Strike Fighter
Programme Office that Unified should form the basis of the JSF flight
control system.
Again there was much more to selling Unified to the US than my
account might suggest. Justin Paines, who led the final test pilot push,

A V/STOL FLIGHT CONTROL JOURNEY ENABLED BY RAE SCIENTISTS by John Farley

http://www.rafmuseum.org.uk.nyud.net/documents/Research/RAFHistorical-Society-Journals/Journal-35A-Seminar-the-RAF-Harrier-Story.pdf
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was in no doubt that the opinion of Harrier squadron pilots, on both
sides of the Atlantic, was bitterly divided. While some saw the
attraction of Unified others were seriously opposed to it. The
opposition even included senior BAE SYSTEMS test pilots. As I saw
it the opponents all had many years of successfully using the nozzle
lever and arguably it was that skill that made them feel better pilots
than those who had no such experience. It made them better in the
circuit, better in the bar, and probably better in bed. As for the
mistakes some other Harrier pilots had made over the years it was
only lesser mortals, not people like them, who moved the wrong lever.
Expecting such successful senior operators to vote for abolishing the
nozzle lever was akin to expecting turkeys to vote for Christmas.
In the end I am glad to say that the VAAC team’s arguments in
favour of deskilling the process of flying jet V/STOL won the day,
thus saving costly training as well as reducing the likelihood of
accidents. The JSF will be in service for fifty years from now so many
of its future pilots have yet to be conceived. Thankfully the aircraft is
to be built with them in mind – not yesterday’s nozzle lever men.
Finally what about my wish for a ‘coffee bar button’? In many of
the conversations I had with Harrier pilots about the controversial idea
of Unified, I was at pains to point out that, although I wanted to get rid
of their beloved nozzle lever, I was not a boffin’s nark and against the
operational pilot’s point of view. In fact quite the reverse. I believed
that while operational pilots were over the target (and being shot at on
our behalf) their views about what they needed to do their job were
paramount. However, once they turned their back on the target and
their operational job was done, they should be able to press a ‘coffee
bar button’ whereupon the aeroplane would then take them home
safely, day or night, in any weather, regardless of whether they were
exhausted, injured or (heaven forbid) it was just their day to make a
mistake during their approach to land.

UNIFIED for F-35

A V/STOL
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ANNEX – CONTROL LAW RESEARCH USING THE VAAC
HARRIER

start of their conversion although, as discussed earlier, many
experienced Harrier pilots were critical of Unified.

Two decades ago the controversial aspects of the Unified law were
well appreciated by the VAAC team. This led them to thoroughly
flight test various other concepts. By 1999 they were left with three
serious contenders: Unified, Mode Change and Fusion.

MODE CHANGE. Given that no Harrier or helicopter pilot pulls
back on the stick to go up when in the hover, the aptly (if at first sight
awkwardly) termed Mode Change mode was conceived. At its
simplest this requires the pilot to select either a conventional flight or
a hover mode of control. In the hover mode the pilot controls height
with the left hand as with the Harrier.
Given the ability of today’s control engineers to offer excellent
handling characteristics, it was only natural that this would be popular,
especially with trained Harrier pilots. The down side was the risk of
cognitive failure by the pilot inherent whenever a selection was
required or available.
In conventional flight Mode Change provided the same detailed
features as Unified but, following selection to hover mode, the throttle
commanded height rate. The lateral and directional controls remained
as described in Unified.

UNIFIED. Unified was the most radical mode. Here the pilot pulls
back on the stick to go up and pushes to go down, regardless of
airspeed. At all speeds above 40 kt ground speed the stick commands
flight path rate and so relaxing it to the centre position when the
aircraft is flying level maintains height. If the aircraft is in a climb or a
dive, relaxing the stick maintains the existing climb or dive flight path
angle. As the aircraft decelerates through 40 kt the stick response
blends to become a height rate control by 30 kt ground speed so, in the
hover, with stick centre commanding zero height rate, it appears to the
pilot as a height hold.
When flying up and away lateral stick commands roll rate. This
blends between 130 and 100 kt to become a closed loop roll attitude
control, so that relaxing the stick to centre below 100 kt commands
wings level. Above 40 kt ground speed the rudder pedals command
sideslip. Decelerating below this speed the pedals blend to a yaw rate
command by 30 kt, providing a heading hold in the hover with feet
central.
A throttle-type left hand inceptor, incorporating two detents,
commands longitudinal acceleration.
Putting the inceptor in the centre detent holds the current speed.
Acceleration or deceleration is selected by moving the lever forward
or aft of the detent, with full travel demanding maximum available
performance. Decelerating through 35 kt ground speed starts a blend
and below 25 kt the aft detent commands zero ground speed. Either
side of the aft detent gives the pilot a closed loop control of ground
speed up to 30 kt forwards or backwards.
In summary, if the pilot centres both the stick and throttle when
flying on the wings, the aircraft holds the existing speed, bank attitude
and climb or dive angle. In the hover, centralising everything
maintains the existing hover height, position and heading. Such hover
characteristics are the stuff of dreams for every Harrier pilot at the

FUSION. The other main option was Fusion mode. This was
designed to appeal to those military pilots who like to fly a ‘back-side’
approach, where power is thought of as primarily controlling flight
path (as opposed to a ‘front-side’ approach where the stick is
considered to be the primary control of flight path and throttle is used
to set speed).
Thus in Fusion the left hand throttle controls flight path rate at all
speeds down to 60 kt ground speed at which point it starts a blend to
control height rate below 50 kt, providing a height hold when placed
in the centre detent in the hover. Speed control is by a thumb wheel on
the side of the throttle which commands longitudinal acceleration or
deceleration, again with a centre detent for holding the current speed,
analogous to a highly augmented Harrier nozzle lever.
Like the throttle, the stick also controls flight path rate but only
down to 120 kt where it blends by an airspeed of 60 kt to become a
longitudinal acceleration through pitch attitude control. Thus above
120 kt, given that the pilot needs to hold the stick for lateral control,
the throttle action becomes redundant. Once again the lateral and
directional controls are the same as in Unified.
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Lockheed Martin rebuts F-35 critics on cost, progress

by Chris Pocock July

15, 2010

http://www.ainonline.com/taxonomy/term/506881?q=node/25359
“...When asked how the F-35B compared to the Harrier in terms of ease of takeoff/landing,
Tomlinson replied: “It’s chalk and cheese–and so it should be! This is a single-button
operation with no special controls–much easier than the Harrier. For short takeoffs

you just power up; the system takes care of everything else. On the
ski-jump, for instance, the system detects the change in deck angle

& doesn’t apply any rotation as it would on a flat deck.”...”
The Weaponization of the F-35

http://www.sldinfo.com/whitepapers/the-weaponization-of-the-f-35/

-

“...From the pilot point of view, the engine is pilot proof. You just move the thrust
lever & Pratt & Whitney does the rest. There’s nothing to manage except the
thrust level. The engine is another example of managed single seat workload.

“I realize we haven’t discussed Short Takeoff and Vertical Land (STOVL)
operations, but this is the perfect example. Thrust management from wingborne flight to semi-jet to jetborne is seamless. The simulator is so easy to fly
in STOVL mode that we can teach non-pilots in about 5 minutes to do this
safely. The test pilots have told me the simulator is too hard compared to the
real airplane!” says Mike Skaff, principal engineer for the F-35’s pilot vehicle
interface....”

LM chief test pilot Alan
Norman F-35
https://www.f35
.com/resources
/test-pilottuesdays/
detail/f-35-vs
.-f-22-air
shows/P24/

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=hGzM9J52AOk

Ten Questions For [Col.] Turbo Tomassetti USMC
http://www.codeonemagazine.com/f35_article.html?item_id=122

F-35B Wilson WASP
trials DT-I Oct 2011

Audio ONLY
Turn UP the
VOLUME!

From full VIMEO video below - edited highlights:

F-35 - A Pilot's Perspective

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kshe7-BYfWc
“Published Jul 11, 2012 by LockheedMartinVideos See the Lightning II

in action & hear three pilots describe what it's like to fly the F-35.”
Click URL to see Online these F-35 pilots talk at Farnborough 2012

http://vimeo.com/46435390 — 56 minute video

Blue Sky OPS
AIR International
F-35 Lightning II
26 April 2012
Mark Ayton spoke with Peter
Wilson, a former Royal Navy Sea
Harrier pilot and now STOVL lead
test pilot at NAS Patuxent River
For the past five years teams of flight
test engineers and test pilots have
carefully followed well-established
procedures to prepare and launch
F-35 Lightning II strike fighters on
flight test missions. F-35 flight testing continues at three sites – Edwards
AFB, California, NAS Patuxent River
in Maryland and from Lockheed Martin’s massive production and test facility at Fort Worth in Texas, birthplace
of the Joint Strike Fighter. Procedures
involved with the F-35 are unique to
the aircraft but have the same objective as any other aircraft and that is to
prepare for each test flight. The test
team based at NAS Patuxent River
uses the term ‘blue sky’ to indicate
that the aircraft is ready to go flying.

Declaring Blue Sky

When preparing for any test sortie
consideration must be given to what
has been achieved and experienced
during previous flights, and what the
next steps will be.
Following a series of meetings between the pilot, engineers and specialists, test points for the next sortie
are agreed based upon the requirements of the flight test programme.
The team determines the complexity
of each test point and what rehearsals
are required by the pilot in the simulator. This is usually decided upon up to
one week before the flight. Test points
that are predicted to be difficult are
then flown in the simulator, sometimes
repeatedly, allowing the test pilot to
refine his technique and give the team
the opportunity to determine whether the results gained from the simulator meet the requirements for flight. It
is very common for a test pilot to fly
parts of a test mission in the simulator during the week leading up to the
flight. The high fidelity of the simulator
adds great value to the whole process.
In common with other flight test
operations, all of the tests points required for an F-35 sortie are listed on

a test card.
Ground crew follow mandatory procedures and engineering steps
to prepare the aircraft, which typically takes a couple of hours to complete, before they refuel the aircraft to
the desired fuel state and declare it as
‘blue sky’.
At the same time, typically starting three hours before take-off, the
flight test engineers, at least one representative from each of the 12 engineering disciplines that are in the control room during the mission, and the
pilots (F-35 and chase planes) gather for the pre-flight briefing. Lasting upwards of one hour, discussions
take place between the pilot, the test
conductor (one of the flight test engineers), the test director (with overall
responsibility for the sortie) and the
discipline engineers about predictions
and expectations of the flight, reiterating to the pilot the points observed in
the simulator.
The assembled team also runs
through an entire drill to discuss how
to deal with the ‘emergency of the
day’. This involves a system failure,
which occurs during flight as selected by the pilot. It is a notional exercise staged to ensure everyone is well 1

practised at the required procedures
to get the aircraft back safely in one
piece.
Test pilots assigned to the F-35
test force at Patuxent River are qualified to fly both the STOVL and CV
variants and are usually allocated to
the flight schedule 48 hours in advance of a sortie.
On the flight line, the pre-flight
procedures required are somewhat
different to those that will be involved
for future operations and require a lot
of people to support various systems
during the start-up process. These include a team of four to manage the
instrumentation system (the orange
wire and sensors used to monitor behaviour and performance of the aircraft in flight test) common to all F-35
SDD aircraft, and a control engineer
maintaining communication between
the control room and ground team.
When the pilot arrives at the
flight line the aircraft is in maintenance mode and its electrical systems
are already powered up to provide instrumentation information to the control room. This enables displays and
functions to be checked – the pilot
can board the aircraft while these are
under way but must wait until they are

complete before helping the ground
were fairly common in the early days
crew to power down the aircraft.
of flight testing but because of softEngine start-up is highly autoware and hardware upgrades integratmated, requiring just three switch se- ed on the jet and maturity in the syslections, one each for the battery, in- tems, cold iron cycles are now a rare
tegrated power pack and the engine.
event, according to those F-35 test piOnly two selections are required for a lots interviewed by AIR International
hot start.
at NAS Patuxent River.
When the engine has started and
is fully spooled up, the pilot must run Pilot’s View
a few brief checks specific to flight
The author was keen to hear what the
test procedures, which are undertakF-35 is like to fly particularly at takeen before running the vehicle sysoff which always shows dramatic actems built in test (VS BIT). Initiated
celeration. Peter Wilson explained:
by a button in the cockpit, the system “The take-off itself is unremarkable,
self-tests almost every function imag- in afterburner the aeroplane accelerinable on the aircraft including the
ates dramatically, but it’s comparable
STOVL doors in the case of an F-35B. with legacy fighters, and very weight
After 90 seconds, if there are no prob- dependent.”
lems, the aircraft declares itself ready
Both the F-35A and the F-35C can
for flight.
carry more than 50% of their empty
The pilot then sets joker (return to weight in fuel internally which gives an
base) and bingo (minimum) fuel states, enormous variation of acceleration.
turns on the helmet-mounted display,
One very notable system on the
sets the brightness of the displays and F-35 is the side stick located on the
is ready to taxi.
right side of the cockpit. The mechanOne thing that the pilot and test
ics of the side stick are well balanced
team always want to avoid is making
with just the right amount of movea ‘cold iron’ call, which occurs when an ment (about 1½ inches or 38mm) aconboard system indicates a problem
cording to Peter Wilson who said: “You
requiring the entire process to be refirst notice this when using the stick
peated with an engine restart. These
2

to rotate and bring the nose up to establish an attitude at which the aeroplane’s going to climb away. The aeroplane feels absolutely rock solid, the
handling feels precise.”
A very distinct feature of the F-35
is noise both inside the cockpit and
out. “From the cockpit it’s not especially loud but it doesn’t sound like any
other aeroplane that I’ve flown,” said
the lead STOVL pilot.
The ride quality of the F-35 is also
different, especially the precision with
which the pilot can manoeuvre the aircraft using the side stick to put it exactly where he or she wants. “It’s
most noticeable when you’re trying to
do a tightly controlled formation task,
like air refuelling. I’ve plugged into a
tanker many times with a remarkably
high success rate, higher than I would
have had on the Harrier, and with a
different technique. The pilot formates
the air refuelling probe directly onto
the basket of the tanker, sits behind it,
and just plugs it when it’s steady and
level.
Coming in to land is also precise. “Even in a cross wind it’s easy,
the aeroplane points its nose into wind
very nicely and reduces side slip,” said
Peter Wilson.

Symbology in the helmet-mounted
display allows the pilot to see the aircraft track, confirming that he or she
is aligned with the runway even if the
nose is not because of crosswind. The
side stick is extremely precise for both
flaring (the technique used to gradually reduce the descent rate) the aircraft and adjusting any drift, but even
if he or she does not make any correction the aircraft will land and straighten itself up “beautifully” according to
Peter Wilson. “It’s the easiest aeroplane I’ve ever landed and really does
look after you. When I tell you how
easy it is to land, in the back of my
mind, I am thinking ‘isn’t that going
to be great for the young pilot who
has worked hard throughout the mission and needs to get home when he
is tired’,” he added.
To date all conventional landings have been carried out manually with the stick. An automatic system
on the throttle allows the pilot to select the APC (automatic power control)
mode that controls the angle of attack
flown on final approach during which
the throttle moves up and down in response to the changes. At touchdown
the throttle automatically goes to idle,
the pilot applies the brakes to stop the

aircraft and exits the runway. “Once
on the ground, I do not have any flap
levers to move or any flight controls
to reposition, and if I want to get airborne again all I have to do is put the
power up and initiate the rotation,”
said Peter Wilson.
The throttle commands thrust and
not the rpm of the engine, so at idle
the engine is providing 10% of the
thrust available and when pushed forward to the mil stop it provides 100%
of the available thrust or full mil power.
The throttle gives a linear variation of
the percentage of thrust available with
its position, which makes it subtly different to use. One hundred percent
thrust means just that, with no variation (which can be the case with a legacy aircraft), so the pilot knows when
the engine is providing all of the power
that it can.

Landing Vertically

One of the most fascinating aspects
of the whole programme is the way
in which the F-35B achieves a vertical landing. When preparing to transition from conventional to STOVL mode
the first thing the pilot must do is configure the aircraft to be able to fly at
3

slow speed. This process is called conversion and from the pilot’s perspective it starts when the aircraft is moving at 250kts (460km/h) or less at
which point he or she simply presses a
button.
“Seconds later, assuming all has
gone well, you are in the mode that
allows the aircraft to go to the hover,”
said Peter Wilson.
Nine external doors open in sequence taking about 8 seconds, after
which the propulsion system (not to
be confused with the engine) starts to
spool up. The clutch engages to spool
up the lift fan located behind the cockpit (which takes about 5-6 seconds)
and the control laws change to make
use of the propulsive effectors that
have just been brought to life. The aircraft is now in STOVL mode and ready
for a vertical landing. “You feel a little tingle in your back through the seat
and it sounds like a very large mosquito buzzing behind your head,” said
Peter commenting on the lift fan.
The lift fan nozzle and main engine nozzle move independently as per
the control laws of the aircraft (the
aircraft is programmed to position the
nozzles where the force is required).
Peter Wilson says the varying pitch of

the engine can be clearly heard from
the cockpit as the thrust changes during low speed manoeuvring.
Commenting on the hover, Peter
Wilson told AIR International: “It is absolutely astonishing, the aeroplane is
rock solid in the hover, and holds its
position extremely accurately without
pilot input.”
The aircraft can be accurately
moved left to right, fore and aft, and
up and down by 3ft (1m) at the preferred position of 100ft (33m) above
the ground before descent. Control
of the F-35B is governed by something called the unified control law,
which was developed during research at Boscombe Down in the UK
with the Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced Control (VAAC) Harrier in a
project funded jointly by the UK and
US as part of the Joint Strike Fighter
programme.
And perhaps the real testament
to the unified control law is the experience of pilots who had never before
flown a STOVL aircraft. Having practised in the simulator, they have been
able to step into an F-35B and complete a vertical landing with relative
ease.
To descend from the hover and

land, the pilot has to push on the side
stick until he or she feels a stop, and
hold it there until the aircraft detects
the landing, at which point it returns
the propulsion system back to idle and
moves the nozzle to the correct position, allowing the pilot to taxi forward
with nothing else to do. “The precision
with which you can land is amazing –
on the spot plus or minus 12 inches,
every time consistently,” said Wilson.

Nine Hops

During STOVL testing in February
2010, Peter Wilson flew nine sorties
from NAS Patuxent River in about four
hours, all of which were less than 5
minutes in duration. Each sortie carried a relatively low fuel load allowing Peter to take off, and fly around
for a brief period to ensure the fuel
was at the right level in preparation
for a landing test. “The highlights on
the day were the take-offs. I took off
as slow as 50 knots [92km/h] with
the STOVL mode engaged, accelerated out to the normal pattern speed of
150 knots [276km/h], turned downwind, and positioned ready for a vertical landing,” he said.
Some of the vertical landings
4

Take-off at speeds as low as 5, 10,
15, 20kts (9, 18, 27 and 36km/h) are
also possible, each of which is effectively a vertical take-off while moving forward. There are different ways
of rotating the aircraft in STOVL mode,
including the usual ‘pull on the stick’.
Other ways are by pressing a button
or programming a ground distance required after which, the aircraft control
law initiates the rotation and selects
the ideal angle for climb-out.
F-35Bs BF-01 and BF-02 are the
only B-models currently undertaking
STOVL testing and therefore performF-35B Take-off Options
ing take-offs in STOVL mode. Peter
The F-35B STOVL variant has a range Wilson commented: “We have found a
remarkable similarity between BF-01
of take-off options using different
and BF-02 which gives us the confimodes to suit the basing. Take-offs
from a ship, with either a flat deck or dence to move on and get more aeroone with a ski jump, are also possible planes [BF-04 followed by BF-03] into
with a mode for each scenario. These STOVL mode very soon.” At the time
of closing for press in mid-April the
are short take-off scenarios that can
be achieved at speeds as low as 50kts first vertical take-off had not taken
with a deck or ground run of no more place.
than a 200ft (60m). In the same mode,
a take-off as fast as 150 knots is pos- STOVL Road Map
sible if the weight of the aircraft reMost of the STOVL flight test activiquires that speed. If the aircraft is
ty is now concentrated at NAS Patuxlight it can take off at a slow speed
ent River with the first four SDD Fand faster when heavy.
35Bs – BF-01, BF-02, BF-03 and
required extreme nose-down attitudes
on the aircraft at various weights and
phenomenal descent rates. Recounting the landings, Peter Wilson told
AIR International: “I was trimming
nose down to make the nose gear hit
first rather than the main gear coming down as fast as I could, given the
control law of the aeroplane. When
the nose gear (underneath the pilot’s
seat) hits first at that sort of descent
rate it gets your attention because it’s
a pretty heavy landing and a remarkable experience in the cockpit.”

BF-04 – based there, the fifth aircraft
BF-05 was due to be delivered during
the spring of 2011. BF-01, BF-02 and
BF-03 are flight sciences aircraft and
are currently involved in flying qualities, loads and flutter testing. BF-04
and BF-05 are mission systems aircraft and are testing all of the sensors
integrated on the F-35.
Perhaps the largest test event
coming up in the final quarter of 2011
is the first sea trial to be undertaken onboard a Wasp-class amphibious
assault ship. Summing up Peter Wilson said: “The test points required to
go to the ship are clearly identified,
most of them are complete, with a few
more to complete very soon, which
will be the final tick in the box to go to
the ship.
“It is important for people to understand the reason that this aircraft
exists is not as a science project set
around take-off and landing, it exists to bring the most amazing range
of sensors that have ever been put together on a single aeroplane, and deploy it to the battlefield reliably and
repeatedly.”

http://militaryrussia.ru/forum/
download/file.php?id=28256?
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Advancing
STOVL
https://www.sae.org/
aeromag/techupdate
_4-00/15.htm

Stuart Birch

Aerospace Engineering

April 2000

An extensively modified, research-dedicated Harrier
operated by the Defence Evaluation Research Agency
(DERA) in the UK has been selected by the American/UK
Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program to carry out further trials
in Advanced Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing (ASTOVL)
control law development for shipboard operations. DERA
operates a Vectored Thrust Aircraft Advanced Flight Control
(VAAC) two-seat Harrier said to be the most capable
system available for the study of control concepts for
'(5$ V9$$&+DUULHUPDNLQJDQ
powered-lift aircraft. The VAAC Harrier is equipped with a
DLUFUDIWFDUULHUVNLMXPSWDNHRII
digital flight control system described by the agency as
offering advanced, programmable fly-by-wire (FBW) capabilities from the rear seat. The result gives the
pilot full-authority digital control of the aircraft, allowing programmable computer simulations of different
flying modes to be developed and installed, according to DERA. The controls determine a flightpath via a
computer interface. The work with the VAAC will build on previous DERA/NASA research into advanced
control laws but will represent the first comprehensive shipboard evaluation. The aircraft made a
successful FBW landing on a British aircraft carrier last year.

“...New trials are aimed at reducing the developmental risk of the JSF STOVL flight control system as the program enters the EMD
(engineering, manufacturing and design)
phase next year.... The aim was to develop

simpler STOVL flying using two levers
instead of the regular Harrier's three....”

New trials are aimed at reducing the developmental risk of the JSF STOVL flight control system as the
program enters the EMD (engineering, manufacturing and design) phase next year. In January last year,
pilots from the U.S. and UK took part in a JSF research exercise to assess various control modes.
Although five were Harrier pilots, four had no experience in flying this type of aircraft. The aim was to
develop simpler STOVL flying using two levers instead of the regular Harrier's three. By April last year,
software had been developed to allow rolling takeoffs, in addition to vertical, within a full STOVL envelope.
DERA said that the aircraft's digital flight control system has three key implications. First, it allows the
testing of different flying modes in real-flight environments; modifications to the software and the flying
experience can be swiftly and easily accommodated between flights with the significant benefit of
incorporating pilot feedback almost instantaneously; and it offers STOVL capability without the need for
the tricky third nozzle control lever, thus significantly improving flying simplicity. DERA added that the use
of mechanical detents and computer feedback to lodge the stick and throttle holds the VAAC Harrier at
existing speed, bank altitude, climb, dive angle, hover height, sideslip direction, descent, and ascent to
give hands-free flying. The integrated approach is regarded as benefiting the JSF program in several
aspects, including the capability for simpler, carefree handling that simplifies training, a reduction in the
risk of pilot error, and an increase in pilot/airframe performance through the optimal use of controls.

United Kingdom
Vectored thrust Aircraft Advanced Control (VAAC) program
•
•
•
•

Inception in 1984. http://www.nt.ntnu.no/users/skoge/prost/proceedings/ecc03/GJBalas_ECC03.ppt
Handling, control and display requirements for future short takeoff/vertical
landing (STOVL) aircraft.
Experimental FBW VAAC Harrier.
Development and testing of advanced aircraft flight control algorithms.
– Longitudinal axis, integrated management of thrust vectoring and
aerodynamic forces for decoupled control.

UK - VAAC Control Strategies
• Classical control, loop-at-a-time
– Frequency shaping, gain-scheduling, significant nonlinearities
linearized with inverse functions, iterative design.
– Anti-windup scheme and control allocation.

• Nonlinear static inverse
– Nonlinear inverse of the aircraft to determine control effectors to trim.
aircraft at a given maneuvering state.
– Constrainted design process used to define unique solution to nonlinear inverse problem (trim map).
– Nonlinear inverse feed-forward combined with low gain, classical
feedback design for stability.

UK - VAAC Control Strategies
• Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI)
– Nonlinear dynamic model of aircraft used to invert nonlinearities and a
classical PI controller designed to track desired pitch rate command.
– Pilot commands filtered prior to input to NDI controller.

UK - VAAC Control Strategies
• Hv loop shaping
– Multivariable linear controllers at 4 points: hover-to-forward flight.
– Inner-loop pitch rate feedback used to reduce effect of pitch moment
due to thrust changes.
– Outer-loop 3-input/3-output, Hv loop shaping to control normal and
forward acceleration and incidence.
– Weight selection similar to classical loop-shaping.
– Four linear point designs gain-scheduled throughout flight envelope.
• Controller implemented in observer form.
• Interpolated controller gains and interpolated controller outputs.
– Hv loop shaping techniques also used to synthesize an integrated
longitudinal/lateral flight and propulsions control system for VAAC.

UK - VAAC Control Strategies
• Linear, parameter-varying (LPV) controller
–System dynamics written as LTI models whose state-space coefficients
are a function of scheduling variable(s).
–LPV Hv loop shaping uses LPV model of nonlinear aircraft dynamics to
directly synthesize a scheduled LPV controller.
–Successfully implemented at tested between 1995 and 1998.
2003 European Control Conference

Flight Control Law Design:
An Industry Perspective
Gary J. Balas
balas@aem.umn.edu
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55105 USA
September 4, 2003

Lockheed Martin - JSF
•

JSF F-35

F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF).
•Conventional takeoff/landing (CTOL/AF).
•Aircraft carrier landing (CV/Navy).
•Short-takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL/Marines).
•All variants will fly same set of flight control laws.
http://www.nt.ntnu.no/users/skoge/prost/proceedings/ecc03/GJBalas_ECC03.ppt

JSF Flight control law design

•Direct mapping of flying qualities to control laws.
•Nonlinear dynamic inversion control design.

JSF Flight Control Laws

•Controller structure decouples flying qualities from a/c dynamics.
•Regulator/Commands implement desired.
•Effector blender optimally allocates desired acceleration commands.
•On-board model.
•Control effectiveness matrix.
•Estimated acceleration for dynamic inversion.

http://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/
flight-test-f-35-simulator-virtual-fighter-215810/

FLIGHT TEST: F-35 Simulator - Virtual fighter 31 Jul 2007 Mike Gerzanics

“...Seated in the simulator, my left hand fell to the
large throttle, called the "cow pie" due to its size
and shape, which moves along a long linear track.
The active throttle is back-driven by the autothrottle
system and has variable electronic detents for

afterburner and STOVL operations. There is no
"cut-off" position, a single guarded engine master switch
performing that function....”

B-747

Full throttle: QinetiQ c.2002:

http://www.armedforces-int.com/article/full-throttle.html

-

In September 2002, the JSF Program Office announced that a novel integrated flight and propulsion control system – pioneered
by QinetiQ – will be implemented in the F-35B STOVL aircraft. QinetiQ, and its predecessor organisations, have undertaken a
long running programme of STOVL research with the MOD. This culminated in a three-year programme for the JSF Program
Office using QinetiQ’s Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced Control (VAAC) Harrier, which has been configured with an experimental fly-by-wire flight control system. “The standard Harrier is notoriously challenging to fly, which leads to considerable
constraints on pilot recruitment and extra demands on training”, explains Jeremy Howitt, Technical Manager, Air Vehicle
Operations at Bedford.
The Harrier flies like a conventional aircraft at high speed with the pilot controlling the throttle and the aerodynamic control
surfaces. As the aircraft decelerates, the pilot must engage a third control lever that rotates the engine nozzles down & enables
the transition from wing-borne to jet-borne flight. This requires simultaneous input on all three control sticks – which creates a
high workload situation.
“There is also a significantly higher risk of cognitive failure”, explains Jeremy. “Pilots can accidentally operate the throttle
when trying to engage the nozzle control and vice-versa –a problem that has caused crashes in the past. “Recent research has
focused on how to make STOVL aircraft as easy to fly as any other aircraft and that’s where we came in.”

Advanced solutions
Using QinetiQ’s ‘Unified’ control concept, the VAAC cockpit controls are linked, via the experimental flight control computer, to
the engine power throttle, nozzle controls and tail surface. The flight control software automatically modulates all three controls
simultaneously to maintain the speed and flight path commanded by the pilot. This removes the need for a separate thrust-vectoring lever and allows the pilot to maintain a simple right-hand ‘updown’ and left-hand ‘faster-slower’ control strategy throughout
the whole flight envelope. The new technology could reap huge benefits in terms of improved safety, reduced training costs, ease
of operation and greater operational flexibility. “The technology was proven during a trial aboard HMS Invincible in 2000”, says
Jeremy. “The demonstration in a representative operational environment played a major role in the US decision to accept the new
control laws.”
The JSF Program Office is keen to use the VAAC Harrier to further refine and optimise the control laws for the JSF requirement.
QinetiQ has been asked to provide support through to the F-35B ’s debut flight in 2006. It is planned that two QinetiQ staff will
spend four years working with the project team at Lockheed Martin’s facility in Fort Worth, Texas and it is likely that other QinetiQ
experts will be brought onboard as the programme progresses.
QinetiQ is also developing a system for automatic landing on an aircraft carrier, regardless of weather conditions. This autoland
capability – which uses differential GPS to bring the aircraft alongside the ship – will again be developed jointly with the US with a
view to incorporating it into the production F-35B. The first land-based demonstrations have already taken place at QinetiQ’s
Boscombe Down site while the first demonstration at sea is planned to take place on a Royal Navy aircraft carrier in Spring 2004.”

20 May 05

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/
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Push button plane landing hailed
Landing Harrier jump jets
on ships in bad weather can
now be done at the touch of
a button, British technology
firm Qinetiq has announced.
It is hoped the technology will
allow pilots to fly missions that
would not otherwise have been
possible.

The 'push button landing' was onto the
deck of HMS Invincible

The technology could also be used on helicopters, frigates and
destroyers.
Red button
The first automatic ship landing by "short take-off vertical
landing" (STOVL) aircraft was achieved during a test on HMS
Invincible.
It is part of the Ministry of Defence's £2bn contribution to
America's $40bn Joint Strike Fighter programme.

It enables the aircraft and the
carrier to know the relative
location of one another to
within 10cm.

QinetiQ has achieved the world’s first automatic landing of a short take-off vertical landing (STOVL) aircraft on a ship.
Funded by the US Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) programme and the UK MOD Joint Combat Aircraft Integrated Project Team
(JCA IPT), this is a key milestone in an innovative risk reduction programme for the JSF STOVL aircraft.
Andrew Sleigh, QinetiQ MD Defence said: “The achievement takes automatic landing technology to a new level and is
the latest advance of a long line in research by QinetiQ and its British predecessors. Our work in the 1950s led to civil
aircraft being able to land in all weathers at airports from the 1960s onwards. Today, QinetiQ has achieved a world first
by successfully landing a STOVL aircraft automatically and with no pilot control onto the deck of HMS Invincible.”

The system was based on
"some very complicated maths which would remain a trade
secret", the project's technical manager Jeremy Howitt said.

The device works by linking a
STOVL aircraft, via satellite
and radio, to an aircraft
carrier, Mr Howitt said.

QinetiQ achieves world’s first automatic landing
of a STOVL aircraft onto a ship
20 May 2005

It's something Harrier
pilots have always wanted - a
big red button to push and
take you straight to the coffee
bar
Pilot Justin Paines

Qinetiq pilot Justin Paines, 41, who was on the Harrier jet
equipped with the new system said it made things "completely
automatic".
In the new procedure, pilots have to press the button to plot a
route in, press it again to accept and then a third time to
engage.
"We are trying to make the task of recovering the aircraft to
the carrier as simple as possible and let pilots focus on their
war mission," he added.

This new pioneering development comes from the British company, QinetiQ, whose predecessors developed the jet
engine, invented carbon fibre and have helped reduce aircraft noise and emissions.
Flying QinetiQ's experimental aircraft, the VAAC (Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced Control) Harrier, its team of
engineers successfully demonstrated that the technology it has developed could automatically bring a STOVL aircraft into
land on HMS Invincible, as part of its work for the Joint Strike Fighter programme. The combined teamwork of JSF,
QinetiQ, HMS Invincible and UK MoD has demonstrated how exploiting advanced technology can reduce programme risk
and bring real benefits for the pilots.
The ability to land an aircraft automatically onto a ship will enable pilots of JSF to conduct missions by day or night and
in weather conditions that would previously have not been possible.
The ‘Autoland’ technology developed by QinetiQ for JSF also significantly reduces the workload of pilots at the end of
a mission and at a point when to land the aircraft onto the moving platform of a ship is a difficult and critical
procedure. QinetiQ is helping deliver this Autoland capability to the US Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) programme. QinetiQ’s
risk reduction programme is also helping the US Department of Defense’s JSF Program Office (JPO) understand more
about the challenges associated with automatically landing a STOVL aircraft on a ship.
In 2002, QinetiQ’s novel control laws, known as ‘Unified’, were also adopted onto the STOVL JSF aircraft. This system
enables the pilot to simply command the aircraft to go faster or slower and up or down whilst the fly-by-wire control
system does all the hard work. QinetiQ’s autoland technology takes this capability a step further and the autoland
technology also opens up the door for operating Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) from ships.
Origins of Automatic Landing
●
The technology behind this recent world first automatic landing of a STOVL is the latest in a long line of development, by
QinetiQ and its predecessors of the capability on military and for civil aircraft.
●
In 1947, The UK Blind Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) was established within the Royal Aircraft Establishment, now
QinetiQ. BLEU conducted the world’s first fully automatic landing in 1950 and had significant involvement in the development
programme for the world’s first Cat IIIb landing system for civil airliners.
●
Later technology developed by QinetiQ’s predecessor include the Microwave Aircraft Digital Guidance Equipment (MADGE),
developed as a tactical approach and landing system and was subsequently adopted by the Royal Navy for precision recovery
of aircraft to the INVINCIBLE class aircraft carriers.
●
Recent work by QinetiQ’s forebears on automatic landing systems has focussed on the use of differential and relative-GPS
systems. A number of flight trials were conducted during the 1990s to explore the use of GPS as a means for recovery of
helicopters to restricted sites, concentrating particularly on ship operations.
●
In 2001, QinetiQ demonstrated a relative-GPS-based automatic recovery to a moving vehicle and automatic landing using
the VAAC Harrier, including 4D operation - i.e. respecting both temporal and spatial constraints. This work has lead to the
involvement of the team in the development of the Joint Precision Approach and Landing System (JPALS) capability for the
F-35B Joint Strike Fighter.
●
QinetiQ’s recent ship trial aboard HMS INVINCIBLE has demonstrated the world’s first fully automatic STOVL shipboard
recovery and landing.

http://www.qinetiq.com/home/newsroom/news_releases_homepage/2005/2nd_quarter/QinetiQs_JSF_world_first.html

The world’s ﬁrst automatic landing of a STOVL (short takeoff vertical landing) aircraft—a
Harrier—on a ship at sea. The achievement was part of Lockheed Martin’s Joint Strike
Fighter development program.

First automatic landing of a STOVL aircraft
Aerospace Engineering

August 2005
QinetiQ also gave further details at
Paris about its use of GPS technology
to successfully make the ﬁrst automatic

such ﬂying outside the safety envelope.
Although based on GPS technology,
the system operates in a relative mode,
where both ship and aircraft are moving and their position is calculated relative to each other.
“Whilst there are radar-based systems that can be used to conduct automatic landings of conventional jets
aboard a carrier, these systems are not
sufﬁciently accurate to bring a STOVL
aircraft all the way to touchdown,”
said Jeremy Howitt, QinetiQ Technical
Manager.
A further advantage is that the system can be used at the end of any mission to reduce pilot workload; landing
a STOVL aircraft on a moving ship can
be particularly demanding. In 2001,
QinetiQ demonstrated a relative-GPSbased automatic recovery with a moving vehicle (on land) and automatic
landing using the Harrier, including 4-D
operation (in respect of temporal and
spatial constraints).

landing of a STOVL (short takeoff vertical landing) aircraft on the Royal Navy
aircraft carrier HMS Invincible. The
achievement was part of the Joint
Strike Fighter development program to
enable the Lockheed Martin F-35B,
STOVL version of the ﬁghter, to operate at sea by day or night in weather http://www.sae.org/aeromag/
conditions that otherwise would make techupdate/08-2005/2-25-7-6.pdf

VAAC Harrier Completes
First Auto STOVL Landing
http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=tXE4yBXjCpQ

“This harrier is outfitted with a new
control system. A variant of which
will be put on the F-35B Lightning II
(Joint Strike Fighter).”
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Performance of Integrity (JPALS) programme, was under-

Monitoring Techniques for

Shipboard Relative GPS Landing Systems 13-16 Sep 2005
Christopher Mather, Alex Macaulay,
Steve Mole, John Goddard

QinetiQ Ltd, Bedford, United Kingdom
ABSTRACT

QinetiQ has recently undertaken
a programme of research into the
technology readiness and feasibility of generic GPS based shipboard
recovery architectures and concepts on behalf of the UK Ministry
of Defence (MoD).
In parallel with this activity, QinetiQ has also undertaken a
risk reduction and flight test demonstration activity, as part of the
System Development and Demonstration (SDD) phase of the Joint
Strike Fighter (JSF) programme.
The Autoland Demonstration, undertaken in collaboration with the UK Joint Combat Aircraft IPT, the JSF Joint Program
Office (JPO) and the Joint Precision Approach and Landing System

taken to investigate the Concept of
Operations (CONOPS) for automatic shipboard approach and vertical
landing for the STOVL JSF (F-35B).
A series of flight trials, involving
the QinetiQ Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced Control (VAAC)
Harrier fly-by-wire research aircraft and a Royal Navy Invincible
Class Aircraft Carrier (CVS), has
been conducted to obtain validation data, culminating in a worldfirst automatic landing of a STOVL
aircraft on a ship….

…INTRODUCTION

The UK Ministry of Defence (MoD)
has a requirement to operate aircraft safely from a range of aviation capable platforms by day
and at night. Although the majority of recoveries to Royal Navy (RN)
ships are conducted in reasonable
weather and clear visibility conditions, with the pilot using cues derived solely from the visual scene,
there are instances where adverse
weather or low visibility conditions

prevent this. In these situations
the recovery of the aircraft can be
facilitated by electronic systems
to assist the pilot or automatically
guide the aircraft to a point where
the pilot has sufficient visual cues
to perform a landing. A number of
ship-aircraft combinations that are
under consideration for embarked
operations over the next 10-15
years have been identified and it is
considered that GPS based shipboard recovery systems have potential to enhance the operating
envelope of all maritime aircraft,
fixed and rotary-wing, thus maximising their effectiveness.
Through it’s research programme, the UK MoD funds research into specific requirements
for military platforms and equipment thus maintaining its status
as an intelligent procurement customer. As part of this activity QinetiQ has recently undertaken a
programme of research into the
technology readiness and feasibility
of generic GPS based shipboard recovery architectures and concepts. 1

It is the stated goal of the
Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) programme that the Short Take-Off/
Vertical Landing (STOVL) variant should have a fully automatic approach and landing capability at sea and ashore in day/night/
adverse weather. To mitigate the
risks associated with meeting this
goal, a risk reduction and flight
test demonstration programme,
termed “Autoland”, was conducted as part of the System Development and Demonstration (SDD)
phase. The Autoland Demonstration sought to validate the requirements for automatic shipboard approach and vertical landing for the
STOVL JSF (F-35B). A series of
flight trials, using the QinetiQ Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced
Control (VAAC) Harrier fly-by-wire
research aircraft, was conducted to obtain validation data, culminating in a world-first shipboard
automatic landing of a STOVL aircraft, aboard a Royal Navy Invincible Class Aircraft Carrier (CVS).
QinetiQ’s 2-seat T.Mk.4a

Harrier XW175,… provides a unique
research and development platform for guidance, control and
navigation flight research. The flying controls in the rear cockpit
are routed via a digital Flight Control System (FCS), with the guidance and control algorithms hosted
within an experimental computing
system. Programmable Head-Up
and Head- Down Displays (HUD/
HDD) are available and full experimental flexibility of the guidance, control and navigation systems is maintained in house. The
front seat retains the conventional
mechanical controls linked directly to the throttle, flaps, elevator,
nozzle, aileron and rudder and accommodates the Safety Pilot who
– together with an Independent
Monitor (IM) system – can disengage the experimental system at
any time. This unique combination
of the 2-seat configuration, Safety Pilot and IM means that experimental software/hardware need
not be flight critical and allows for
rapid prototyping of new systems

in a flexible and fully representative operating environment….
…JSF STOVL Autoland Demonstration
Requirements

It was the top-level aim of the Autoland demonstration programme
to provide verification of automatic landing system requirements
and concepts of operation for the
F- 35B. In addition, it was designed to deliver an improved understanding of the performance
and risk associated with the complex real-time interactions between the aircraft, ship and automatic landing system, allowing
lessons learned to be incorporated in F-35B production solutions.
In order to achieve these top-level
goals the following demonstration
objectives were set:
• Near-field automatic recovery
to alongside an aircraft carrier –
i.e. from within 6 miles – exploring STOVL specific issues such
as speed/height profiles for the
deceleration to a relative hover
alongside;
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• Automatic translation over the
deck to a high hover stationkeeping position exploring requirements for pilot consent to
manoeuvre and associated pilotvehicle interface issues;
• Automatic vertical descent to
touchdown, again exploring requirements for pilot consent to
manoeuvre and associated pilotvehicle interface issues.
• Simulated failure cases through
disengagement of the automatic
system at various points during
the approach with reversion to
manual flight directed guidance.
System Operation Overview

Each automatic recovery is begun
with the Evaluation Pilot engaging
the experimental flight control system. The flight controls were response matched to the characteristics of F-35, and the Evaluation
Pilot was able to fly in two-inceptor
(Unified) control mode with a Sidestick controller. When commanded
via the Head Down Display (HDD),

the recovery management system
generates a trajectory from the
aircraft current location through
the approach gate waypoint to a
station keeping point alongside
the ship. This approach phase trajectory is fully user definable enabling a range of flight profiles to
be generated. If the pilot accepts
the trajectory, he is then provided
with a flight director on the HeadUp Display (HUD) to enable manual
tracking under Unified control. The
automatic recovery guidance system can then be engaged, by inceptor input, which then executes
a fully automatic recovery along
the trajectory ending in a station
keeping hover alongside the ship.
Once in the alongside hover, the
system would transition to an automatic translation across the deck
to a station keeping hover over the
intended landing spot from where
a controlled automatic descent to
landing would be undertaken. During the translation, hover, and land
phases the aircraft was able to
track a user definable proportion

of ship motion, within aircraft performance and pilot comfort limits, and the system was configured
to enter each phase only on pilot
consent….
…CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has demonstrated a real
time architecture for an SRGPS
Landing System. Trials data has
shown that carrier phase techniques can provide the accuracy
for STOVL Autoland. It has been
shown that the code aspects of the
GBAS integrity monitoring scheme
may be used for SRGPS with a set
of modified thresholds to take into
account the unknown position of
the ship. Further work is currently being undertaken looking at a
full set of carrier monitoring techniques, various frequency combinations and analyzing the interference environments of the various
platforms that may be used. The
results of this further work will be
reported in a follow on paper.
http://www.beidoudb.com:88/document/uploads/
efd72499-87a4-4f71-874f-36a5b95562a9.pdf
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-

http://www.beidoudb.com:88/document/uploads/efd72499-87a4-4f71-874f-36a5b95562a9.pdf

Performance of
Integrity Monitoring Techniques for Shipboard Relative
GPS Landing
Systems
13-16 Sep 2005

Joint Strike Fighter PERSPECTIVES - Code One Magazine
July 1996 Vol. 11 No. 3 - Mike Skaff, Pilot-Vehicle Interface [PVI]

“...He [Mike Skaff] is also closely reviewing PVI issues
related to specific services." In hover mode," says Skaff;
"the pilot does not have much time to make the decision
to eject. The Russians have used auto-eject systems
successfully on their STOVL aircraft for several years.
That system will make for a good JSF trade study. We
are also looking at an auto approach and auto landing
mode. This flight mode is nothing new for the Navy, but
it has never earned its way onto an Air Force fighter.”
http://www.codeonemagazine.com/images/C1_V11N3_SM_1271449318_7528.pdf

BAHG [Bedford Aeronautical Heritage Group] Newsletter Issue 2, Dec 2011 http://www.bahg.org.uk/documents/BAHG%20Newsletter%202.pdf
-

“Harrier XW175 Research Aircraft and the VAAC Programme
-

XW175, a second development batch T2 two-seat aircraft, first flew in 1969 and was delivered to RAE
Bedford in February 1975. It is a unique aircraft in that it spent most of its operating life in support of
VSTOL research. In the early 1970’s RAE Bedford was tasked by MoD with a work package to enable
Sea Harriers to recover to a vertical landing on a ship at night in poor visibility. XW175 was allocated
as the trials aircraft and thus began its illustrious 38 year research career at RAE Bedford and then at
QinetiQ Boscombe Down. During 1977/78 two sea trials were completed with HMS Hermes. The research programmes included recovery using MADGE guidance, VSTOL Head Up Display symbology,
ski-jump launch, auto-stabiliser and autopilot development and FLIR demonstrations.
In the early 1980’s, studies into advanced VSTOL aircraft concepts suggested that control at low
speed and hover could be more complex than with the Harrier. The need for research into novel
control methods led to XW175 being adapted for one pilot to have fly-by-wire control, when it became
the Vectored thrust Aircraft Advanced Control (VAAC) Harrier, a unique UK VSTOL research vehicle.
Over the period 1986-2004, several 2-inceptor control concepts were progressively developed, first
with simulation and then, from 1990, with extensive flight trials in the aircraft, including the first ever
deck landing with unified control (HMS Illustrious, Sept 1998). In 2002 this Bedford ‘Unified’ control
concept, having been shown to demand minimal pilot workload while maximising safety, was
selected for the STOVL variant of the Joint Strike Fighter (Lockheed Martin F-35B). Several ship trials
with HMS Illustrious and HMS Invincible were completed up to 2008 to further support JSF and to
demonstrate the capability to UK and US pilots. These trials included automatic recovery and automatic vertical landing to a ship at sea, some 30 years after the original HMS Hermes trials with XW175
in 1977. Hav-ing conducted its last research sortie on 18 Nov 2008, with QinetiQ at Boscombe Down,
XW175’s final resting place is now to be resolved. BAHG has expressed strong interest in bringing the
aircraft back to Bedford. Major museums, such as the RAF Museum, are also making bids.”

VERTICAL EVOLUTION Marine Corps pilot says the new F-358 simplifies vertical flight operations
the magazine for customers Rolls Royce Issue 141 Jun 2014 http://issuu.com/rolls-royceplc/docs/rr141?e=7869852/8109112
-

““Marine Corps Capt Jack "Norm" Cronan learned his vertical landing skills at the controls of a Harrier
AV-8B and says: "I will always have a soft spot for the old AV-88, a fondness for the aircraft." But his new
aircraft - an F-35B Lightning II - is far superior, as he explains: "The capability you will have with the F-35,
it's an immeasurable difference between the two."

He recalls the pilot concentration and workload required for a vertical landing in the
Harrier AV-8B - hands manipulating the stick and throttle, feet working the rudders, full
focus on nozzle direction and system performance, while seated in front of a roaring
engine amid cockpit dials and warning lights. A vertical landing required intense pilot
attention & constant control inputs. Compare that to the F-35's system for STOVL mode:
"You press the conversion button, the jet converts, and you're in STOVL mode." A slight nudge of the
throttle or the control stick is all that is required from that point. The aircraft's computerised control system does most of the work. "You're still flying the jet but you're monitoring what the jet is doing," he says.

"Once you're over the (landing) pad, you hit the TRC - Translation Rate Control
- button and the jet will lock that position into place. You could take your hands
off the controls, and the jet will stay in that particular position. To land, all you do
is push the stick forward and monitor the jet. There are no attitude adjustments
like you do on the Harrier."
Cronan also noted the sophisticated electronic and radar systems in the F-35. which collect a variety
of data for the pilot. "That's a great feature to have, being able to look at one display and see all the data
the jet is collecting for you. You can concentrate on the tactical game plan versus concentrating on your
data displays." And that's one of the main advantages of this new advanced jet, with its stealth, supersonic speed, superior electronics and STOVL capabilities: "The jet is doing a lot of the work for you."”

How it Works: F-35B Hover

Feature Article // July 01, 2014
By definition, hover is the act of
remaining in one place in the air.
Similar to a helicopter flying stationary
just above the ground before landing,
the F-35B short takeoff/vertical landing
(STOVL) variant now brings the ability
to hover in the form a supersonic,
stealthy fighter jet.
Modern day security challenges
require a wider distribution of forces
and capabilities. STOVL capability
gives the F-35B the unique ability to
operate from a variety of ships, roads
and austere bases near frontline
combat zones, providing flexibility in
any scenario.
How it works:

The F-35B STOVL operation is made
possible through the Rolls-Royce
patented shaft-driven LiftFan®
propulsion system and an engine that
can swivel 90 degrees when in short
takeoff/vertical landing mode. RollsRoyce is subcontracted to Pratt &
Whitney on the F135 engine to provide
the Lift System for the Lightning II.
The Rolls-Royce LiftSystem® is the
first to enable Short Take Off and
Vertical Landing (STOVL) operations for
supersonic-capable aircraft.
There are two primary components
that provide the vertical lift necessary

for hover – the LiftFan® and 3-Bearing
Swivel Module (3BSM). The LiftFan® is
mounted horizontally right behind the
cockpit. As the aircraft transitions to
hover mode, two doors open on top
of the aircraft and the two counterrotating fans blow about 20,000
pounds of unheated air straight down,
producing almost half of the downward
thrust needed for a pure hover mode.
The majority of the remaining
vertical thrust is provided by the 3BSM
at the rear of the aircraft. With the
ability to swivel ninety-five degrees
downward in just two and half seconds,
the 3BSM can direct up to 18,000
pounds of heated thrust from the
engine exhaust.
For stabilization and control, there
are also two roll posts under the wings
that provide approximately 10 percent
(up to 2,000 pounds each) of the
downward thrust drawn from engine
air flow. Most importantly, the two
roll posts are used to control aircraft
attitude, or its orientation in relation
to the earth, in the roll axis. The
exhaust areas of the two roll posts can
be varied independently. The posts,
therefore, control roll by expelling
different amounts of thrust between
the two sides of the aircraft.
There is one other component that
is built into the airframe – the vane
box. It is essentially the base of the

LiftFan® with moveable vanes that
can control the thrust by directing the
downward flow. This vane box enables
the F-35B to move slightly forward or
backward when it is in STOVL mode.
Ease in flight:

All of these components operate with
ease allowing the pilot to focus on
more important tasks. For the pilot,
converting from conventional flight to
STOVL mode is no more complicated
than pushing the STOVL conversion
button. This is the same button that
pilots flying an F-35A or F-35C aircraft
would push to lower the tail hook.
After the button is pressed, the
transformation to STOVL mode
begins, which includes the opening of
all STOVL doors and the propulsion
system preparing to engage the clutch.
Once all doors are open, the clutch
engages when sets of carbon plates
press together to spin the LiftFan®
up from a complete stop to engine
speed. Once the speeds between the
LiftFan® and engine are matched, a
mechanical lock is engaged to remove
the torque load from the clutch and
permit operation to full lift fan power.
After the lock engages, the propulsion
system completes conversion to
STOVL mode and responds to aircraft
commands. The entire sequence takes
approximately fifteen seconds.
https://www.f35.com/news/detail/how-does-the-f-35b-hover

VX-23 Strike Test News 2014 Creeping Vertical Landing (CVL),
[02 Sep] Vertical Landing (VL), Slow Land“SHORT TAKEOFF AND
VERTICAL LANDING (STOVL)
The F-35B continued sea trials last
summer aboard the USS Wasp
(LHD 1). Lessons learned from the
previous ship trials in 2011 were
incorporated and evaluated. Centerline tracking during short takeoffs (STOs) was drastically improved with the combination of an
improved NWS schedule and the
use of the Three-Bearing Swivel Nozzle (3BSN) for yaw control.
BF-1 and BF-5 were utilized for
the sea trials to further expand
the wind and performance envelope for F-35B STOVL operations
on L-class ships. Mission systems
testing, to include the Night Vision
Camera (NVC) and Distributed Aperture System (DAS) was accomplished by BF-4.
The F-35B STOVL envelope expansion continued last year. The
Rolling Vertical Landing (RVL),

have been busy testing the F-35C
at our unique shore-based cataing (SL), Short Take Off (STO) and pult and arresting gear test facility to ensure it can withstand the
Vertical Takeoff (VTO) envelopes
were all expanded. RVL testing in- punishing forces associated with
shipboard flight operations. The
cluded main runway testing with
some crosswind testing. CVL test- TC-7 catapult and Mk-7 arresting
ing began and was completed on gear sites at NAS Patuxent River,
both the main runway and the Ex- Maryland and Naval Air Warfare
Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD)
peditionary Airfield (EAF). The
VL wind envelope was further ex- - Lakehurst located aboard Joint
Base Mcguire-Dix-Lakehurst, New
panded, with up to 10 knots of
Jersey, are fleet representative
tail wind and 15 knots of crossand almost identical to the equipwind. SL and STO testing included crosswind expansion out to 20 ment aboard today’s CVNs. In adknots, completed primarily at Ed- dition to arrested landings, the
team has been hard at work valwards Air Force Base and NAWS
idating the current control laws
China Lake during a wet runway
and crosswind detachment. STOVL in preparation for initial sea trials,
formation testing began this year, as well as developing a new set
of control laws to increase safety
which included formation STOs
and SLs. VTO expansion occurred margins and boarding rates.
The road to initial sea trials
concurrently with AM2 soft soil
began in December 2013 with the
pad certification….
return to flight of CF-3 — the third
…F-35C CARRIER SUITABILITY F-35C aircraft to roll off of the
This is a very exciting time for
production floor — after receiving
F-35C Carrier Suitability team. We a redesigned hook during a major
1

modification period. The first order
of business was to ensure the
new hook worked. The team traveled to sunny Lakehurst in January to conduct arresting gear rollins. During this phase of testing,
we targeted an engaging speed
and validated loads on the arresting hook. After achieving the maximum engaging speed, we executed off-center engagements to a
maximum of 20 feet off-centerline.
The team successfully completed
more than 35 roll-in engagements
with no hook skips. We used the
data from the roll-ins to create an
interim Aircraft Recovery Bulletin (ARB) for use at the Patuxent
River Mk-7 site and during initial
sea trials. Having gained confidence in the new hook system,
the team returned to Patuxent
River to conduct the next phase
of testing — structural survey —
in which we evaluate the aircraft
structural strength to ensure that
it is sufficient for shipboard operations. This is accomplished by

conducting several series of arrested landings outside of a normal touchdown envelope. The
landing series consist of high sink
landings, rolled-yawed landings,
maximum engaging speed landings and free flight landings. The
free flight landing is similar to an
in-flight engagement since the
hook engages the cross deck pendant prior to the main wheels
touching down; however, the aircraft still has a downward vector.
The ultimate goal of this testing is
to ensure the aircraft can handle
the harsh forces it will experience
while a nugget is safely executing
night CQ.
The F-35C team as a whole is
busy developing the next generation of control laws that aim to increase boarding rates and safety margins while operating around
the aircraft carrier. A new control
scheme called Delta Flight Path
(DFP) is featured on the F-35C.
DFP is a form of autopilot in
which a flight path is commanded,

nominally 3 degrees. The pilot is
then free to make lineup corrections with lateral stick without the
need to compensate for lost lift
with power or longitudinal stick inputs. If the pilot requires a glideslope correction, the sink rate can
be increased or decreased using
forward or aft stick until a center
ball is achieved and then release
the stick input. The control laws
will then return the aircraft to the
commanded flight path. The pilot
will have the ability to change the
desired glideslope as required by
the environmental conditions for
any given day. DFP’s goal of increasing boarding rate and safety margin has shown promise during field testing. But, as all good
naval aviators know, the boat is
the great equalizer and we are eagerly awaiting the opportunity to
test DFP during initial sea trials….”
http://www.navair.navy.mil/nawcad/index.
cfm?fuseaction=home.download&id=820

VX-23 Strike Test News 2010-14 INDEX:
http://www.navair.navy.mil/nawcad/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.
content_detail&key=7DABC751-98E2-4709-B704-F34E8876769E
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FY 14 DOD PROGRAMS F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Jan 2015
“...F-35B Flight Sciences

http://www.defense-aerospace.com/dae/articles/communiques/DOT-E_2014_Annual_Report_Section_on_F-35.pdf

Flight Test Activity with BF-1, BF-2, BF-3, BF-4, and BF-5 Test Aircraft
• F-35B flight sciences focused on:
- Continued expansion of the Block 2B flight envelope, including weapons separation testing - High angle of attack testing - Wet runway testing (completed with
BF-4 in May at Edwards AFB) - Testing of landing control authority in crosswind
conditions - Testing with external air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons (Block 3F
capability) - STOVL mode flight operations - Testing of fuel dump capability with a
new valve and seals - Ground and flight testing of the redesigned ullage inerting
system

- Flight testing in support of expeditionary operations

(i.e., landing on matted runways, AM-2 padding [?])
- Preparations for and conducting climatic testing
on BF-5 in the climatic chamber
... • Crosswind landing testing in the conventional landing mode
(not vertical landing) was not completed ; but sufficient testing
was accomplished to clear landings up to 20 knots of crosswind,
short of the ORD requirement of 25 knots of crosswind....”

Blue Sky OPS
AIR International F-35 Special Edition 2012
26 April 2012 Mark Ayton

The aircraft is now in STOVL mode and Ride the Lightning: Testing the
ready for a vertical landing….”
Marine Corps’ latest fighter
http://militaryrussia.ru/forum/download/file.php?id=28256?

“…Landing Vertically

Precise and powerful
One of the most fascinating aspects
of the whole programme is the way
2012 RollsRoyce
in which the F-35B achieves a verti“…[Peter ‘Wizzer’ Wilson, the Lead
cal landing. When preparing to transi- STOVL Test Pilot for the F-35 Lighttion from conventional to STOVL mode ning II programme] “Fifteen seconds
the first thing the pilot must do is con- after pressing the button, I’m in
figure the aircraft to be able to fly at
STOVL mode….”
slow speed. This process is called con- http://www.rolls-royce.com/defence/customers/precise_powerful.jsp
version and from the pilot’s perspective it starts when the aircraft is moving at 250kts (460km/h) or less at
which point he or she simply presses a
button.
Jumping Jack Flash
“Seconds later, assuming all has
July 2014 unknown author
gone well, you are in the mode that alAIR
International
F-35 Special Edition
lows the aircraft to go to the hover,”
said Peter Wilson.
“…Two power setting options are availNine external doors open in
able for take-off: Mil STO and Max STO,
sequence taking about 8 seconds,
as Maj Rusnok explained: “When you
after which the propulsion system (not
taxi to the tram line you stay in mode
to be confused with the engine) starts
one, the conventional flight mode. You
to spool up. The clutch engages to
convert the aircraft into mode four, the
spool up the lift fan located behind
STOVL flight mode, and it takes about
the cockpit (which takes about 5-6
15 seconds or so for the doors to
seconds) and the control laws change
open up and the lift fan to engage….”
to make use of the propulsive effectors that have just been brought to life. AIR International F-35 Special Edition July 2014

STOVL MODE LIMITS/
TIME for Conversion

27 Mar 2009 Dave Majumdar

“…Other than the reduced G-limit, in
conventional flight the F-35B handles
almost exactly like the F-35A, Tomlinson explained [Lead Test Pilot for the
F-35B. Tomlinson, a former Royal Air
Force (RAF) Harrier pilot and a graduate of the prestigious Empire Test
Pilot School, has over thirty years of
flight test experience with STOVL aircraft. (now retired)]. The F-35B retains the same outstanding low-speed,
high angle of attack handling qualities as well as the same incredible acceleration as the F-35A. “You struggle to tell the difference between the
CTOL and the STOVL in the cockpit,”
Tomlinson said, adding that test pilots are trained to notice even minute
differences in aircraft handling qualities. Tomlinson noted that while the F35B’s lift-fan causes a visible bump in
the aircraft’s outer mold line, the only
cue in the cockpit is a slightly different wind noise. “STOVL only applies
below 10 thousand feet and below
250 knots,” Tomlinson notes….”
http://www.examiner.com/article/ride-the-lightning-testing-the-marine-corps-latest-fighter

http://www.lockheedmartin.com.au/content/dam/lockheed/data/uk/documents/signalssummer10.pdf

)LUVWYHUWLFDOODQGLQJVXFFHVV
IRU)%/LJKWQLQJ,,
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Joint Strike Fighter PERSPECTIVES Paul Bevilaqua, Lift-Fan System Inventor
Code One Magazine July 1996 Vol. 11 No. 3 http://www.codeonemagazine.com/images/C1_V11N3_SM_1271449318_7528.pdf
-

“..."Our lift fan approach is like taking that one large fan on the Harrier's engine, breaking it into two smaller fans,
and turning off one of the smaller fans when the airplane converts to the cruise mode," he explains. "The concept
doesn't compromise the other JSF variants. Our STOVL concept requires twin inlets, what we call bifurcated inlet
ducts, to create the space needed for the lift fan. That is the only design requirement. And bifurcated ducts have lowobservable and performance advantages that improve all of our JSF variants.”
-

Genesis of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter 2009 Paul M. Bevilaqua JOURNAL OF AIRCRAFT Vol. 46, No. 6, Nov–Dec 2009,
2009 WRIGHT BROTHERS LECTURE http://pdf.aiaa.org/getfile.cfm?urlX=-%3CWI'7D%2FQKS%2B%2FRP%23IW%40%20%20%0A&urlb=!*0%20%20%0A&urlc=!*0%20%20%0A&urld=!*0%20%20%0A
-

“...The technical challenges involved in designing a single aircraft for all three services were met by designing three
highly common, but not identical, variants of the same aircraft. The STOVL variant, which was designed first, incorporates a shaft-driven lift fan in a bay between the inlet ducts and a thrust-vectoring cruise nozzle. The airframe was
designed to Air Force specifications, so that the conventional takeoff and landing variant was developed by removing the lift fan and vectoring nozzles from the STOVL variant and substituting a fuel tank and a conventional cruise
nozzle. The Naval variant was similarly developed from the conventional variant by increasing the wing area, designing stronger landing gear, and using stronger cousin parts to handle the larger airframe loads associated with carrier takeoffs and landings. Both the STOVL and Naval variants are about 15% heavier than the conventional variant.”
-

The Influence of Ship Configuration on the Design of the Joint Strike Fighter
26-27 Feb 2002 Mr. Eric S. Ryberg, page 10 of 11 http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA399988
“...SHIP SUITABILITY DESIGN ‘PENALTY’

Because of the numerous factors that influence the design of a ship-based aircraft, many assume these considerations have significantly compromised the mission performance of the CV and STOVL variants. Correspondingly, it is
assumed that the remaining CTOL variant carries appreciable "scar impacts" to maintain commonality with its seagoing siblings.
However, the JSF design solution has been quite successful in minimizing the "penalty" of ship suitability....
...the CTOL variant carries virtually no scars as the result of the ship suitability of the other two variants. The
JSF program has clearly shown that shipboard compatibility does not have to come at the expense of such critical
attrib-utes as lethality and survivability....”

STRIKE TEST NEWS Air Test and Evaluation Squadron 23 Newsletter 2013 Issue
[produced 11 Oct 2013] http://www.navair.navy.mil/nawcad/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.download&id=767
“...Considerable carrier suitability testing was performed at NAS Patuxent River and NAS Lakehurst, bounding the scope of the technical challenges discovered with the landing and arresting gear systems on the
F-35C. During this testing, CF-3 performed the 1st field arrestment during a roll-in arrestment to MK-7 arresting gear. Later in the year, CF-3 conducted over 40 successful roll-in arrestments to MK-7 and E-28 arresting
gear and performed five operationally representative fly-in arrestments to MK-7 arresting gear....”
-

&

“...F-35B (STOVL) Flight Sciences aircraft
For each variant, Flight Sciences aircraft specifically go after flight test data requirements that would not be available in production configuration. Each has a unique set of instrumentation that has been incorporated
throughout the airframe, and truly make these each one-of-a kind aircraft. They were the first to roll off the production line in Fort Worth, and each one is critical to the completion of the flight test program. The Flight
Science jets do not have full sensor suites installed and do not run the block software that provides warfighting
capabilities of the jet....”
&

“...USS WASP Second Sea Trials (DT-II, scheduled for August 2013)
Building on the resounding success of the first sea trials for the F-35B on USS WASP in October of 2011,
the team has completed significant efforts in preparation for expanding the envelope at-sea for the USMC/
UK pilots who will operate F-35B aircraft at-sea. There is no better way to understand the performance of
an aircraft than to take into the operational environment and make it work. The purpose of DT-II is to continue to expand the F-35B flight envelope, ultimately enabling fleet operations in operationally realistic
wind and sea state conditions, at night, and with operationally realistic weapons load-outs. The first F-35B
developmental test (DT-I) allowed the test team to evaluate the aircraft’s flying qualities and performance
in conducting L-Class shipboard flight operations, mainly in the heart of the operating envelope.
Additionally, F-35B maintenance and servicing functions will be evaluated. While onboard Wasp, the
F-35B and various functions of the ship are instrumented with sensors that will collect data and allow for
post-event analysis. Test findings may drive improvements to the F-35B for operations at-sea in preparation for USMC initial operational capability, currently scheduled for 2015....”

Lightning II jets in vertical night landing tests 13 Sep 2013 VIDEO
“F-35 Operations onboard USS Wasp with interviews. Over the last few weeks,
RAF and Royal Navy pilots and ground crew have been involved in the second
round of Carrier testing onboard the USS WASP. The testing has been used to
expand the operational envelope, with aircraft flown in a variety of air and sea
states, landing at day and night, all while carrying internal weapons. This was
the first time that vertical night landings had been conducted at sea.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jwstn1R24c&feature=youtube_gdata

A throttle-type left hand inceptor, in- commands acceleration and deceleration
A V/STOL FLIGHT CONTROL JOURNEY ENABLED BY RAE SCIENTISTS corporating two detents, commands lon- (or thrust on the ground and in the STO

gitudinal acceleration.
Putting the inceptor in the cenhttp://www.rafmuseum.org.uk.nyud.net/documents/Research/RAF-Histre detent holds the current speed. Actorical-Society-Journals/Journal-35A-Seminar-the-RAF-Harrier-Story.pdf
celeration or deceleration is selected by
“…UNIFIED. Unified was the most radical moving the lever forward or aft of the
detent, with full travel demanding maxmode. Here the pilot pulls back on the
imum available performance. Deceleratstick to go up and pushes to go down,
ing through 35 kt ground speed starts
regardless of airspeed. At all speeds
above 40 kt ground speed the stick com- a blend and below 25 kt the aft demands flight path rate and so relaxing it tent commands zero ground speed. Either side of the aft detent gives the pilot
to the centre position when the aircraft
is flying level maintains height. If the air- a closed loop control of ground speed up
to 30 kt forwards or backwards.
craft is in a climb or a dive, relaxing the
In summary, if the pilot centres both
stick maintains the existing climb or dive
the stick and throttle when flying on the
flight path angle. As the aircraft decelwings, the aircraft holds the existing
erates through 40 kt the stick response
speed, bank attitude and climb or dive
blends to become a height rate control
angle. In the hover, centralising everyby 30 kt ground speed so, in the hover,
thing maintains the existing hover height,
with stick centre commanding zero
position
and heading. Such hover charheight rate, it appears to the pilot as a
acteristics are the stuff of dreams for
height hold.
every Harrier pilot at the start of their
When flying up and away laterconversion.…”
al stick commands roll rate. This blends
between 130 and 100 kt to become a
closed loop roll attitude control, so that
Test Flying The Joint Strike Fighter
relaxing the stick to centre below 100
17 Jun 2011 Graham Tomlinson
kt commands wings level. Above 40 kt
http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/hawkerassociation/hanewsletters/
ground speed the rudder pedals comhanewsletter030nvu/testflyingjointstrikefighter.html
mand sideslip. Decelerating below this
”The STOVL mode control system is despeed the pedals blend to a yaw rate
rived from ‘Unified’ developed by the
command by 30 kt, providing a heading
‘RAE’
on the VAAC Harrier. The throttle
hold in the hover with feet central.
John Farley 2006

mode, and in all conventional modes); in
the hover the stick moved backwards/
forwards commands upwards/ downwards vertical velocity (or pitch rate elsewhere); in the hover the stick moved
from side to side commands bank angle
(or roll rate elsewhere) and if released
returns the aircraft to wings level; in the
hover the pedals command yaw rate (or
sideslip elsewhere).
Future development will clear full envelope autopilot/auto throttle, automatic
deceleration to a spot, and TRC (translational rate command) which in the hover
allows the pilot to make small positional
corrections easily, and will then bring the
aircraft to a standstill if the pilot releases
the controls.…
In the Harrier the pilot must obey
the rules. The F-35B flyby-wire system
gives angle-of-attack and sideslip control, and departure protection. Further
pilot workload reduction is given by performance deficit protection, conversion
speed window protection and FOD protection warning; and flight test has a
watching brief on the requirement for
possible tail strike protection during slow
landings (currently not considered necessary [2011]). Pilot cognitive errors (of
trying to control thrust with the throttle)
have been mitigated in the design.…”

JOHN FARLEY: 11 Sep 2014 http://www.pprune.org/military-aviation/424953-f-35-cancelled-then-what-259.html#post8651195
“Dealing with value for money I don’t know how you judge the value of any defence expenditure until the
period it is intended to cover is past! However a fair bit of the F35 programme money is being spent in the
UK (we make back ends of all versions and the RR Lift System for the B) so that keeps people in high quality
work plus they pay income tax etc. There has to be value in that. It also keeps our technology base at the
leading edge of whatever is going on which has other potential advantages for the UK in the future.
Personally I would not like to see us quit all that sort of activity.

As to the cost effectiveness of the B for the UK (assuming the carriers are there to enable our politicians to have their say around the world and they continue to want this) I am
confident that the B is a much better choice than the C. Vertical landing is so much easier
for the pilot. This makes operations safer with fewer training and currency demands. It
also greatly expands the safe ship motion and poor viz operational envelope. Plus it requires only tiny fuel reserves compared with non VL operations. That is not just an opinion but fact. Many of the chaps who went to the Falklands were experienced catapult and
arrested landing pilots and they all agreed that they would not have been able to operate
in the conditions they found themselves in down there without VL.
In my experience it is hardly possible to overstate the reduction in stress on an approach
if you can hover. For the approach to be successful (on land or at sea day or night) all you
need to do is drift to a hover with the landing point in sight. You can then take out any
lack of approach path accuracy with a bit of hover taxying. A minute in the hover is a very
long time (ask any spectator bored by seeing nothing happening) hence the need for
relatively tiny fuel reserves compared to normal fixed wing operations.
Going slightly off topic, I actually think the F35B spec (a supersonic and stealthy vertical lander) suits the
possible UK carrier use more than it does the USMC for their primary expeditionary close grunt support role
where I see the provision of supersonics and stealth as unnecessary – even unhelpful.”

JSF Active Inceptor System (AIS)
Presentation Overview
A. Why & What of Active Inceptors:
– JSF Inceptor Overview & Architecture
– Reconfiguration for AIS Degraded Modes
– AIS Specification Issues

“Intro: Joe Krumenacker holds a BS in
Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering from
the University of Notre Dame, and
previously worked for Grumman in
aerodynamics, flight controls and flight
test on the X-29 and F-14 programs. He
joined the NAVAIR Flight Controls Branch
in 1996 and has worked on the Joint Strike
Fighter since 1999. He currently leads the
JSF Program Office’s Vehicle Control
Integration team.”

B. How have Active Inceptors been put to use:
– Current Uses of Active Capability
– Jetborne Advanced Modes Using Active Capability
– Lessons Learned

C. Conclusions

ACTIVE STICK & THROTTLE FOR F-35

http://www.csdy.umn.edu/acgsc/mtg102/
SubcommitteD/F35 AIS Krumenacker SAE 081016.ppt

Joseph Krumenacker
NAVAIR Flight Controls / JSF Vehicle Systems
16 October 2008

Active Inceptor Overview
• As a system the AIS is partitioned into the following
major elements

Active Inceptor

– Electronics
Overview
• Processor modules, motor drives, interfaces to FCC / grips
– Mechanics

• Gimbal assemblies, bearings, housings, seals & mountings
Mechanics

– Electromechanical
• Servo Actuator Units (SAUs), sensors
Electronics

Electromechanical

BAE SYSTEMS

Why Were Active Inceptors Chosen?
• Design Flexibility for STOVL Advanced Control Law
– JSF specification prohibits the use of a third inceptor and requires a pilot
interface that minimizes both pilot workload and cognitive error
potential.

• Throttle Back-drive Capability
– PA Approach Power Compensation (Auto-Throttle)
– UA Speed Hold Modes
– STOVL Performance Protection & Auto-Deceleration Modes

• Commonality Between CTOL, STOVL and CV Variants
• Active Stick & Throttle Had Already Been Proven on X-35
Demonstrator
– X-35 active throttle had a separate nozzle control lever

AIS Installation Overview
SideStick (ASSCA)

Inceptor
Control Unit
(ICU)

FWD

• All JSF variants (CTOL, STOVL & CV) use identical AIS
hardware & software.
• AIS is provided as a complete system by BAE, Rochester UK
• Stick & Throttle grips not procured as part of AIS.

Throttle
(ATQA)

F-35 AA-1 Cockpit
Active Side-Stick
(approx. ±6 deg deflection)

Active Throttle
(9-inch linear deflection)

Inceptor Characteristics
• Three Axes of Control: Stick Pitch, Stick Roll,
Throttle
• Each Axis contains duplex 28V electric motor drives
connected to grip interface by mechanical linkages
• Each Axis contains triplex force and position
sensors
• Stick Axes contain mechanical springs for backup
mode
• Grips (and various HOTAS switches) are supplied by
separate vendor, but are qualified for flight together
with the stick & throttle.

VMC & Inceptor Architecture
ICU

AIS

SideStick

(duplex motor interface)

VMC A

(IEEE1394 network)

Chan A

Pitch Axis

VMC B

Chan B

Roll Axis

VMC C

Chan C

Throttle
Fore/Aft

Each Vehicle Management Computer
(VMC) Contains:
CLAW Application which determines
inceptor force gradients and other features
FCRM Application to manage ICU health
& failure reports and to select triplex
inceptor position & forces for CLAW input

Inceptor Control Unit (ICU) performs:
Motor Drive Loop Closure & Control
Failure Management
Mode Control
Initiated Built-In Test

(triplex grip force & position feedbacks)

AIS Modes & Fault Accommodation
• Each Inceptor has three primary control modes:

– Active: sensed grip force is used to actively position the inceptor
according to the programmed force vs. position characteristics
• Flight Control Laws use inceptor position as pilot command

– Passive: motor drives disengaged, stick springs provide fixed
linear force gradient, throttle has fixed friction & no detents
• Used upon unrecoverable error with motor drives
• Flight Control Laws use stick forces and throttle position as pilot
command
• Both stick axes will maintain like mode (if one axis downgrades
passive mode, other axis will be place passive mode)

– Jammed: inceptor position is fixed
• automatically detected by software
• Flight Control Laws use inceptor force as pilot command
• jammed throttle requires some Control Law reconfiguration

Active Inceptor Requirements &
Specification Issues
Programmable Inceptor Active
Mode Characteristics:
• force gradients/ramps
• forward & aft end stops
• variable damping
• force gates & soft-stops (e.g
AB)
• pilot-adjustable friction force
(throttle)
• force detents (STOVL)
• position back-drive (autothrottle modes)
Blue shaded items are less configuration-dependent than others
and could benefit from industry-wide specifications or guidance.

Inceptor Specification Issues:
• force capability (static and
dynamic)
• force accuracy/variability
• velocity capability
• motor drive redundancy
• electronics redundancy
• force sensor null drift &
sensor noise characteristics
• passive mode centering
(stick)
• passive mode breakout and
force gradients (stick)

How Is Active Capability Currently Used?
F-35B STOVL Control & VLs Explained

• Throttle:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JMNWQQfMM8

– Variable aft & forward end-stops (e.g. STOVL mode is different
from CTOL mode)
– AB gate (when STOVL system is not deployed)
– Launch gate (CV only)
– STOVL center detent (zero commanded acceleration)
– STOVL on-ground power braking force gradient
– Back-drive
• Auto-Throttle Approach (all variants)
• STOVL Decel-to-Hover

How Is Active Capability Currently Used?
• Stick:
CTOL
STOVL - Wingborne
STOVL - Jetborne

• wingborne vs. jetborne
variations
• forward soft-stop(s) for
vertical landing sink speed

– Pitch force feedback at
higher AOA
– Roll force tailoring: left vs.
right
– Roll force tailoring: CTOL
vs. STOVL
– Increased force breakout
for CV launch (pitch & roll)

Pitch Stick Force

– Tailored STOVL pitch force
characteristics

Aft

Fwd

Pitch Stick Deflection

Background: F-35B Jetborne Control Strategy

Left-Hand Inceptor (LHI)
provides fore/aft
acceleration control
(with speed hold
function on center
detent)

Longitudinal
Right-Hand
Inceptor (RHI)
provides height
rate control (zero
force commands
altitude hold)
Lateral Right-Hand
Inceptor (RHI)
provides bank angle
control to give lateral
acceleration

Full matrix of STOVL tasks can be flown by using only the two primary
inceptors in a consistent manner throughout the flight envelope.
• Nozzle / thrust vector control not required in flight
• Cognitive error potential minimized by consistent inceptor functionality
• HOTAS functions can be added to provide additional hover control options

Further Advancements Using Active Inceptors:
TRC Mode
TRC = Translational Rate Command
LHI (Throttle) Characteristics

Lateral RHI (Stick) Characteristics

LHI Force
(lbs)
Disengage
Stop

RHI Force
(lbs)
Disengage
Stop

Disengage
Stop
20

20

10

Decel
Cmd
AFT

1

10

LHI Displacement
(inches)
Velocity
Command (kts)

Accel
Cmd
1

10

FWD

Bank
Cmd
LEFT 5 4

10

Disengage
Stop

10

Bank
Cmd
RHI Displacement
(deg)
Velocity
Command (kts)

• Engage / Disengage via HOTAS Switch
• Velocity Trim via Speedbrake switch
• Disengage via Force Breakout
• Disengage via Paddle Switch

4

10

5

RIGHT

Potential Option for Longitudinal Stick:
Height “Gripper”
Boxed
Altitude

•

Proposed Change to Jetborne Height Axis: Pitch
Stick would command altitude acceleration instead
of the baseline altitude rate.
– releasing the stick would no longer command zero
sink rate (altitude-hold), so some other means of
low-workload height hold was required
– solution was a pilot-engageable “gripper” mode, in
which an altitude-hold augmentation could be
quickly engaged and disengaged
– with gripper engaged, longitudinal stick breakout
force is significantly increased to prevent
inadvertent disengagement
– Altitude Rosette is Boxed on Engagement
– Manual Disengage to start descent rate

•

Pros
– Hover stick force is “significantly higher” and
provides pilot direct tactile feedback and
confirmation that the flight control system is in
control of height axes
– Push through or paddle off to begin vertical landing

•

Cons
– Remembering to select height hold
– More buttons required

Engaged with S-5 switch
Altitude Gripper Breakout: +/- 20 lbs

- or NWS Button

AIS Lessons Learned
• Level 1 flying qualities for precise STOVL tasks are
possible using a small, limited-displacement stick,
due to the ability to set jetborne-specific stick
characteristics without compromising wingborne
flying qualities.
• Passive and jammed modes can be accommodated
with only minor flying qualities degradations
– throttle control in jammed mode perhaps the greatest challenge

• Inceptor back-drive capability can be used to provide
critical insight and training to the pilot in a very
intuitive manner
– power approach auto-throttle as a training aid
– STOVL auto-decel and performance deficit protection
– (potential) high AOA cueing

Conclusions
• JSF is committed to use of active inceptor system (AIS) for all
three aircraft variants – production-representative AIS has been
flying on AA-1 aircraft since December 2006.
• AIS has provided a valuable level of design flexibility both for
the existing vehicle control laws and for the resolution of any
yet unknown flying qualities shortcomings.
• AIS team has been challenged by environmental requirements
for force sensors, and has worked hard to ensure force feel
characteristics and redundancy management meet vehicle
needs.

http://sstc-online.org/2002/SpkrPDFS/ThrTracs/p1417.pdf

X-35 Flight Control Elements
Air Data
Probes

Test Pilot Tuesday Episode 34 05 Nov 2013
Leading Edge
Flaps

Roll Nozzle

“Hear from F-35 Test Pilot Dan Canin about what
it's like to fly the F-35B in conventional and short
takeoff/vertical landing mode with the same stick
and throttle.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdSzJFVbZ3c
Flaperons
Twin Rudders

Horizontal Tails
LiftFan Inlet
& Doors
LiftFan Nozzle
& Doors

3BSD

Vehicle Management System

• Triplex Architecture
• Power PC 750 Processor
• Mil Std 1553 Multiplex Bus

Pilot
Inceptors
3BSD Doors

“FLY
FORMATION ON
THE EARTH”

Rate Gyros &
Accelerometers

Aux Inlet “Rabbit Ear” Doors
& Louver Mechanism

STOVL Without Tears

are no leg restraints to put on
even before you get in and then
The supremely capable fifthhave to attach to the seat, as
generation jet fighter that out
does everything that went before they’re built into the aircraft. and
you don’t even have to adjust
– and is the easiest yet to fly
the rocket motor to accord with
Dave Unwin, PILOT Mag’n Sep 2016 your weight. Getting out is even
easier, as when you pull the ‘arm/
“…THE SEAT
safe’ handle back to ‘egress’ it
While at Farnborough I got the
automatically ejects the PEC!…
chance to examine the ejection
…In good hands
seat closely and, unsurprisingly,
the Mk 16 is as advanced as every I sit down in the cockpit under
the watchful eyes of – unlikely as
other aspect of the F-35. Having
it may sound – Kenn and Barbie.
flown while seated upon many
Kenn Cooper and ex-F-18 driver
different ejection seats (and not
Craig Dalle (callsign Barbie) know
all Martin-Baker) ranging in age
from a Vampire T11’s MB Mk3, up the systems inside out and backto-front, so I’m in good hands.
to the Harrier T10’s Mk10, the
The first thing that strikes me is
common denominator was that
none was particularly comfortable, just how clean the cockpit and
panel are. There are very few
and all were a bit of a faff [a
switches, knobs and levers, and
great deal of ineffectual activity]
even controls you’d think vital for
to strap into. With the Mk16
a STOVL aircraft, such as nozzle
you simply sit down, fasten the
and flap selectors are conspicuous
harness and click your Personal
by their absence. All you really
Equipment Connector [PEC] into
have are the engine start switches,
place. Then remove one pin and
push the handle to ‘Armed’. There undercarriage lever, emergency

jettison button, landing lights,
park brake… and that’s pretty well
it. Everything else is controlled
either via the touchscreens or by
voice control….
…On the right side of the cockpit
is the sidestick, which as well as
operating the ailerons and elevator
conventionally also enables the
pilot of the STOVL variant to hover
the aeroplane. The throttle is
on the left and moves through a
linear slide rather than a rotary
arc. Both sidestick and throttle
are liberally studded with switches
and buttons and the HOTAS
‘switchology’ is pretty complex,
although interestingly there isn’t
a trim button.
Starting the engine is easy –
just turn on the IPP (a sort of
APU) then set the engine switch to
run and it. .. well; runs. Taxying
is very straightforward: the
nosewheel steers through the
rudder and for tighter turns you
can adjust the steering gain. The
field out of view out of the forward

hinged canopy is good, although
as long as the synthetic vision
Distributed Aperture System
is functioning correctly the
windscreen could be opaque. Out
on the runway of the simulated
Nellis AFB, I run through the
pre-takeoff checks and search
in vain for the flap selector, until
Barbie reminds me that the
flaps are purely automatic. Take
off is simple – line up, full ‘dry’
power then into afterburner. The
acceleration is phenomenal, rotate
at 150kt after a very brief ground
roll then retract the undercarriage
as quickly as possible! The speed
just keeps building and in no time
I’m flashing across the virtual
desert at M0.9 and l00ft – what
a rush it would be to do this for
real! Clever symbology shows
when your vector will coincide
with the ground – a useful safety
factor.
After a very rapid climb to
25,000ft I try some slow flight,
but the computer won’t let a full

aerodynamic stall develop; instead
the sink rate simply increases. I
add power until the sink rate is
arrested at 120kt, then Kenn says
“you can loop it from there – just
go to full afterburner and pitch
up.” I can scarcely believe its
possible but do as I’m told – and
it works available is incredible, yet
despite everything the Lightning
is just so easy to fly. The roll
rate is pretty rapid, but the
overwhelming characteristic is just
how precise control feels around
all three axes….
…Heading back to the virtual
Nellis at M0.9 takes no time at
all, but as the field comes into
view I realise that although the
throttle’s a long way back, the
F-35 isn’t decelerating as much
as I’d expected. Sensing my
surprise Barbie explains that “it
really doesn’t like to slow down”
so I thumb the airbrakes out to
help get the speed below the
300kt VLO. Having selected
the undercarriage down I look

instinctively for the flap lever,
then remember there isn’t one!
As Nellis has an elevation of
about 1,900ft, I disregard the
pressure altimeter and use the
RadAlt instead. Having flown a
reasonable circuit with the throttle
in manual and a Vref of 150kt to a
touch and go, I turn downwind at
250kt, re-select ‘gear down’, punch
the ‘convert’ button and turn back
towards the runway. (You can
press the convert button at any
speed, but the computer simply
won’t engage the LiftFan above
250.) Symbols on the PCD show
that the F-35 is ready to hover, so
I simply press the speed command
button on the throttle ‘in’.
Air speed controlled by a button

Air speed is now controlled by
clicking the speed command
button up and down to change the
selected speed in the command
box and you simply ignore the
throttle and use only the stick:
push forward for down, back for
up, left to shift left and right to

shift right – it really is that simple.
Barbie recommends using sixty
knots initially, and then slowly
reducing as the runway’s threshold
is approached. He also gently
reminds me to stay off the rudder,
unless I want to make a ‘pedal
turn’ about the vertical axis. Once
over the runway numbers I set
‘zero’ in the speed command box.
Although its been about fifteen
years, I remember vividly that as
the Harrier transitioned to purely
jet-borne flight it all felt a little
‘knife-edge’. As it slowed to a stop
in the sky, somewhat improbably
poised on four columns of
screeching, scorching air, I was
very aware that the pioneering
British VTOL jet could suffer
divergent directional stability if
an intake was blanked by yaw
while in the hover, and could
suffer the same thing in the low
speed range when transitioning
to and from wing-borne flight. In
fact, this situation was so serious
(it’s a sort of aerial ground loop

that almost always ends with
an accident) that Harriers were
fitted with a device that senses
if yaw is starting to develop and
shakes the relevant rudder pedal
as a cue for the pilot. The Harrier
was a product of a very different
technological time – and only the
very best pilots were streamed to
fly it.
Well, the F-35 is nothing like
that. There are no issues with
divergent directional stability or
a pedal-shaker. In fact it really
does seem extremely easy to fly.
Of course, having never flown a
real F-35 I can’t comment on the
fidelity of the simulator, but even
if a real one is two or even three
times harder than the sim, it’s still
clearly pretty straightforward to fly
– which is how it should be. Indeed,
along with all the other tasks that
a 21st century fighter pilot must
perform, simply flying the aircraft
is probably the easiest bit!
In fact the F-35 feels rock-solid
and very stable as I ease the

stick forward and sink onto the
runway….
…As an experiment I push the
stick forward sharply to try and
produce a heavy landing, but the
computer simply won’t allow
touchdowns with a sink rate
above 750fpm.
As the fuel state is now quite
low I try a vertical takeoff and
quickly pull the stick back – it
goes up like a rocket powered lift.
One more vertical landing and its
irrefutable – Lockheed Martin has
done an amazing job in making
an incredibly complex aircraft
remarkably uncomplicated.
But what a machine! STOVL,
stealthy and supersonic, its
‘fused’ sensor system and stealth
design mean the F-35B pilot sees
everything, but no one sees the
F-35. To paraphrase (I think)
Abraham Lincoln, if you’re the
kind of fighter pilot that likes this
sort of thing, then this is very
much the sort of thing that you’ll
like!”

RIAT 2016 |
F 35B Lightning II
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZMH8Jnnav0Y

First F-35 Vertical Landing in the UK

https://farm8.staticflickr.com/7316/28096700686_c021222f2c_o_d.jpg

“As aviation enthusiasts from the Royal International Air Tattoo's Park & View area looked on, the F-35B
performed the program's 1st vertical landing in the UK during validation flights for the show on July 6, 2016.”
bit.ly/294hI2g & https://www.flickr.com/photos/lockheedmartin/28096700686/in/album-72157667842056743/

STABILITY AND CONTROL OF STOVL AIRCRAFT: THE DESIGN OF LONGITUDINAL FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS

Chris Fielding, Matthew Lodge

components is mainly via the change in the
aircraft’s pitch attitude and hence, the change in
Besides the rigid body dynamics of the basic
the resolution of the gravity vector along the
STOVL aircraft, many other dynamic modes
aircraft’s X and Z axes.
(eigenvalues) arise due to its propulsion system,
nozzle vectoring system, reaction control system
and the airframe structure. Closed-loop systems
introduce further modes due to the control law
filters, the motion and air data sensor systems and
their associated signal filtering, e.g. to attenuate
the measured response of structural modes and the
effects of digital aliasing on the feedback signals.
Figure 9 shows part of the pitch control laws
structure for a STOVL aircraft. The main
component is the thrust vector equations that
convert the pilot’s aircraft response commands
into demands for the thrust vectoring system [8].
These non-linear functions aim to decouple the Figure 9: STOVL aircraft pitch control laws structure
aircraft’s longitudinal responses in jet-borne
flight, such that three separate controllers can then
be designed for pitch attitude, height rate and
Since the trimmed pitch attitude at low speed
groundspeed control. Typically, well-conditioned is likely to be small (say < 12 degrees), then the
proportional plus integral controllers might be coupling with longitudinal speed will be large and
used in these closed-loops, further increasing the the coupling into heave, significantly less. If we
decoupling by trimming out any errors between now consider the effect of designing a closed-loop
the commanded and actual aircraft responses. The attitude controller (Figure 10), the first step is to
controller designs are usually achieved by tuning design a pitch rate inner loop to provide adequate
time and frequency response characteristics, in damping of the open-loop integral modes. In this
order to provide satisfactory handling qualities figure it is shown that increasing the feedback
and adequate control loop stability margins. In gain (Gq) eventually reduces the damping of the
practice, perfect de-coupling cannot be achieved resulting complex pitch attitude mode; it is this
due to non-linearities and modelling inaccuracies, that limits the bandwidth and achievable
but the coupling can be minimised to a level performance of the closed-loop system. The low
where it is not considered to be significant.
frequency complex mode, that is derived from the
double integrator in the inner loop, is the
4.3 Pitch attitude controller
dominant mode in terms of the closed-loop pitch
If we consider a STOVL aircraft at low speed with rate response. In practice, there will be many other
a unit pitching moment, then its angular modes at higher frequencies. Although these
acceleration response can be approximated as modes do not affect the loci significantly at low
being proportional to the reciprocal of its pitch frequencies, they do have a significant impact on
inertia (see Figure 8). The associated pitch rate aircraft handling and stability margins, and must
and attitude responses can be obtained by single not be ignored when carrying out detailed design
and double integration of this acceleration and flight clearance work.
response. The coupling of the pitching response
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4.4 Height rate controller
For a unit change in thrust magnitude, the height
acceleration response at low speed (say < 30 knots
airspeed and with the nozzles forward) can be
approximated, as the reciprocal of the aircraft’s
mass, as indicated in Figure 11. In closing the
height rate control loop via a proportional plus
integral controller, the basic aircraft’s integral
term combines with the controller’s integrator to
produce a dominant real mode as shown in the
root locus diagram. The frequency of this mode
increases with increasing controller gain GH, but
is limited by the destabilising effect of this
feedback on the powerplant mode. There are now
four sets of significant closed-loop modes. The
two pairs of complex modes from the pitch
attitude controller should be largely unaffected by
the closure of the height rate control loop,
provided that the loops are adequately decoupled.
In practice, a small amount of coupling is to be
expected - even within the modelling
environment.

4.2 STOVL control laws

Figure 10: pitch attitude controller and root loci for
pitch rate and attitude loop closures

Once a satisfactory inner loop design has
been established, an outer, attitude control loop
can be closed through a proportional gain. This
feedback reduces the damping of both the
dominant low frequency mode and the actuation
mode, as shown in Figure 10. At this stage, some
tuning of the gains might be required to obtain a
deadbeat attitude response and satisfactory inner
loop stability margins (e.g. 6 dB gain margin and
45 degrees phase margin).
With the thrust vector under manual control,
the pilot might be given separate control levers for
commanding its magnitude and direction, i.e.
throttle and nozzle angle levers. However, in order
to minimise pilot workload for future aircraft, a
more automated approach is recommended. For
the purposes of this paper, we will now consider Figure 11: height rate controller and root loci for control
loop closure
the design of height rate and groundspeed control
laws, although several other types are possible,
such as those based on acceleration commands.

http://www.icas.org/ICAS_ARCHIVE/ICAS2000/PAPERS/ICA3111.PDF

4.5 Groundspeed controller
Finally, a controller is now introduced around the
remaining open-loop degree of freedom, to control
the
aircraft’s
groundspeed.
This
speed
measurement is orthogonal to that used by the
height rate controller, but its controller structure
and design are very similar, as indicated in Figure
12. At low speed with the nozzles forward, the
transfer function between the nozzle response and
groundspeed can also be approximated by the
integral of the reciprocal of the aircraft’s mass. In
closing the groundspeed control loop, a further
dominant real mode is introduced, from the
combined integral terms. The nozzle actuation
mode damping provides the limit on the
bandwidth of the design. Once again, the modes
introduced by earlier loop closures remain
essentially unchanged (hence the pole-zero
cancellations), if the loops are adequately
decoupled. There are now six sets of significant
‘rigid aircraft’ closed-loop modes: pitch attitude,
pitch actuation, height rate, powerplant,
groundspeed and nozzle actuation.
It is not intended to take this any further in
this paper. Although the discussion has
concentrated on the longitudinal axes, most of
what has been described can be read across to the
lateral/directional axes - if lateral thrust vectoring
were to be available. The descriptions above,
although only indicative in nature, will hopefully
have increased the reader’s understanding of the
longitudinal dynamics of both CTOL and STOVL
aircraft, from a stability augmentation point of
view. There will be many eigenvalues in the
closed-loop system and irrespective of the
modelling environment and design techniques
used, it should always be possible to trace each
eigenvalue back to its physical and functional
components within the non-linear model. This is
important in order to gain an understanding of the
design, to determine how it is influenced by the
hardware dynamics and to know how to fix it if it
goes wrong!

Figure 12: groundspeed controller and root loci for loop
closure

5 Implications for STOVL aircraft design
This paper has described how STOVL aircraft can
have many eigenvalues within their closed-loop
system, especially if a high degree of control
augmentation has been introduced. An implication
of this large number of modes is that the CTOL
handling qualities requirements that are used for
wing-borne flight (e.g. those for short-period
frequency and damping), are unlikely to be
relevant for jet-borne flight. It might be necessary
to consider criteria that address each of the
response modes separately. STOVL handling
qualities criteria development is an area where
further research is needed. Existing design
specifications, such as MIL-F-83300 (1970) and
AGARD R-577 (1973), do not provide sufficient
guidance and therefore, from the late 1970s
onwards, there has been a lack of design aims and
design criteria for advanced control laws for
STOVL aircraft. Criteria have subsequently been
developed and partially validated within BAE
SYSTEMS, to provide a guide for the design of

STOVL flight control systems. These criteria
define handling qualities metrics for control laws
design at low speed and in the hover.
Following the introduction of feedback into a
system, it is important that the aircraft’s closedloop response characteristics and hence its
handling qualities, are satisfactory. When using
the powerplant for short-period control within a
closed-loop system, a specification of the required
response dynamics becomes an important design
driver, in order to make it possible for a suitable
design to be achieved. In many ways, the
propulsion system can be regarded as a special
case of an actuation system, with a high degree of
complexity. This gives a new dimension to the
required
propulsion
system
performance
specification, which is traditionally defined in
terms of achievable static thrust characteristics.
Decoupled engine responses, thrust bandwidth and
response
linearity
become
important
considerations for both the powerplant and control
law designer. It should be possible to derive an
initial specification of the required powerplant
dynamics,
from
the
handling
qualities
requirements, by carrying out simple designs and
trade studies. This is another area where further
work will be required in the future.
A final implication, due to the complexity of
STOVL flight control, is that complex models will
be produced, leading to complex results. The
design and flight clearance tools will need to be
capable of managing this complexity and must
provide accurate and reliable results. It is equally
important that the designer can correctly interpret
these results and make sound decisions regarding
the performance, robustness and safety of his
design. The performance aspects in the time
domain are usually very visible and relatively easy
to interpret and understand. However, in order to
gain a similar level of understanding of robustness
in the frequency domain, an eigenvalue analysis as
described in this paper, is an essential first step
towards establishing such an understanding.
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On PPRUNE John Farley writes
from old knowledge about VLs
compared to other landings
on 7th to 9th of June 2013

effects depend on both temperature and
residence time. The pilot has no control
over the temp element but he has total
control over the residence time. Even
walking pace forwards makes the residence time negligible. (I am not talking
‘John Farley’: Thanks.... [at end of posts] about blast effects just temp ones). Of
course residence time can be high if peohttp://www.pprune.org/militaryaircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenple insist on landing on a specific spot to
what-139.html#post7884089
show how good they are or because (say)
the
deck is painted that way. Another
I have a confession to make. I wrote that
reason for having forward speed is if the
39 years ago (apart from the mention of
the F-35B) but having read it again I saw surface is loose and will blow about. In
this case you need to move forward sufno reason to change a word.
BTW it was not well received in 1984 ficiently fast that the bow wave of debris
(be it stones, earth, water, snow or sand)
by my employer whose centre of gravity
stays just behind the intake. With the
had by then moved to Warton.
Harrier family this required 50 kt ground
speed in still air. Clearly a good head
‘John Farley’:
wind helps to reduce this speed. I don’t
http://www.pprune.org/militaryaircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenwhat-138.html#post7882571

There are two basic types of landing:

know what it is for the B but it will be
determined by the fan efflux since we already know that the fan efflux prevents
the hot stuff from spreading forward.

With 2 you are doing what is properly called a slow landing. With the Harrier
I wing you needed some 90kt before you
With 1 you may not necessarily choose to carried much extra weight in. With the
land vertically. If you can hover but you
Harrier II wing 50kt – 60kt really helped.
choose to move forward for the touchThe B produces real lift at low speeds
down then you are doing a rolling vertihence the business of “shipboard rolling
vertical landing”. Which if you strip the
cal landing. An example would be when
you do not wish to make the surface hot. politics out of it is of course no such thing
We must always remember that heating - it is just a very slow slow landing.
1 where you can hover
2 where you are too heavy to hover

The advantages of landing from a hover
http://www.pprune.org/militaryaircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenwhat-138.html#post7882861

In my experience the interests of the
squadron pilot are not always given the
priority they deserve when it comes to
procuring the aircraft they will use to
fight wars on our behalf. I would like to
discusses some piloting factors during
takeoff and landing that I feel should be
taken into account when choosing a combat aircraft. In particular I will try to explain the limited potential of Slow Landing to provide safety and operating site
flexibility. In concentrating on these piloting issues, I fully accept no account has
been taken of such matters as inter-service rivalry, company self-interest, industrial partnerships or politics. While history
shows there are good reasons for supposing that such non-piloting matters are
likely to seriously effect the acquisition
of an aircraft, surely that is no argument
why all concerned should not clearly appreciate what is at stake for the pilots if
such considerations are allowed to unduly
influence matters.
A case can be made that future landing needs would be satisfied by providing
a conventional or slow landing capability on land or an arrested landing at sea.
There are piloting reasons why this view
should be questioned. To clarify this, the

advantages that result from being able
to hover before landing are listed below.
The reasoning behind these points is explained later. It is important to note that
the term “hover” has a specific meaning
here. It refers to a hover in free air outside ground effect. It should not be taken
as necessarily implying that a vertical
landing or vertical takeoff capability also
exists, or indeed is needed for the hover
under discussion to be worthwhile. Following such a hover, the pilot may choose
to step forward into a ‘rolling vertical’
landing at low forward speed to avoid hot
gas recirculation, foreign object damage
(FOD) or damaging the surface with the
exhaust efflux.
An aircraft that can hover offers the
following advantages:
(a) Operating site choices are increased on land and at sea increasing operational flexibility and effectiveness.
(b) Peacetime landings provide valid
training in the event that restricted site
operations become necessary in wartime.
(c) Weather is less of a problem on
the approach.
(d) The landing surface can have
standing water, ice or snow that would
preclude a safe short landing.
(e) A landing can be made with aircraft defects that would require ejection
in the absence of a hover capability.
(f) The landing is easier for the pilot.

An examination of the reasons un(d) In order to avoid an undershoot
derlying these assertions involves the fol- or an overrun, very little height variation
lowing topics:
is allowable as the strip is reached.
Considerable pilot effort and skill
Pilot workload
can be necessary to fly within these conSize of operating site
straints. This workload increases rapWeather effects
idly as the landing strip dimensions are
Training
reduced
towards those needed by the airAircraft defects and combat damage
craft when it is flown perfectly.
Operational flexibility
We all know that an inability to stop,
Safety
whether on foot or in any vehicle, brings
with it a fundamental need to plan ahead.
PILOT WORKLOAD
In the case of an aircraft, any minimum
http://www.pprune.org/militaryflying speed limit requires the provision of
aircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenovershoot and diversion procedures, towhat-138.html#post7883206
gether with the fuel reserves to carry
A slow landing differs from a convention- them out. These procedures bring air
traffic control problems and lead to repoal landing in that ground roll is greatsitioning sorties and logistic complications.
ly reduced however important piloting
Because of these issues, pressure on
problems remain so long as the aircraft
the pilot is further increased at the very
cannot hover. During the approach to a
time that he is expected to perform at
slow landing, the following constraints
peak skill levels leading to the possibiliapply:
(a) A minimum speed set by limits of ty of reduced accuracy and increased risk
of failure. Even worse, the pilot may conlift or control.
tinue towards an inevitable accident be(b) A maximum speed set by stopcause, under this pressure, he subconping ability and the strip remaining at
sciously rejects all options other than the
touchdown.
(c) The approach path angle must be approach in progress, despite the fact
that the approach is beyond his capabiliwithin narrow limits.
ties or those of his aircraft.
(d) The track over the ground must
Given a hover capability, these debe accurately aligned with the strip in the
manding requirements do not apply and
final stages or the aircraft will leave the
side of the strip shortly after touchdown. the pilot just needs to establish a hover
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with the landing spot in view. This fundamental change reduces his workload for
several reasons:
(a) The approach speed can be varied to suit external factors such as poor
visibility or the need to fit in with other
aircraft in the air or on the ground.
(b) Any descent path angle can be
used so long as it is above local obstacles.
(c) The direction of the approach is
not linked to the landing.
(d) Aircraft height at the end of the
approach needs only to be above any obstacles and below any cloud.
(e) Because it is easy to adjust position over the surface once in the hover,
acceptable position limits for the end of
the approach can be measured in hundreds of metres to the left, right, forwards or backwards.
It is important to note that any trial
results aimed at comparing pilot workload
during different types of landing will only
be valid if the landing sites chosen are
equally limiting. Vertical landings on the
small aft platform of a ship or in an urban
car park may only be properly compared
with slow or conventional landings made
on a strip with a bomb crater or other
genuine limit at each end. It is misleading
to rely on measured short landing data
obtained on a runway that is much wider
and longer than aircraft performance
alone would dictate. As discussed later,

peacetime flying from an oversize runway landing at both ends of the strip to allow
for scatter in touchdown position and
is also inadequate training for any warstopping performance.
time restricted strip case.
(b) The acceleration available for
takeoff may well approach 1g and be unSIZE OF OPERATING SITE
affected
by a wet or icy surface but it is
http://www.pprune.org/militarydifficult to design for a similar level of deaircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenceleration throughout the ground roll
what-138.html#post7883216
when landing, even in good conditions.
Since the area required for a landing
Given slippery conditions, wheel braking
from the hover is small, it is clearly easi- effects can all but vanish.
er to provide or find suitable locations for
(c) The use of full power on takethis as opposed to a short landing strip.
off maximises the lift effect of thrust, reHowever, it is sometimes suggested that, ducing the speed needed to fly at a given
because a short takeoff strip has to be
weight. However, in order to have a go
provided for a VSTOL aircraft to take off
around capability when landing, some
at max weight, then the existence of this power margin must remain at touchdown.
takeoff strip means that it can be used
This results in a reduction of the lift elfor short landing and hence STOL is all
ement from thrust on a slow approach,
that is necessary. This view takes no ac- compared to that available during a STO.
count of several reasons why an STO,
Replacing this powered lift with V squared
even at maximum weight, can be safely
aerodynamic lift can need a surprisingly
carried out from a much shorter and nar- large increase in V at the lower approach
rower strip than is acceptable for a slow
speeds of short landing aircraft, counterlanding even at a lighter weight. First
ing the advantage to be expected from
consider factors affecting strip length:
reduced weight at the end of the sortie.
(a) An aircraft can be positioned for
A narrower strip is acceptable for
takeoff at the very beginning of the strip takeoff compared to landing because:
and the subsequent ground roll required
(a) An aircraft can be lined up very
to unstick can be very accurately predict- accurately before a takeoff, whereas
ed (as a function of weight and thrust),
there is a need to allow for lateral scatter
making it acceptable to plan to unstick
when landing.
close to the end of the strip. On the other
(b) Direction can be controlled relahand, some distance will be needed for a tively easily during the slower first part of
3

the takeoff ground run and then the quality of aerodynamic directional control improves as speed increases. The opposite applies when landing and the use of
brakes, aerodynamic devices and reverse
thrust all tend to degrade directional control and stability. This stems from the
use of large forces to slow down quickly
on the ground and so quite minor asymmetries in those forces can cause the
aircraft to veer. Experience shows that
such asymmetries can also result from
crosswinds interacting with the complex
flow patterns around an aircraft using
high power or aerodynamic devices for
deceleration.
Provision must be made at the end
of a strip used for landing for the aircraft
to turn round and backtrack or clear the
strip at the side, whereas places for landing from the hover can be provided some
way away from the short takeoff strip,
thus easing flow control on the ground
through the land/hide, replenish/takeoff sequence. When the same strip has
to be used for both takeoff and landing, a
larger and more complicated site layout
becomes necessary. Even in the orderly peacetime world of civil aircraft operations, the advantages and smooth traffic
flows that result from using different runways for takeoff and landing are apparent
for all to see.

WEATHER EFFECTS
http://www.pprune.org/militaryaircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenwhat-138.html#post7883426

In the absence of full autoland, pilots
need time to make final visual corrections
to an instrument approach before landing. The length of time taken to carry out
these corrections can be shown to depend on the size of the approach error,
the manoeuvrability of the aircraft, pilot
skill, ground speed, crosswind, turbulence
and the accuracy of touchdown required.
Provision of this time interacts through
any minimum speed of the approach to
determine the lower limits for cloud base
and visibility. The greater the time needed then the higher the cloud base and
the better the visibility must be.
Given a hover capability, speed on
the approach can be reduced to suit the
visibility, avoiding a minimum visibility cut
off below which a landing will not be possible. Similar relaxations apply to cloud
base considerations with the additional
advantage that a hovering aircraft need
not be constrained to a shallow approach
path angle but can descend more steeply once it has passed obstructions in the
chosen approach sector. Indeed the approach sector may be deliberately chosen
to avoid obstacles as the aircraft is not
constrained to line up the approach with
any ground roll.

Crosswind is of little concern to an
aircraft that can hover because it can be
yawed around in the hover to point into
wind for the actual touchdown. If a rolling
touchdown is required, then the optimum
starting position can be set up accurately while in the hover, before stepping forward for the landing. This avoids approach errors caused by crosswind being
carried forward into the ground roll on a
narrow strip.
Turbulence has adverse effects on
the stability and control of all aircraft. Because the extent of these effects depends
on the ratio of the local gust velocity and
the aircraft lifting system velocity, the
lower the lifting velocity the greater the
distortion of flow around the aircraft for a
given gust. In the case of a jet lift aircraft
in the hover, the lifting system velocity is
that of the jet efflux. Since this velocity is
very high when compared to gust velocities, the hovering jet lift aircraft hardly
reacts at all to turbulence levels that seriously degrade the control of other fixed
wing aircraft and helicopters.
Water, snow, ice or sand contamination of the landing surface causes fewer
problems for aircraft that can hover because of the slower nature of their touchdowns. In addition, such aircraft do not
have to rely on surface friction for control
of direction and speed on the ground but
have reaction controls and reverse thrust
4

immaterial), operators only clear aircraft
to land routinely on runways that are
much wider and longer than perfect performance requires. An acceptable peacetime accident rate is quoted as the reason for this conservatism. Common sense
in the face of reality would be another way of putting it. What price the landing accident rate for the Hawk and Tornado, the F-16 or the MiG-29 if the runway
width and length normally available was
only that needed with man, machine and
the elements all on top form?
In some quarters (although not crew
rooms), it is felt that things will be routinely achievable during war without constant practice in peacetime or that accidents would be the least of people’s
worries. Put another way, attrition in war
will only occur due to the additional element of enemy activity and that an unacceptable peacetime accident risk will not
carry over to wartime.
In fact nothing could be further from
the truth. If a procedure is unacceptable in peacetime due to the risk of accident and attrition, then in war it carries
an even higher risk due to the extra pressures present during hostilities.
Because of the increased chance of
TRAINING
an
accident,
there is no precedent in RAF
Because of the scatter in conventional
landing performance (whether this scatter or RN operations for conventional fast jet
is caused by aircraft characteristics, pilot operation into limiting sized landing sites
other than with the use of arrester gear
performance or ambient conditions is
to back up brakes and nosewheel steering. In many cases jet lift aircraft can use
their own efflux to clean an area before
takeoff or landing.
An example of poor weather capability if you can hover was provided during the Falklands war when Sea Harriers crawled up the wake of their ship in
poor visibility and very low cloud base
just by following flares thrown onto the
water, indicating the way to the deck (like
a motorist in fog lucky enough to have
cats eyes leading to his garage). In this
case, the only flight path limits that had
to be observed were to remain above
the sea, below the cloud and clear of obstacles. Since the ship was an obstacle,
the top of which was in cloud, the landing pilots kept to port of the flare centreline and corrected to the landing spot
once in the hover alongside the deck. Put
even some of these circumstances, let
alone the radio silence needed because of
the submarine threat, into the recovery
of conventionally arrested naval aircraft
and it becomes likely that some, or even
all, would have been lost when operating
non-diversion.

or when the aircraft can hover. It is not
clear what aspect of a short landing capability is going to change this in the future but, without such a change, where
will be the peacetime training of the wartime case? Only a hover capability can
permit this critical training.
AIRCRAFT DEFECTS & COMBAT DAMAGE
http://www.pprune.org/militaryaircrew/424953-f-35-cancelled-thenwhat-138.html#post7883433

A landing from the hover is tolerant of
many defects that make a forward speed
landing hazardous. Indeed, where the option exists, it is the landing of choice in
the event of any malfunction or suspected problem with gear, brakes, steering,
tyres and flaps. There have been several cases of wheels up vertical landings in
Harriers with only cosmetic damage and
none with any injury to the pilot. This fall
out from a vertical landing capability becomes a significant force multiplier and
cost saving in the real world of operating
aircraft.
All systems associated with deceleration and steering of a short landing aircraft on the ground have to be fully serviceable to achieve minimum distances.
The operation of some of these (e.g. lift
dumpers, reverse thrust, parachutes,
tyres and auto configuration changes
5

mode is always the ultimate in flexibility
so far as dispersal, quick response time
to airborne or even ease of moving aircraft between theatres are concerned,
for example, Atlantic Conveyor in the
Falklands.
These days Commanders rely on
flight refuelling to give them operational
capability in many roles from air defence
to tactical strike. Few would disagree with
this point of view which is why flight refuelling close to base following VTO provides a unique flexibility of operation.
Some proposals exist based on short
landing aircraft being able to return to
base and land between the craters. How
will the length of these strips be ascertained by the pilots? How will they be defined? Will they land between the craters regardless of FOD from small debris
or just on the clean areas? How will they
be marked so that the pilots can identify
them? Will they be able to taxi from the
isolated strip to the hide/dispersal/hardened aircraft shelter (HAS) or will they be
on the ground exposed and unable to taxi
due to having no safe route?
OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
A hovering capability eliminates
In addition to the operational flexibiliall these problems as it allows an airty that stems from being able to operate from smaller sites, the ability to hover craft to land at the entrance of any serprovides further operational advantages. viceable HAS. When required it can also
Such an aircraft can, if required, op- emerge from a HAS, VTO at once and
deploy to the nearest available weaperate in the VTOL mode. Whilst restrictons or fuel if the HAS cannot be supplied
ed in payload/radius of action, the VTO
dependent on weight on wheels switches) cannot be fully checked in flight before landing. The need to rely on such
systems is one of the reasons why commanders will not approve routine training
into performance limited sites unless the
aircraft can hover.
In the limit, the pilot of a Harrier (not an F-35B of course) only needs
power, a variable nozzle angle and reaction controls to come to the hover.
Therefore, as soon as combat damage is suspected and, while remaining at
cruise speed, the ability to land vertically can be confirmed by simply opening
the throttle to check rpm response, momentarily pulling the nozzle lever back to
check nozzle rotation and by moving the
stick and rudder with the nozzles deflected to check reaction control response. As
previously mentioned, flaps, airbrakes,
gear, steering and tyres are not necessary in order to carry out a safe landing.
No other type of fast jet can offer such
damage tolerance and still land safely.

for any reason. Only such an aircraft can
take itself to supplies or engineering resources that have become trapped in the
rear echelons. This sort of flexibility provides a force multiplier factor that is beyond value in times of disarray and tactical confusion.
SAFETY

Easier tasks tend to produce fewer mistakes so the reduced pilot workload when
landing from the hover can be expected to result in fewer pilot error accidents
during the landing phase, in both the lack
of skill and error of judgement categories. However, if a landing accident should
occur despite this, the situation is inherently safer than during a short landing
because the energy remaining at touchdown is less. (The dents, scratches and
lost pride associated with car accidents at
city centre speeds compare favourably in
most people’s minds with the aftermath
of high speed motorway pile ups.)
Safety also reduces attrition and the
exchange rate between attrition and operational cost effectiveness is a high one.

CONCLUSION

To land from the hover offers
many piloting advantages compared to doing a short, arrested
or conventional landing.
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VACC Harrier Story: http://www.wingweb.co.uk/aircraft/Harrier_VTOL_Jump-Jet_part4.html
“Another experimental evaluation program focused on the Harrier has been conducted by the British
military researcher establishment. This program is focused on making STOVL flight sim-

pler for the pilot, and involves a modification of the second T.2 prototype with the
tortured designation ‘Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced flight Control (VAAC)’.
The VAAC Harrier is intended to consider solutions to the ‘three hands’ problem
of flying the type, where the pilot must handle throttle, stick, and nozzle angle lever
during takeoff and landing. The VAAC Harrier was fitted with a new cockpit and
control system to allow the aircraft to be flown by pilots without special training.
The control system was installed by the Cranfield Institute of Technology, Britain’s foremost academic institution for aviation research. The T.2 was delivered to Cranfield in 1983, the modified aircraft made
its first flight in 1985, & Cranfield handed it back to the Royal Aircraft Establishment for tests in 1986.
The aircraft still looks like a normal T.2 externally, except for the replacement of the cannon pods with
featureless pods containing test avionics. The rear seat was given the new layout, while the front seat
retains the old T.2 control layout. This allows the aircraft to carry a test pilot in the back seat and a ‘safety
pilot’ in the front seat who can take over if the new control system does something outside of the script.
The VAAC Harrier was designed to be easily modified to allow testing of different cockpit layouts,
control systems, and software, and it has been through many modifications. As of 1995, the program
came under the jurisdiction of the new British ‘Defence Evaluation & Research Agency (DERA)’, which
absorbed the RAE, though DERA has now been disbanded into two new organizations, a commercial
organization named ‘QinteQ’ and a government organization named the ‘Defence Science & Technology
Laboratory (DSTL)’. It is unclear which organization inherited the VAAC Harrier.
The VAAC Harrier is strictly an experimental program and was not intended as a prototype for another
Harrier update as such. However, it has proven extremely useful for evaluating technologies to be used in
the F-35 JSF.”

THE HAWKER ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER | NUMBER 24 | SUMMER 2009
http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/hawkerassociation/hanewsletters/hanewsletterpdf/hanewsletter024.pdf
-

“...Dunsfold was where V/STOL became an everyday event. There things could be regularly seen that other
organisations had been trying for years to achieve. Another very important flight test programme had been
the VAAC Harrier. To overcome the Harrier problem of having three pilot's hand operated flight controls
(stick, throttle & nozzle lever) which gave different results in V/STOL & conventional flight, & only two
pilot's hands, which inevitably led to occasional confusion & accidents, the RAE pushed for a simpler
arrangement applicable to more complex ASTOVL propulsion concepts. DB Harrier T2 XW175 was fitted
with an adjustable digital flight control system in the front cockpit with the conventional system retained in
the rear for a safety pilot.

Over 23 years of flight testing, simulating numerous control concepts, the inceptor strategy
was defined. Here there are but two pilot's hand controls or inceptors; stick & throttle. No matter
which flight regime you are in, pulling the stick back makes you go up, pushing it forward, down.
This British system is in the F-35B & will allow any current military pilot to fly the aircraft easily.
In fact, a PPL holder has flown the VAAC Harrier from VTO to VL with no practice....”
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
-

SLD: As a Harrier pilot, could you comment on the potential arrival of the F-35Bs? | 17 Jul 2011 [at Eglin AFB]
Col. Tomassetti: It is ultimately disappointing constantly to see in the news all of the things that the F-35B
hasn’t been able to achieve yet or can’t do & people completely missing what we’ve already achieved.

The fact is that we have a STOVL airplane that every pilot who has flown it says that it’s
easy to fly. In 60 years of trying to build jet airplanes and do this, we’ve never ever been
there before. We’ve never had a STOVL airplane that was as full spectrum capable as it’s
conventional counterparts. We’ve never done that before in 60 years of trying.
It’s an amazing engineering achievement; [what] we’ve already accomplished is completely being missed by some observers.” http://www.sldinfo.com/?p=21300 [Colonel ‘Art’ Tomassetti [USMC] flew the X-35B on the STO - Supersonic - VL
mission a decade ago, 30 July 2001. Now he is vice-commander 33rd Fighter Wing Eglin. http://www.lockheedmartin.co.uk/news/archive/55.html]

LEAP OF FAITH 17 Dec 2013 Craig Hoyle http://www.flightglobal.com/fg-club/in-focus/uk-f-35/
“The UK's involvement in the Joint Strike Fighter's development has enabled its services to prepare the
ground for their future STOVL F-35B fleets... ...Thanks to years of flight control law trials and other work
performed in the UK in support of the STOVL JSF's development, the F-35B's capability as a carrier-based
asset will also represent a jump from previous-generation aircraft, such as the nation's retired BAE Systems Harrier GR9. "It's taking the mystique out of VSTOL [vertical/short take-off and landing] operations,"
says one pilot of the new type's handling characteristics.
COMFORTABLE LANDINGS
While a vertical landing is likely to be the typical means of recovery in peacetime, a UK-pioneered shipborne
rolling vertical landing technique will allow pilots to return to an aircraft carrier with its typical stores "bringback" limit of around 2,270kg increased by between 908kg and 1,810kg. This will be achieved by approaching the carrier on a 7˚ glide path while flying at around 60kt. The use of a UK-developed "Bedford array" will
enable the pilot to maintain a constant aiming point on the deck, despite vessel movements in rough sea
conditions. "Pilots will require less training and operating the aircraft will be much safer than legacy types,"
says Schofield. "The aircraft, right from the outset, was developed to have high reliability and a high sortiegeneration rate," another UK pilot adds, with a full prognostic support system to be available by around
2020. "Operating the aircraft at sea will be no different to landside, in terms of maintenance hours."

In order to ensure a smooth introduction and through-life employment of the F-35, the UK is
making a major investment in simulation, with 50% of its pilot training planned to be performed
using synthetic environments. Four full mission simulators will be acquired and installed at RAF
Marham, with other equipment including a deployable mission trainer also to be purchased.
The use of advanced synthetic training devices will allow the UK's F-35 pilots to get the most out of every
live flying hour, one RAF pilot notes. "When you PIN into the aircraft, if you're not booked into the training
system or don't have currency on the aircraft, you cannot get into it and fly it," he adds.... ...Once operat-

ional, the F-35 will receive upgrades on a two-yearly cycle, alternating between software modifications only, and both software & hardware changes which will be implemented every 4 years....”

Test Flying
The Joint
Strike Fighter

the AV-8B programme.
He ended his RAF
service with six months
back on Harrier GR3s in
Belize.
by Graham Tomlinson
In 1986 he joined BAe
Graham Tomlinson came at Dunsfold as a Harrier
to the Hawker Centre on GR5 test pilot and
stayed until the site was
February 9th [2011] to
closed in 2000 by which
talk about his last test
time he was Chief Test
flying job: the STOVL
Pilot.
F-35B Lightning II.
In 2002, after 18
Graham started as an
RAF Harrier pilot in the months at Warton, he
1970s based in Germany, was posted to Lockheed
went to the Empire Test Martin as the JSF
Pilots’ School (ETPS) in STOVL lead pilot (a BAe
position within team
1978, and then on to
JSF). He made the first
‘A’ Sqn A&AEE where
he flew the Sea Harrier, flight of the F-35B in
2008 then stayed with
Tornado and Hawk.
it through the initial
He was the A&AEE
STOVL testing until
representative at the
retiring in Oct 2010; in
Naval Air Test Center
all some 28 years on
(NATC) at Patuxent
Harriers and 31 as a
(Pax) River, Maryland,
test pilot.
for the early years of

Graham opened
by giving some basic
information. The STOVL
F-35B is for the USMC
only (now that the UK
has changed to the US
Navy’s ‘C’ version). The
total vertical thrust is
40,000 lb; 20,000lb
from the forward
mounted engine driven
lift fan, 16,000 lb from
the core engine via
the aft vectoring main
nozzle and 4,000 lb
from the ‘roll posts’,
downward pointing
under-wing roll control
nozzles.
The primary engine
is the Pratt & Whitney
F135 with the General
Electric F136 as the
alternative. There is no
VIFF capability, thrust
vectoring being for
take-off and landing

only. The maximum
vertical landing weight
is approximately 37,000
lb with good control
margins, and the aircraft is stealthy.
The STOVL mode
control system is
derived from ‘Unified’
developed by the ‘RAE’
on the VAAC Harrier.
The throttle commands
acceleration and deceleration (or thrust on the
ground and in the STO
mode, and in all conventional modes); in the
hover the stick moved
backwards/forwards
commands upwards/
downwards vertical
velocity (or pitch rate
elsewhere); in the hover
the stick moved from
side to side commands
bank angle (or roll
rate elsewhere) and if

released returns the
aircraft to wings level;
in the hover the pedals
command yaw rate (or
sideslip elsewhere).
Future development
will clear full envelope
autopilot/auto throttle,
automatic deceleration
to a spot, and TRC
(translational rate command) which in the
hover allows the pilot to
make small positional
corrections easily, and
will then bring the
aircraft to a standstill
if the pilot releases
the controls. A pilot’s
helmet mounted display
(HMD) is fitted instead
of a HUD.
In the Harrier the
pilot must obey the
rules. The F-35B flyby-wire system gives
angle-of-attack and

sideslip control, and
departure protection.
Further pilot workload
reduction is given by
performance deficit
protection, conversion
speed window protection and FOD protection
warning; and flight test
has a watching brief
on the requirement
for possible tail strike
protection during slow
landings (currently not
considered necessary).
Pilot cognitive errors (of
trying to control thrust
with the throttle) have
been mitigated in the
design. In the unlikely
event of the lift fan
failing catastrophically
the aircraft would pitch
inverted in 0.6 seconds,
and the pilot is protected by auto-ejection
signalled by pitch rate

and engages the lift fan
and attitude (derived
from the YAK 38 & 141 clutch which transmits
28,000 shaft hp.
systems).
Pit testing over a
The flying controls
are powered by electro- grid, based on the old
Dunsfold design, meahydraulic actuators
sured thrust and pitch
(electric power to
hydraulic pumps at the control power achieved
through forward lift fan
control surfaces). The
inlet guide vane adjustIPP (integrated power
ment and aft vectored
pack) is a combined
gas turbine and electric nozzle area, both
starter/generator. After affected by engine RPM.
starting the main engine, The effects of opening
bleed air keeps the IPP the 13 doors in conspinning all the time to ventional flight showed
provide ECS and cooling buffet and more drag
than expected.
air and standby power
For STOVL testing
generation. Should the
the F-35B was flown to
bleed air fail the IPP
reverts to a gas turbine the NATC at Pax River
mode. To convert from on Chesapeake Bay
where there were 25
the CTOL to STOVL
BAES flight test people
mode a button push
(in addition to the peak
opens the necessary
number of 160 BAES
intake doors etc (13 in
all), prepares the engine staff at Fort Worth).

Facilities included VTOL
pads, a ski-jump, austere strips, hot pits (for
refuelling without shutting down), telemetry,
chase aircraft and a
simulator for mission
practice. Testing started
with in-flight conversions, decelerating and
accelerating at 5,000
ft and 210 kn, fixed
throttle. There was
no pitching but some
mild heave. Testing
then progressively
approached the hover
flying at 200 - 100 kn
at 3-5,000 ft followed
by slow landings (SL)
at 130 - 110 kn ; then
decelerations at less
than 100 kn blending to
the hover followed by
SLs at 90 - 70 kn.
Apart from some
intake door chatter

causing a linkage distortion, and the failure
of a flight test antenna,
all went well. The Short
take-off (STO) mode
was checked at altitude
followed by 100kn STO
and then 80 kn STO,
circuit and VL from 150
ft on 18 March 2010.
Post touchdown the
procedure was all automatic. There were no
problems in STO.
Problems in the early
development testing,
which are addressed in
the production aircraft,
included: clutch drag
in conventional flight,
driveshaft length issues
due to expansion/
contraction, intake
door structure, roll post
heating (it is a continuous bleed system), sideslip in wind-up turns,

nose high attitude in
land-aheads from hovers, and HMD vibration
and latency issues.
In the following areas
where problems might
have been expected
there were none; hot
gas ingestion, ground
effects, weight-onwheels operation (gives
signals to aircraft
control systems),
conversion dynamics,
performance, deficit
protection and help
from mission control.
During questions the
lack of VIFF was commented on. Graham
replied that nowadays
FBW allows 50 deg
angle of attack as in,
say, an F-18. This lets
the pilot generate both
high lift and high drag
and compensates for

the lack of VIFF. On
weapons carriage the
primary method is in
stealthy internal bays
with external carriage
an option when battle
conditions allow. On
battle damage vulnerability Graham said
that the US Congress
has mandated battle
damage survival so
survivability is a design
parameter.
Barry Pegram gave
the vote of thanks for
this outstanding talk
which had been of
particular interest to
the old ‘Harrier’ men
present.
http://myweb.tiscali.
co.uk/hawkerassoci_
ation/hanewsletters/
hanewsletter030nvu/
testflyingjointstrikefighter.html 17 Jun 2011

F-35 flight simulator

VERT
ICAL
CAR
RIER
LAND
ING
DEMO

the dewline
Vertical
Landing
Spot

Video intro of
the travelling
simulator F-35
demonstrator
with LM's
chief pilot
PCD interface
engineer,
Mike Scaff

SFD (Simulator)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkWuB9wA_18 ORIGINAL VIDEO

Semper Lightning: F-35 Flight Control System Part 1
09 Dec 2015 Dan “Dog” Canin http://www.codeonemagazine.com/article.html?item_id=187
-

“...Generally, the F-35 tries to keep sideslip near zero, but in some cases it intentionally creates adverse or
proverse yaw as necessary to control roll and yaw rates. We’ll talk about the use of pedals at high AOA in a
later article, but, for general flying around, the best coordination we’ll get is with our feet on the floor....
...the CV airplane has three different approach modes, easily selected using buttons on the stick and
throttle. Two of these modes – APC and DFP – are autothrottle modes, indicated by a three-letter label on
the left side of the HUD. The third mode – manual throttle – is indicated by the absence of a label… arguably not the most compelling indication that you’re responsible for the throttle. This interface will probably
evolve; in the meantime, we need to be disciplined and to make doubly sure we’ve got APC engaged before we turn throttle control over to George.
Another area is STOVL landing. The difference between what the power lever (a.k.a. throttle) does on
the ground and what it does in the air is profound. On the ground, it acts like a normal throttle: pulling it
full aft commands idle thrust. In air, it commands accel/decel rate: pulling it full aft commands a maximum
decel. There’s plenty of redundancy in the weight-onwheels sensors, but if the airplane ever thought it was
still airborne after a vertical landing, and you pulled the throttle full aft, the airplane would go charging
backward. This would be “untidy” (as our British friends say), especially on the ship. So we take every
STOVL landing to a firm touchdown, and let the airplane itself set the throttle to idle when it determines it’s
on the ground....

...APC is “approach power compensation” mode, in which the throttle is automatically controlled to maintain the desired AOA during approach. In the C-model, engagement of APC also increases the gain on IDLC (integrated direct lift control), which schedules the flaps in response to
stick movements to give very high-gain glideslope response. Another approach mode, DFP (delta
flight path), currently in the C-model only, changes the pitch axis CLAW from a pitch-rate system
to a glideslope-command system. DFP improves glideslope tracking performance & significantly
reduces workload during carrier approaches....”

Maj. Richard Rusnok Portrait and Profile

Aug 16th, 2012 By Marine Corps News

http://marinesmagazine.dodlive.mil/2012/08/16/maj-richard-rusnok/
-

“...How does flying the F-35B Lightning II compare to other jets flown?
F-35 is incredibly easy to fly which is a testament to the personnel who conceived and
built the flight control system. The F-35B in STOVL mode is unmatched in stability and
raw power. There are two primary benefits to this level of stability. The obvious one is
safety. The aircraft does everything it can to protect the pilot and itself from exceeding an
aerodynamic or structural limit. The second benefit is that the less a pilot needs to concentrate on basic stick and rudder skills, the more he/she can devote to fighting the
aircraft and fulfilling the MAGTF commander’s intent....
...Why do you think the F-35B is better for the Marine Corps than other models like the F-35A?
The F-35B offers incredible basing flexibility to the Marine Corps – from ships at sea, to small
forward operating bases, to main air bases. Most importantly, the three variants of the F-35 share the
same mission systems components and software. In conventional flight, the three variants have
essentially the same flight characteristics with some minor exceptions. The cockpits are virtually
identical and there are only a few things that would clue you off that you are in one variant or the
other if you did not already know. The transition between different variants is pretty seamless. Because of this similarity, the three services flying this jet are already working to develop common tactics which will only benefit the MAGTF and the joint commander in the long run....

...Do you ever take snacks with you on the really long flights?
Most of the time we are too busy on our test flights to even consider snacking. I always have a water bottle
with me, however, since it is very easy to get dehydrated while pulling G’s & while breathing oxygen. Even
then I only drink when I have an extended break in the action or we are refueling on the ground....”

Jane Wells, Simulated
Fighter Pilot — VIDEO
http://video.msnbc.msn.com/cnbc/47022008/#47022008
-

“CNBC's Jane Wells ‘flies’ in an F-35
cockpit simulator at Northrop Grumman. With the help of former fighter
pilot Joe Parish, who works for
Lockheed Martin, she bombs an
enemy target and ‘lands’ the
Joint Strike Fighter without blowing herself up.”
In the ‘Cockpit’ of the
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
12 Apr 2012 By: Jane Wells

CNBC Correspondent
http://www.cnbc.com/id/47021242?__source=RSS*blog*&par=RSS

“...As you'll see in the video,
Parish talks me through bombJSF F-35 Jane Wells, Simulating an enemy target and landing the jet safely so efficied Fighter Pilot CNBC Video
ently that I suggested even an idiot could fly the aircraft.
http://www.youtube.com/
"Pilots really can't be idiots," he replied with a grimace.
watch?v=EmDYCjRSMqI
Well, judge for yourself!"

Lightning II:

A flier’s dream

DESIDER Oct 2012
“RAF pilot Sqn Ldr Jim
Schofield, UK test pilot for
Lightning II, sings the praises
of the UK’s version of the F-35
Joint Strike Fighter.
Sqn Ldr Jim Schofield has
flown 45 hours on the STOVL
(short take off and vertical
landing) type and has been
selected as one of the test
pilots who will embark in
USS Wasp with two STOVL
F-35s for the second LHD
trial next summer [mid 2013]

‘When the UK accepted its
first F-35 Lighting II at a ceremony in Fort Worth, Texas
in July it marked a new dawn.
F-35 is set to become the
mainstay of the UK fighter
force for the next 35 years.

Be in no doubt, this is a
very exciting aircraft. It combines advanced sensors,
swing-role capabilities, exceptional performance and an
unparalleled ISTAR capability
in a relatively small and agile
platform. Oh, and by the way,
it’s both stealthy and supersonic giving it a significant advantage in combat, as well as
being able to hover, meaning
it has global reach from the
widest range of aircraft carriers and austere bases.
The unparalleled capabilities the aircraft brings will
allow it to interoperate with
armies, navies and air forces
like none before and its ability to find, track and engage
targets will give the UK the
upper hand in future conflicts.
Additionally, with so
many partner nations in the

programme, allies in future
conflicts will be able to seamlessly merge this fifth generation fighter’s capability to great advantage in the
battlespace.

So what’s it like to fly?

From a pilot’s perspective
the ‘fifth generation’ slogan is
more than just marketing – it
also applies to the cockpit and
the way the aircraft flies.
The cockpit couldn’t be
any simpler, a single sheet of
glass that would be familiar
to any iPad user replaces the
traditional instruments and
screens and there isn’t even
a head-up display to clutter
the view. This information and
much more besides is projected directly into the pilot’s visor
no matter where he’s looking.
Flying the jet has also

been made as simple as pos- Sensors
sible. There are very few
The heart of the aircraft is its
checks to carry out and the
sensors and the way the inaircraft’s handling is impecformation they collect is precable. Nowhere is this more
sented to the pilot. The
applicable than in the short
amount of data that can be
takeoff and vertical landing
gathered has increased to the
(STOVL) regime which typical- point where the pilot would
ly requires in aircraft such as be swamped many times over
Harrier complicated controls – it is therefore vital that the
and continual training to avoid data is processed to the point
mishaps.
where it can be presented in
With F-35 the designers
a coherent and meaningful
revolutionised the STOVL ex- manner.
perience; the controls have
Sensors include APG-81,
been simplified and the expe- the most advanced radar fitrience now requires much less ted to a fighter, the Distribtraining and is a wholly stress- uted Aperture System which
free affair. F-35 is the easiest gives 360 degree infra-red
aircraft to fly of the 80 or so
coverage, a comprehensive
I’ve flown by a large margin,
electronic warfare system and
allowing the pilot to focus his an electro-optical targeting
mental capacity on warfight- system.
ing rather than ‘just’ flying.
Information from all of
these sensors is combined

to provide a seamless multispectral picture of the battlespace. From a pilot’s view
the situational awareness provided is breathtaking, even
more so when datalinks are
used to share information
with off-board assets. These
sensors aren’t merely applicable to high-end warfighting but also the more traditional roles such as close air
support where tasking can
be sent digitally from forward air controllers, targets
digitally shared among wingmen and weapons can quickly
be brought to bear with great
accuracy.

Stealth

World-beating sensors alone,
however, would be of little use if you couldn’t get
close enough to a target to

be able to engage it. This is
where F-35’s stealth capabilities come to the fore, denying the enemy the ability to
track the aircraft and allowing
UK Forces to operate in contested airspace that previously would have been unthinkable. Stealth features include
internal weapon bays to reduce radar signature.

The UK has bought its first
three aircraft, predominantly
to support training and operational testing, and intends to
build its Lightning Force gradually over the next few years
towards an Initial Operational
Capability later this decade.
Being part of the UK Developmental Test team at
Patuxent River has unquestionably been the highlight of
Survivability and
my career to date. Even in
availability
the largest defence project
F-35 was designed with surever we still have a positive
vivability in mind. It features, The UK way ahead
effect on a daily basis. Rest
The UK’s focus in the near fufor example, defensive sysassured the team is worktems and flying controls that ture will remain on develing all hours as we strive to
opmental testing at NAS
automatically reconfigure so
ensure that F-35 Lightning II
Patuxent River in Maryland,
that the aircraft remains flyreaches the UK front line with
operational testing at Edwards
able even with battle-damall of its massive potential
aged control surfaces. If sub- Air Force Base in California
realised.’
systems fail during flight then and pilot/maintainer trainhttp://www.mod.uk/NR/
rdonlyres/86DA7E86the aircraft will let the main- ing at Eglin Air Force Base in
DAAF-41BC-905B-48124E35CE92/
Florida.
tenance team know even
before it has landed so that
they can be ready for troubleshooting or order replacement
parts.
A computer system, ALIS,
hosts all the support functions
from flight planning through
to documentation and maintenance tasks. There are very
high expectations for how
available the aircraft will be
in front line service and ALIS
will be key to this becoming a
reality.
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Navy when it comes into serF-35 Lightning II –vice
later this decade.
all objectives met The three week trials, re-

desider Oct 2013 Issue 65 ferred to as DT-2, took place off

The Lightning II jet has been
back on an aircraft carrier, testing out its short take-offs and
vertical landings alongside a
range of other capabilities. Data
gathered will be relevant to
flight operations off the Queen
Elizabeth class carriers.
The F-35B Lightning II has
completed its second set of
trials off the deck of an aircraft carrier – with all test objectives met. The aircraft embarked on the American carrier
USS Wasp, where Sqn Ldr Jim
Schofield became the first UK
pilot to demonstrate the powerful short take off, vertical landing capabilities of the aircraft at
sea. The aircraft will be operated by the RAF and the Royal

Maryland in the USA to expand
the operational envelope for the
F-35B to support the US Marine
Corps’ initial operating capability in 2015. Test jets participating in DT-2 were flown in greater sea and wind states, landing
on USS Wasp during day and
night operations, and while carrying internal weapons.
The team successfully worked
to expand the F-35B’s at sea
operational envelope, and met
all needed test objectives. At
the end of DT-2, the final tally
was 95 vertical landings and
94 short take offs, with 19
night take off and landings.
For the Royal Navy s Lt Cdr
Rob Trewinnard-Boyle, working on the busy flight deck of a
carrier brought back memories

of his previous job, Senior Air
Engineer on HMS Ark Royal.
As the trials maintenance officer he was joined by Sqn Ldr
Schofield, with two naval maintainers on mechanics and avionics and an RAF Sergeant
armourer. Half of the UK maintenance team at Naval Air Station Patuxent River now have
hands-on experience of operating F-35B at sea.
Lt Cdr Trewinnard-Boyle said:
“The trials were very successful, with a lot of info gained that
is directly relevant to operations on Queen Elizabeth carriers. Although the USS Wasp is
only 40,000 tonnes, compared
to Queen Elizabeth at 65,000
tonnes, this is still twice the
size of Invincible/Illustrious/Ark
Royal. It gave us a great look
at how easy the F-35 is to manoeuvre around a flight deck,
flight deck safety for the F-35,

1

capability in 2015,” said Lt Cdr night take off/landings,” he said.
especially at night, and how
Trewinnard-Boyle. By the time “Working on the flight deck was
the Thermion deck coatings
held up while we were expand- we are flying off Queen Elizreminiscent of my previous job
and the ship’s company were
ing the operating envelope for abeth we should be well into
the F-35B. I can confirm that, Block 3 capabilities. Both BF-1 extremely friendly and helpful.
and BF-5 were heavily instruas with DT-1, the F-35B
The entire flight deck team had
does not melt the flightdeck, mented for the trial to ensure
previously spent time at Patuxeven without the Thermion! as much data as possible was
ent River during the field carrier
We were involved in loading recorded for analysis. This data landing practices, building the
fed into two aircraft control
and unloading internal stores
handlers confidence and familand munitions (AIM-120, GBU- rooms, one for each aircraft.
iarity with this new aircraft.
Having been involved with
12 and GBU-32) on the flight
With the wardroom on WASP
the planning from the very
deck. GBU-12 is similar in size
being towards the bows, on the
and shape to the UK’s Paveway start it was great to see every- deck below the flight deck, the
IV guided munition and we will thing come together and for us experience of an F-35B takalso be using AIM-120 AMRAAM. to make history again with the ing off overhead was similar
first ever night short take off
It also gave the UK experito that experienced by junior
ence of maintaining low observ- and vertical landing, and the
rates in the mess deck of an
first UK military pilot to be deck INVINCIBLE carrier under the
able materials in a salt water
and night qualified,” he said.
environment.
ski jump during Harrier launchBut it wasn’t just about flying es – a slow rumble getting
Trials involved two aircraft,
BF-1 and BF-5. “Capability-wise the aircraft. “There were lots
louder followed by a whoosh
of opportunities to experience
we were testing BF-5 at Block
which literally shook the cabins.
2B standard, which is what the F-35 maintenance and operahttps://www.gov.uk/government/up
US Marines will be using when tions while embarked, especially loads/system/uploads/attacment_data
/file/246043/desider_65_Oct2013.pdf
internal weapons carriage and
they declare initial operating
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“Back To Pax, RAF Sqdn. Ldr. Jim Schofield
takes off from the deck of USS Wasp one
last time before making the flight back to
NAS Patuxent River, Maryland, home for
BF-1. The bow waver ensures the deck is
clear and signals the launch officer, or
shooter, during the short takeoff. Photo by
Todd R. McQueen Posted: 18 October 2013”

Blue Sky OPS – AIR International – F-35 Lightning II – 26 Apr 2012
“Mark Ayton spoke with Peter Wilson, a former Royal Navy Sea Harrier pilot and now STOVL lead test pilot at NAS Patuxent River...”

...Nine Hops
During STOVL testing in February 2010, Peter Wilson flew nine sorties from NAS Patuxent River in
about four hours, all of which were less than 5 minutes in duration. Each sortie carried a relatively
low fuel load allowing Peter to take off, and fly around for a brief period to ensure the fuel was at the
right level in preparation for a landing test. “The highlights on the day were the take-offs. I took off as
slow as 50 knots [92km/h] with the STOVL mode engaged, accelerated out to the normal pattern
speed of 150 knots [276km/h], turned downwind, and positioned ready for a vertical landing,” he said.

Some of the vertical landings required extreme nose-down attitudes on the aircraft at
various weights and phenomenal descent rates. Recounting the landings, Peter Wilson told
AIR International: “I was trimming nose down to make the nose gear hit first rather than the
main gear coming down as fast as I could, given the control law of the aeroplane. When the
nose gear (underneath the pilot’s seat) hits first at that sort of descent rate it gets your
attention because it’s a pretty heavy landing and a remarkable experience in the cockpit.”

F-35B Take-off Options
The F-35B STOVL variant has a range of take-off options using different modes to suit the basing. Take-offs
from a ship, with either a flat deck or one with a ski jump, are also possible with a mode for each scenario.
These are short take-off scenarios that can be achieved at speeds as low as 50kts with a deck or ground run
of no more than a 200ft (60m). In the same mode, a take-off as fast as 150 knots is possible if the weight of
the aircraft requires that speed. If the aircraft is light it can take off at a slow speed and faster when heavy.
Take-off at speeds as low as 5, 10, 15, 20kts (9, 18, 27 and 36km/h) are also possible, each of which is effectively a vertical take-off while moving forward. There are different ways of rotating the aircraft in STOVL mode,
including the usual ‘pull on the stick’. Other ways are by pressing a button or programming a ground distance
required after which, the aircraft control law initiates the rotation and selects the ideal angle for climb-out....”

The F-35 Pilot 08/19/2011 |

http://www.sldinfo.com/the-f-35-pilot/

|

VIDEO: http://vimeo.com/27918352

“We have interviewed several F-35 pilots. Most recently, we sat down with pilots at Pax River. Comments from these
pilots focused on easy of operations, and the ability of the pilot to operate as a deployed decision-maker. Among the
pilots we have interviewed, Lt. Col. Fred “Tinman” Schenk underscored was the following:
As a Harrier pilot, the F-35B is a major advance. Having grown up as a Harrier pilot and spent many, many hours
doing takeoffs and landings and having the requirement to do every type of landing at least once every 30 days in the
Harrier, the F-35B is a big improvement. Because of the augmentation and the automation that’s in the airplane and the
models and the simulators, we’ll find a lot less time being spent taking off and landing the airplane and spending much
more time doing our mission in the airplane and being able to go get out there and take care of business and take care
of the guys that are out there. We will spend more time on actual missions, rather than on re-qualifications.
The F-35 makes the basic flying task easy, and so now you have what we would call spare capacity to devote to other
things, which allows the pilot to focus on the mission and the systems of the airplane. The design of the airplane is
intended to fuse information within the airplane — to make that task of managing the system easier. You don’t have a
radar giving you a piece of data. You don’t have a FLIR giving you another piece of data. You don’t have a radar warning giving you yet another piece of data. What the F-35 gives you is a fused picture of all of that, so you don’t have to
interpret separate data streams. For example, my Link 16 is telling me something is here, but my radar is saying it’s
over there, and this piece is kind of telling me it’s over there, and this one said it’s a bad guy, but that one is showing it
as a good guy, and on legacy aircraft you have to filter what the various systems are telling you. Now, the F-35 system
is going to do a lot of that processing for you.
Another USMC test pilot, indeed last year’s test pilot of the year, “Squirt” Kelly told us what he had learned since our
visit last year: What I have learned for sure since your last visit is how to do a vertical landing. As an F-18 pilot, I don’t
have any background in hovering or operating in that whole STOVL world. With probably fewer hours than a guy is
going to have going through the training command and doing this through the simulator training to the flight, it was
easy. For guys graduating out of the training command, it was a process of learning step-by-step, follow the procedures, and hover. You can let go of the controls. It just kind of stays where you put it.

QUESTION: So it is not Harrier like at all
Kelly: Not at all. In a hover and in a vertical landing, it’s a no-brainer.

It’s push the stick forward. There’s even a
descent button in the stick, which you use. The airplane lands itself. It is very much forgiving to a guy who’s doing it for
the first time, and it makes him look good. In a hover and in a vertical landing it’s a no-brainer.”

F-35 Procurement Troubles Don’t Dampen Pilots’ Enthusiasm 24 Feb 2012 by Sandra Erwin
http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/blog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?List=7c996cd7%2Dcbb4%2D4018%2Dbaf8%2D8825eada7aa2&ID=689
-

"...At the 33rd Fighter Wing, the next step is to ramp up pilot training after the development of the aircraft is completed and
more aircraft arrive as advertised. The wing was promised 59 F-35s, which would be a mix of all three variants. Once the hardware is in place, Tomassetti says the training school should be able to deliver 100 qualified pilots a year. “That’s our capacity
when we’re full up and running.” Because the wing’s airplanes that are not ready for prime time, flight operations are severely
restricted. The F-35s that are now available to fly are bare-bones aircraft without many of the sensors & combat systems that
eventually they are supposed to have. Pilots are only going to be practicing basic skills such as take off and landing, how to
navigate from point A to point B and how to fly in formation. “When we have full-up combat capability, the syllabus probably
will grow,” says Tomassetti. He expects it will take six to seven months for incoming pilots to complete the training program.
Another consequence of the concurrent development/testing/training activities is that the aircraft that will be flown by the
33rd Fighter Wing will still be pre-production models and kinks still might have to be worked out. To make up for having to fly
planes that are not “fully combat capable,” the wing has been staffed with the most highly qualified pilot instructors that
could be found across the U.S. military, says Tomassetti. About three dozen instructors were hand picked by senior officials
and carefully screened by a high-level board that reviewed their flying credentials, says Tomassetti.
The F-35B squadron has a wealth of expertise, he says. “There isn’t another squadron in the Marine Corps that looks like
this one [the 501] in terms of the qualifications of people.” The instructors are top graduates of test pilot & weapon schools,
he says. “The deliberate selection of all this experience base is to account for the fact that we were going to be part of a
concurrent development cycle." Pilots are not thrilled about the training program being restricted to only fundamentals, with
no fancy flying yet allowed. “But that’s all we are going to do in the beginning because of all the concerns that people have
voiced about trying to do something a little different than in the past,” Tomassetti says. “Whatever risks come with parallel
development, we can mitigate by putting in the talent pool.” Flights will only be allowed in daytime & in good weather, says
Tomassetti. Speed, altitude & maneuvers will be far more limited than what test pilots have been able to achieve, he says.

For the instructors of the 33rd wing, the most exciting part of the job so far has been witnessing the exhilaration that
new pilots experience aboard the F-35, says Tomassetti. “It’s an airplane for the iPod generation,” he says. “It has
touch screens, it has voice activation.” Aviators who have flown other combat jets are struck not so much by what is in
the F-35 cockpit but by what is not in there. “There’s not a lot of knobs, dials, switches, all the stuff you find in every
airplane I’ve ever flown in my life.” Display screens show 14 different windows of information at the same time. “It’s a
little overwhelming to someone of my era of flying,” he says. “When I get in the cockpit I have displays with two or
three things.” Younger pilots are far more comfortable with an onslaught of data. “They have all 14 windows up & they
are processing all that information.”

F-35 Flight Testing At Pax [Excerpts] By Eric Hehs 15 October 2012 http://www.codeonemagazine.com/article.html?item_id=110
“...Pilot Perspectives All the F-35 test pilots at Pax are qualified to fly both variants. A subset has the qualifications necessary for executing STOVL test missions, that is short takeoffs and vertical landings. The ease of operating the aircraft in STOVL
mode allows that test capability to be distributed broadly among the pilots. “A number of our pilots came here with no STOVL
experience, but now they are flying STOVL test missions,” noted Etz.
“The ease of landing the B-model in STOVL mode is unprecedented,” explained Taylor, who had no STOVL experience before joining the F-35 ITF at Pax. “In the Harrier world, learning to operate in STOVL mode takes months of training. For us it is a
couple of flights in the simulator and one, maybe two, flights in the airplane, because it is so intuitive. It is easy to land the F-35B
in STOVL mode. We will never hear a Harrier pilot say the AV-8 is easy to land. The F-35B will hold whatever condition you command it to hold. It is like driving a perfectly aligned car down a perfectly straight highway with no wind. The F-35B will go straight
until you tell it to do something else.”
“One of the beauties of this airplane is that it is so simple to land,” added Dan Levin, a Lockheed Martin test pilot and lead
test pilot for the ITF at Pax. “Harrier airframes burn up about half their life in training pilots to land vertically. Landing vertically in
a Harrier is a complex task. I’m a fixed-wing fast-mover pilot, and I was ready to perform STOVL operations after ten minutes in
the simulator. STOVL operations are simple and intuitive. The flight control system is automated in the right ways. The pilot
doesn’t even notice the transition between conventional flight and STOVL mode.”
Levin is one of a handful of pilots who have flown all three variants of the F-35. “All three variants are remarkably similar in
terms of pilot-vehicle interface,” he said. “That is one of the beauties of this program. A pilot can go from one aircraft to another
almost seamlessly. As for flying qualities, the A- & B-model are very similar. The C is a little different because of the larger wing.
But none of the differences jump out. Landings in the A & B are similar to the F-16 in terms of speed & angle of attack. The Cmodel is as solid as a rock & pilots land at a much slower speed—high 120s to low 130s [knots]. The angle of attack for landing
is much lower in the C-model so the pilot can see over the nose. The angle of attack control is very precise.”

Ease of vertical and carrier landings promises to significantly reduce the training time needed for
these operations with the F-35B/C, when compared to the aircraft the two variants are replacing. “The
training required to keep a pilot comfortable in the STOVL environment is going to go to near zero,”
Levin said. “The slow speed handling qualities of the C-model will decimate the training requirements
needed to get pilots to land safely on the aircraft carrier deck. Eliminating those training requirements
will skyrocket the value of the F-35C to the US Navy. Operating these airplanes will be cheaper & safer.”
“The ease of taking off and landing these aircraft is impressive,” added Taylor. “However, the ability to execute the mission
is more important. That is, can the aircraft get pilots to the target, help them destroy it, and get them out safely? That is where
the F-35 will really be impressive.”

F-35B completes initial phase of land-based ski-jump trials
13 Jul 2016 Peter Felstead http://www.janes.com/article/62226/farnborough-2016-f-35b-completes-initial-phase-of-land-based-ski-jump-trials
-

“The initial phase of land-based ski-jump testing for the F-35B short take-off/vertical landing
(STOVL) variant of the Lockheed Martin Joint Strikes Fighter has been successfully completed at
Naval Air Station (NAS) Patuxent River in Maryland in the United States, laying a key foundation
for first-of-class flight trials with the UK's future Queen Elizabeth-class (QEC) aircraft carriers.
Briefing journalists at the Farnborough International Airshow on 12 July, David Atkinson,
BAE Systems' F-35/QEC integration manager, said the flight trials were "critical to validate a lot
of the work that has been done through modelling and provide the certification-quality evidence
that's needed to allow service pilots to operate from the ship". BAE Systems is under contract
via the F-35 Joint Program Office to perform the ski-jump trials work.
Following on from the first F-35B take-off from a ski-jump ramp at NAS Patuxent River, performed by aircraft BF-04 on 19 June 2015, another 30 take-offs were made over the course of the
next 12 months by aircraft BF-04 and BF-01.
Describing the parameters of the ski jump tests in the same briefing, Pete 'Wizzer' Wilson, the
STOVL lead test pilot for the F-35 programme at NAS Patuxent River, said, "We've done weights
up to full fuel and full internal stores; forward/mid/aft centre-of-gravity positions; a range of ramp
exit speeds up to 95 KCAS [knots - calibrated air speed]; line-up distances from 315 to 620 ft;
and we've done mil and max power [non-afterburning and afterburning] launches: a total of 31 in
all. So we have successfully executed the initial phase of the F-35 ski jump testing; this is a very
significant milestone from our perspective."
Wilson explained how "an awful lot is happening in a very short amount of time, about a
second's worth", when an F-35B takes off from a ski jump: a process that is effectively automated and "cognitively simple for the pilot" in comparison with taking off in a Harrier jump jet.”

Semper Lightning: F-35 Flight Control System
Dan “Dog” Canin 9 Dec 2015
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My hope is that these articles, by giving some
insight into how the F-35 works and why it was
designed that way, will help pilots fly the airplane
better, employ it more effectively, and handle
emergencies more intuitively. The articles may
also help dispel some myths. As Joe Bill put it, “as
airplanes become more complex and more
capable, the amount of misinformation seems to
grow.” With your help, we can keep the mythology
in check.
Some of this information may seem academic.
That’s partly because I’m a geek and find the
technical details interesting (I hope you do, too).
But it’s also because design decisions involve
tradeoffs, and it’s important to understand them.
The F-35 systems, training, and tactics will evolve
over the next several decades, and fleet pilots will
be intimately involved in that evolution. Anything
we can do to increase our technical understanding
as users will raise the game for everyone involved
in this effort, and will ultimately result in a more
effective pilot cadre and weapon system.

Dan Canin has logged more than 6,000 flight hours in more
than eighty types of aircraft, including thirty types of tactical
jets and jet trainers. He is a 1978 graduate of California
Institute of Technology, a distinguished graduate of the US
Naval Test Pilot School (USNTPS), and a former USNTPS
instructor. During his nineteen years as a test pilot for
Lockheed Martin, his experience includes the
developmental testing of the Argentine A-4AR and over 700
hours in the Block 60 F-16, including loads, flutter, weapons
integration, store separation, and advanced flight controls
development. Currently a member of the Integrated Test
Force at Pax River, he has logged more than 500 hours in
all three variants of the F-35, performing initial
airworthiness, loads, flutter, flying qualities, mission
systems, F-35C catapult and arresting gear compatibility,
and F-35B engine airstart verification testing. For the past
three years, he has led the high AOA test program for the B
and C variants, from initial envelope expansion through
departure recovery testing.
Photo by Michael D. Jackson

Feedback is critical to making this series a
success. With Code One online, we can turn what
used to be a lecture (the print version) into a conversation. Let us know what you’re interested in, and we’ll hunt it down. Let
us know what you disagree with (be gentle!), and we’ll find the best answer and learn together. You can reach us by using the
comments section, or by sending an email to the editor. Stay in touch.

The inaugural issue of Code One contained the
first of the Semper Viper series of articles, in which
Joe Bill Dryden, a senior company test pilot, gave
an insider’s view of the F-16. Joe Bill’s passion,
insight, and clarity provided a shining light – and a
lightning rod, sometimes – for a generation of F-16
pilots.
Why is a series like this needed? The reason is as
valid for the F-35 as it was for the F-16: The flight
manual doesn’t tell the whole story. It’s not
intended to. While there is always debate about
what should be in a flight manual, the authors,
generally, try to keep the document minimal and
austere. (You knew you were in trouble when they
named the F-35 manual “Flight Series Data,”
right?) If you’re like me, though, you want to know
more. You want to know not only how something
works but why it works that way. Understanding
tradeoffs and design rationale is an important part
of learning to use a machine well.

F-35 Flight Control System, Part One
When people think of the “miracle” of flight, they usually think of overcoming gravity. Turns out, that’s the easy part – some
things overcome gravity even when we don’t want them to (think race cars, and roofs in tornadoes). The hard part is control.
Indeed, control – not lift or propulsion – was the key to the Wright Brothers’ fame and the subject of the years-long patent war
that followed. Flight control systems have evolved continuously since the Wrights’ first flight, and the F-35 represents a historic
step in that evolution.
In his first article for Code One, Joe Bill did a great job introducing us to fly-by-wire (FBW) control. The F-16 was the first
production fighter to use FBW, so Joe Bill had plenty to talk about. As he said, the F-16 was…different.
In this article, we’ll discuss FBW, generally, and focus on some features of the F-35’s control laws (CLAW) from the pilot’s
perspective. In the next article, we’ll get into some engineering details and see what’s so innovative – and historically
significant – about the F-35’s approach to FBW.
Why Fly-by-Wire?
Forty years ago, when Harry Hillaker and his design team decided to incorporate FBW control in the YF-16, the decision was
hardly a slam-dunk. When asked what he considered the riskiest feature of their design, Mr. Hillaker didn’t hesitate: “The flyby-wire system. If the fly by wire didn’t work, our relaxed static stability wasn’t going to work.” [1] To manage the risk, they had

a backup plan to mount the wing further aft, reverting the airplane to a statically stable (albeit draggier and less maneuverable) (visual or tactile) isn’t compelling, then modal confusion can set in and bad things can happen.
design that could be flown with a conventional flight control system.
Some mode changes occur without our knowing, which is fine as long as we don’t have to change our control strategy. An
Today, FBW is so accepted, and so beneficial in terms of reduced weight, survivability, design flexibility, and performance, it’s example is the blend from pitch rate command at low speed to g-command at high speed. This transition is seamless from the
hard to imagine a modern fighter controlled any other way.
pilot’s perspective.
The F-35, in most of its flight envelope, is unstable in pitch and neutrally stable in yaw. What that means is that if there were a
nose-up or nose-down disturbance that the stabs didn’t immediately react to counter, the disturbance would grow. RAPIDLY.
At normal cruise speeds, the time for an angle of attack (AOA) disturbance to double, if not corrected, would be about a
quarter of a second. This instability makes the airplane agile and highly efficient aerodynamically, but it would also make it
unflyable were it not for the flight control system – doggedly, eighty times per second – positioning the stabs to keep the nose
pointing into the wind. So, as golden-armed as we F-35 pilots are, if we were responsible for positioning the control surfaces
ourselves, the airplane would be out of control in seconds.

Other changes require us to change our technique, which is okay if we command the changes ourselves and they’re
accompanied by a compelling change in symbology. Examples are the transitions from gear-up (UA) to gear-down (PA), and
from CTOL to STOVL.

going, then apply a check in the opposite direction to stop it. Not so in our computer-controlled machine. The F-35, as most
FBW airplanes, sees our lateral input not as a command to move a surface but as a command to provide a roll rate: it
overdrives the surfaces to get the roll going, then backs them off to maintain the rate we’ve commanded. When we remove
the command, it drives the control surfaces against the roll to bring it to a crisp stop. If we check, as we did with basic
airplanes, the airplane obediently performs a quick head-fake in the direction of the check. Most of us experienced that in our
first flight in a FBW airplane, but the tendency went away quickly as we learned the new response.

Protecting Us From Ourselves

There are few areas, though, where a mode change is important but not obvious, which is where pilot discipline and training
come in. For example, the CV airplane has three different approach modes, easily selected using buttons on the stick and
throttle. Two of these modes – APC and DFP[3] – are autothrottle modes, indicated by a three-letter label on the left side of
the HUD. The third mode – manual throttle – is indicated by the absence of a label…arguably not the most compelling
Static stability isn’t the only thing artificially created in a FBW airplane. The dynamic response – the way the airplane responds indication that you’re responsible for the throttle. This interface will probably evolve; in the meantime, we need to be
disciplined and to make doubly sure we’ve got APC engaged before we turn throttle control over to George.
to our control inputs – is also created artificially. That response can, in fact, be just about anything we want, since it’s
determined by software…not nature.
Another area is STOVL landing. The difference between what the power lever (a.k.a. throttle) does on the ground and what it
does in the air is profound. On the ground, it acts like a normal throttle: pulling it full aft commands idle thrust. In air, it
What? We Don’t Like Nature?
commands accel/decel rate: pulling it full aft commands a maximum decel. There’s plenty of redundancy in the weight-onHave you ever known someone who did exactly what you asked? (Okay, me neither, but work with me here.) FBW airplanes
wheels sensors, but if the airplane ever thought it was still airborne after a vertical landing, and you pulled the throttle full aft,
are a lot like that guy. Their response is, in a way, too perfect: they do exactly what we tell them. As a result, we have to unthe airplane would go charging backward. This would be “untidy” (as our British friends say), especially on the ship. So we
learn some of the compensation we thought was “just part of flying.”
take every STOVL landing to a firm touchdown, and let the airplane itself set the throttle to idle when it determines it’s on the
ground.
For example, when we want a snappy roll in a mechanically controlled airplane, we have to overdrive the stick to get the roll

Another example is turn coordination, which relates to the amount of sideslip we get during rolls and turns. Automatic
coordination isn’t unique to FBW: we’ve had aileron-rudder interconnects (ARIs) for years, and even the Wright Flyer had
one[2]. But turn coordination in FBW airplanes can be very sophisticated. Generally, the F-35 tries to keep sideslip near zero,
but in some cases it intentionally creates adverse or proverse yaw as necessary to control roll and yaw rates. We’ll talk about
the use of pedals at high AOA in a later article, but, for general flying around, the best coordination we’ll get is with our feet on
the floor.
The point is: When we move the stick and pedals, FBW gives us what we actually want – or what the control engineers want
us to have – while suppressing the extraneous things nature has always tossed in along with it, things we previously had to
compensate for or just learn to live with.
But Wait, There’s More!
FBW does more than just stabilize the airplane and clean up its response. It determines the very nature of the response itself.
That response can be programmed to be whatever we want, as a function of the airplane’s configuration, speed, or whether
it’s in the air or on the ground. For example, if we make a lateral stick input in CTOL mode, we get a roll rate. But in jetborne
mode, we get a bank angle. At high speed, a pitch stick input commands a normal acceleration (“g”); at low speed with the
gear up it commands a pitch rate; at low speed with the gear down, it commands an AOA; and in the hover, it commands a
rate of climb or descent.

The control limiters in the F-35 – love them or hate them – are there to help. They not only make the airplane safer, but also
more effective, by allowing us to fly aggressively without worrying about breaking something or losing control.
But flying the F-35 is not completely carefree. The control engineers had to give us some rope in a few places, since doing
otherwise would have compromised capability and possibly even safety. So it’s important for us to understand what’s
protected and what isn’t.
One of the things CLAW does not protect us from, for example, is overspeed. We can exceed Mach and KCAS limits in nearly
every configuration (Mode 4 being the exception), though an OVERSPEED caution alerts us as we approach them.
What about g? We’re mostly protected, but not completely. Interestingly, the protection is least where the maneuvering limits
are the lowest: in powered approach (PA) and aerial refueling (AR). The limits in those modes are 3g and 2g, respectively,
and there’s nothing to keep us from exceeding them. Why not? Because, while those limits are more than adequate for normal
ops, there might be times when we need to exceed them to avoid hitting something – such as the ground, or the tanker – and
our CLAW engineers have wisely decided that running into things would probably be worse than busting the g limit. So they let
us bust the limit.
What about high-g maneuvering, up-and-away? For symmetric maneuvers, CLAW’s got our back: As long as we’re not rolling
or yawing, we can slam the stick full aft or (ugh) forward, at any speed, at any loading. CLAW will keep g within NzW limits[4].

Rolling and yawing – so-called “asymmetric maneuvering” (maneuvering using lateral stick or pedal inputs) – is another story.
If we don’t pull more than 80 percent of the positive NzW limit or push to less than negative 1g, we can roll and yaw to our
heart’s content. But if we push or pull more than that, we have to abide by a pilot-observed limit of 25 degree/second. (Stick
your hand out in front of you and roll it through 90 degrees while counting to three potatoes. Yup, it’s slow.) I know what you’re
thinking: “How do I know when I’m more than 0.8NzW?” You don’t – unless you’re good at mentally dividing the basic flight
The ability to tailor the airplane’s response as a function of its configuration and flight regime is the beauty – and potential
design gross weight (BFDGW) by your current gross weight and multiplying it by 0.8 times the basic g-limit for the airplane. (If
curse – of FBW. If control engineers get it right – if they define the modes properly, put the transitions in the right places, and you can do that, continuously, you’re probably in the wrong line of work.) And, “Why 25 deg/sec?” Because that’s the loads
give the pilot the right feedback – then control is intuitive. But if they make the various modes too complicated, or the feedback folks’ definition of “zero”: if you’re rolling less than 25 deg/sec, they consider that not rolling, so symmetric limits apply.

But, mostly, you’re thinking: “What’s with the pilot-observed limit? Why couldn’t the control engineers just protect us with
CLAW?” The reason is that the analysis and the design work to handle every asymmetric input, under every flight condition
and loading, would be prohibitive. And if they put the 25 deg/sec limit into CLAW, it would be tactically restrictive and possibly
unsafe. So they picked the middle ground of telling us not to roll too much while we’re on the g-limiter.

coordination with roll, with additional yaw command available via the pedals. [return]

[3] We’ll talk more about these in a later article on advanced control laws, but for now: APC is “approach power compensation”
mode, in which the throttle is automatically controlled to maintain the desired AOA during approach. In the C-model,
engagement of APC also increases the gain on IDLC (integrated direct lift control), which schedules the flaps in response to
stick movements to give very high-gain glideslope response. Another approach mode, DFP (delta flight path), currently in the
So what happens if we make a big roll input at 0.9 NzW? First of all, the CLAW folks haven’t completely abandoned us: As g
C-model only, changes the pitch axis CLAW from a pitch-rate system to a glideslope-command system. DFP improves
increases, the roll rate is reduced, and, if we’re commanding more than 50 deg/sec, the airplane unloads to get us back within
glideslope tracking performance and significantly reduces workload during carrier approaches. [return]
the 0.8NzW limit. But there’s no guarantee that the unload will be quick enough to prevent an overload.
Does that mean we can break the airplane by pulling and rolling? Not really. The pilot-observed limits were decreed to make
sure the airframe delivers its contractually specified life. If we exceed them, the wings won’t fall off, but we might reduce some
of that life. The bottom line: If you’re on the g-limiter and want to roll, back off a little, then roll. This will not only keep you
within the rules, it will give you a better roll rate in the bargain. If you can’t back off – because, say, you’re trying not to hit the
ground, or trying not to get shot (and I don’t mean by your buddy during BFM) – then do what you need to do! The worst thing
that will happen is that you’ll trip an OVER G advisory or an overload HRC,[5] and have to explain your heroic act to the
maintenance officer when you return. Presumably, the maneuver will be worth the airframe life you expend.
We Don’t Need No Stinkin’ Limiters
While almost everyone appreciates limiters that prevent overstress, the consensus isn’t as strong when it comes to those that
limit control, i.e. the limiters on AOA and body rates (pitch/roll/yaw) intended to keep us from departing controlled flight. We
won’t settle that argument here. Like all design issues, limiter design is a tradeoff between competing requirements – in this
case, between agility and departure resistance – and opinions will always differ regarding where that line should be drawn.
Some pilots will argue (as some have) that we should get the limiters out of the way, or at least open them up, and leave it to
the pilot to learn where the cliffs are. The counter-argument is that, assuming we’ve got the limiters in a reasonable place now,
opening them up would result in more departures, some of which may cause overstress and some (if they happen at low
altitude) loss of the aircraft altogether.
The F-35 is an inherently unstable airplane, required to handle a wide range of CG. Its control surfaces are sized to meet the
requirements of both maneuverability and low observability. As a result, the combinations of body rates, AOAs, CGs, Machs,
and weapon bay door positions that define the controllable envelope of the F-35 are extremely complex – and the boundaries
of that envelope are reflected, with all that complexity, in CLAW. If the control engineers opened up the limiters and gave us,
instead, “rules of thumb” to maintain control – ones that we had a fighting chance of remembering – the rules would most
likely be so restrictive that we’d give up more than we gained. Could we evolve to that in the future? Sure, if we decide it’s a
positive trade. As the control engineers hate to hear us say, “It’s only software.”
How Does It Do It?
In this article, we talked about what the FBW system does. But we didn’t talk about how it does it, i.e., how it figures out which
effectors to move, how much to move them, and how to handle failures. It isn’t magic, but it’s close. To appreciate the
historical significance and engineering brilliance of this machine – and, more importantly, to impress your friends – you’ll want
to take a peek at what’s going on under the hood. The second article will address how FBW works in the F-35, and why it was
designed that way.
Dan Canin is a Lockheed Martin test pilot based at the F-35 Integrated Test Force at NAS Patuxent River, Maryland.
Footnotes
[1] Code One (Vol 6, No 1, April 1991) [return]
[2] The Wright brothers incorporated automatic rudder coordination because they had no choice. Laying prone and controlling
the aircraft’s roll with their hips, there was no practical way to control the rudder independently, so they linked the rudder wires
to the wing-warp hip cradle. Interestingly, the Wrights deleted the interconnect in their later models, preferring to have direct
control of sideslip and to rely on pilot skill for coordination. It was decades before airplanes incorporated both: automatic

[4] What’s NzW? The airframe structural limit isn’t just a function of g – which the pilot can sense – but the actual lift force
imposed on the airframe, which is the product of gross weight (W) and g (also known as Nz, the normal acceleration in the z
direction). At light weight (low W) we can pull more Nz with the same structural load (Nz*W). That said, there’s still a maximum
g the F-35 is allowed (9g for the F-35A, 7g for the B, and 7.5g for the C), and CLAW will let us pull that anytime the weight is
less than the Basic Flight Design Gross Weight (BFDGW). Above that weight, the allowable g decreases to keep the total lift –
Nz*W – constant. . Fortunately, CLAW figures that out for us. [return]
[5] An OVER G advisory will trip if you exceed the book symmetric or asymmetric maneuvering limits by more than 0.5g. For
the purposes of this ICAW, the airplane defines as “asymmetric” any roll rate over 50 deg/sec, so there’s a 25 deg/sec buffer
there as well. So if you stick to the flight manual roll rate limit, you should never see this ICAW. What you might trip, though, is
an “overload” HRC, which has a much more sophisticated algorithm behind it and will only trip when you’ve exceeded an
actual limit on some component of the structure. CLAW should in all cases prevent actual overload to failure, but during rolling
maneuvers it may allow one of these indications to trip, requiring a maintenance inspection. [return]
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“The lift fan, engine and stabilizing roll ducts
beneath the F-35B’s wings combine to
produce 40,000 pounds of lifting force.
Converting the F-35B from STOVL to
conventional flight and vice-versa requires
only the push of a button by the pilot. The
system otherwise operates automatically.”
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“When we do press the big STOVL button,”
said Graham [Tomlinson], “all the experience
we have picked up in the [F-35B] simulator
over the last six years will pay dividends.” 2008

Ride the Lightning:
Testing the Marine
Corps' latest fighter
http://www.examiner.com/article/ride-the-lightning-test
ing-the-marine-corps-latest-fighter

challenging aspects of the Joint Strike Fighter project says Graham Tomlinson, Lead Test Pilot for the
F-35B. Tomlinson, a former Royal Air Force (RAF) Harrier pilot and a graduate of the prestigious Empire
Test Pilot School, has over thirty years of flight test experience with STOVL aircraft.
The F-35B is currently undergoing crucial tests in what is known as a hover pit. As Tomlinson explains, a
hover pit is a specialized testing facility designed to measure the performance of a STOVL aircraft on the
ground. “It’s not quite the same as flying, but almost. It’s like fooling the aircraft into thinking its flying. It’s as
nearest to flying as we can make it.” Tomlinson said.
The hover pit, as the name implies, is a concrete pit. The pit is rigged with sensors to measure the thrust
produced by the F-35B’s engines while also “getting rid of the hot gas”, Tomlinson explained. A metal grate
covers the top of the pit. It is upon this metal grate that the aircraft sits during testing.
Hover-pit testing pushes the aircraft to its limits in a safe environment Tomlinson explained. The aircraft is

Dave Majumdar0DU
Military and Civil Aviation Examiner

Designing and testing the STOVL variant, which will also be used by the British, is one of the most

The F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) is

tested at high power and at various stages of conversion from conventional mode to STOVL mode. For

entering one of the most challenging phases of its

flight-testing purposes, the test pilots can go through the individual stages of conversion by inputting the

development according to manufacturer Lockheed

necessary commands manually. The pilots “thrash it to death” inputting, “all sorts of silly commands which

Martin. The ambitious 300 billion dollar project is intended to replace the aging arsenal of legacy fighters in

you would never do in real flight, like pitching the nose up sharply in STOVL mode” he explained.

service with the US Air Force (USAF), US Navy (USN), US Marine Corps (USMC) and a host of foreign
allies.

The harsh test regimen is necessary to ensure that the computer model embedded into the aircraft’s flight
control laws are robust, Tomlinson said, adding “we’re validating the model in a real plane.” Tomlinson

Due to the disparate requirements of the three services, the aircraft will be built in three distinct variants.

emphasized that validating the aerodynamic model is especially crucial as “all that is part of the airplane

The first variant is the conventional take-off and landing (CTOL) F-35A for the USAF. The USN requires

and the simulators. These are really important steps. These are all part of the clearance process”. As

that their version of the airplane be capable of taking-off and landing on the Navy’s fleet of aircraft carriers. hover-pit testing advances, the metal grate will be covered in order to simulate operating the F-35B on a
This naval version will be designated the F-35C or CV variant. The most challenging requirements however

hard surface such as an airfield or ship, Tomlinson explained.

come from the USMC.
For the operational Marine Corps pilots who will take the F-35B into battle, the brutal testing regime will
The Marine Corps version is known as the F-35B Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) variant.

provide tangible results, Tomlinson said. Compared to the legacy Harriers that Tomlinson flew during his

Due to the unforgiving demands placed on Marine Corps aviation, the F-35B has some unique features.

RAF days and during most of his testing career, the F-35 is incredibly easy to fly. Converting the aircraft

The aircraft needs to be able to operate from the small decks of amphibious assault ships and short,

from conventional flight to jet borne hover is accomplished at the touch of a button. Every F-35 variant has

unimproved airstrips at Forward Operating Bases (FOB).

an “identical cockpit. It’s just one switch that’s different”, Tomlinson explains, “On the USAF and CV
versions that button says STOVL/HOOK and it drops the hook. In the STOVL version the same button

The first among these unique features is a shaft driven lift fan mounted behind the cockpit of the STOVL

initiates conversion.”

aircraft, which provides vertical thrust during take-off and landing. The aircraft also has the capability to
rotate the main engine exhaust nozzle downwards over 90 degrees in order to provide more thrust and

Because the vertical landing process for the STOVL variant has been so simplified, Tomlinson expects that

additional control. Lastly, roll posts are embedded in the wings, which not only provide additional vertical

the F-35B “will have a much lower training burden compared to the CV version.” Tomlinson explains that

thrust, but also act as control mechanisms. Combined, the system provides around 40 thousand pounds of

while the CV version will have a landing speed of around 145 knots, the STOVL will be able to slow down to

vertical thrust.

much lower approach airspeeds and will be able to hover depending on its load. Lower airspeeds make the

pilots’ job easier. While flying the STOVL will be easier, Tomlinson cautions, “ you still need the background
knowledge.”
The flexibility in basing offered by the F-35B does come at a price however. The STOVL variant “loses a
couple thousand pounds of fuel”, Tomlinson explained. The F-35B also has slightly shorter weapons bays,
and is thus unable to carry the same 2000 lbs class weapons internally that the other two variants can.
Tomlinson explains that the reduced capability is a trade-off for the flexibility required by the Marine Corps
in order to base the aircraft on smaller ships and Forward Operating Bases. Tomlinson said that a fully
combat loaded F-35B will take-off from a small unimproved airstrip in less than 1200ft.
The F-35B also loses the ability to pull some Gs compared to the conventional USAF variant. The STOVL
can only pull 7G compared to 9G for the F-35A and 7.5G for the F-35C. Tomlinson explained that this is not
a result of any trade-off made for improved short field performance. “There’s no reason we can’t make a 9G
STOVL airplane”, he said.
Tomlinson explained, “Because of the stealth and sensors, the Marine Corps and Navy weren’t interested in
more than 7G and 7.5G for their F-35 versions. The Marines and Navy have never been enthusiastic about
a 9G capability. It’s not required for their mission. To get more G, you need to beef up that structure and
that adds weight. The USAF made the trade-off for the 9G capability.”
Other than the reduced G-limit, in conventional flight the F-35B handles almost exactly like the F-35A,
Tomlinson explained. The F-35B retains the same outstanding low-speed, high angle of attack handling
qualities as well as the same incredible acceleration as the F-35A. “You struggle to tell the difference
between the CTOL and the STOVL in the cockpit,” Tomlinson said, adding that test pilots are trained to
notice even minute differences in aircraft handling qualities. Tomlinson noted that while the F-35B’s lift-fan
causes a visible bump in the aircraft’s outer mold line, the only cue in the cockpit is a slightly different wind
noise. “STOVL only applies below 10 thousand feet and below 250 knots,” Tomlinson notes.
Once BF-1, the first STOVL aircraft, completes the torturous hover-pit tests, Tomlinson said the aircraft
would have to be thoroughly inspected and would subsequently be modified. The aircraft will then be flown
conventionally in preparation for transfer to Patuxent River Naval Air Station where the first actual STOVL
flight will take place later this summer.
However, prior to the cross-country trip to Maryland, the aircraft will have to be qualified for aerial refueling
with a USMC C-130 tanker and undergo cross-country checks. The Navy and Marine Corps use a drogue
aerial refueling system, which is different from the boom refueling method used by the USAF. Tomlinson
said that the program would “build down” to the first STOVL flight starting with conversions at 200 knots
from 5000 ft in the air- exactly like the hover-pit.
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“Question: How would explain the difference between the F-35 and the other planes
you have flown as well?
Berke: I’ve been asked to explain my experience a lot of times, and I’ve summarized it
in a way that I think resonates with a lot of
folks. If you took a room full of fighter pilots, and asked them to whiteboard the list
of capabilities they would like, what would
be the result? The list would include speed,
turning performance, stealth, maneuverability, what have you. But if you could only
pick one, if you were limited to picking one
characteristic, I would guarantee every
fighter pilot in the room would pick is
situational awareness. A pilot armed with
situational awareness, even if he didn’t
have all the other capabilities that he
wanted, is absolutely the most survivable
and lethal pilot out there....

...And that’s the F35 in a nutshell; it
is a situational awareness machine....”

Pilot reaction to flying the F-35B
Guy Norris 24 Apr 2014

http://www.aviationweek.com/Blogs.aspx?plckController=Blog&plckScript=blogScript
&plckElementId=blogDest&plckBlogPage=BlogViewPost&plckPostId=Blog%3a27ec4
a53-dcc8-42d0-bd3a-01329aef79a7Post%3a4b23cf24-bf61-4e4d-b810-241c65847974

…and from another pilot Capt. Jonathan Thompson, a former Harrier pilot now with the
VFMA-121: “The F-35B is designed to be very intuitive in hover mode,” he explained.
“To a pilot coming from a conventional fighter, hover mode is intuitive. Push down on
the stick and the aircraft goes down. Pull back on the stick and the aircraft goes up.”
Hover mode control in a Harrier, however, is a little different. Up and down movement
is controlled with the throttle. Left and right movement is controlled with the stick.

Ever since the F-35B short take-off and vertical landing (STOVL) version of the Joint
Strike Fighter first flew in the hands of BAE Systems’ test pilot Graham Tomlinson in
June 2008 we have heard plenty about the easy and precise nature of the jet’s
controllability. Commenting about STOVL operations in particular, pilots tend to focus
on the ‘push button’ ease of vertical landings compared to the Harrier and the unusual
(until you get used to it) ‘walnuts in a blender’ sound that comes from the lift fan.

“Whereas I used to pull back on the stick to point the thrust down to land the Harrier in
hover mode, I push forward on the stick to land the F-35 in hover mode,” Thompson
continued. “That said, the F-35B hover technique is just as easy to learn and just as
easy to become second nature. Former AV-8 pilots just have to be more deliberate
until STOVL mode operations become more routine. Short takeoffs and vertical
landings are some of skills and habit patterns we develop in the simulator.”
Increased situational awareness:

However virtually everything we have heard so far has been from seasoned military or
industry test pilots who were involved in the development and evaluation of the F-35B,
or leading instructor pilots assigned to initial training. But now that an increasing
number of regular U.S. Marine Corps squadron pilots are flying the F-35B at MCAS
Yuma, Arizona, with VMFA-121, what do they think? Their view is bound to be of wider
interest as the JSF is prepared for its first overseas visit to the U.K’s Royal
International Air Tatoo and the Farnborough airshow later this summer.

“The biggest situational awareness enhancer in the F-35 is the radar,” Thompson
continued. “The way the F-35 presents the radar picture in the cockpit is most
impressive. The ease of use is an eye opener though. The Harrier has the APG-65
radar, which is very old. Still it provided a lot of situational awareness we would not
have had otherwise. But I can’t tell you how many times I flew the AV-8 without a
working radar. We performed the mission anyway, but without as much situational
awareness.”

Lockheed Martin’s Code One magazine has produced an interesting piece on F-35B
operations at Yuma which includes interviews with some of the squadron’s first cadre
of qualified pilots. Numbering 16 by the time of Code One’s visit in March, the roster is
still growing to match the number of aircraft now operating from the base. Following
the delivery of the first F-35B in late 2012 VMFA-121 now has its full complement of 17
aircraft, the last three of which were delivered in December 2013.
Here are a few snippets from the story:
Transitioning from Harrier/AV-8B and F/A-18 to F-35B:
Capt. Brian Miller, who came from the F/A-18D, explained the transition in simple
terms: “In a Hornet, we had a center stick. In the F-35, we have a sidestick. I don’t
even think about the difference now. Once I landed and took off in the simulator a
couple of times, I was comfortable the stick location.”
Learning the F-35B’s short takeoff/vertical landing procedures:

The F-35’s helmet mounted display adds to situational awareness. “Hornet pilots may
have experience with a JHMCS [Joint Helmet-Mounted Cueing System] before coming
to the F-35,” Thompson added. “But the ability to have a contact on the radar and then
be able to look out the cockpit and have that contact appear on my visor is as different
as night and day from Harrier operations.”
Developing future capabilities:
The pilots and planners at VMFA-121 are part of a larger team developing tactics and
procedures that capitalize on these new capabilities. “As the radar gets more stable, as
the electro-optical targeting system, or EOTS, gets more reliable, as pilots become
more proficient, as the flight envelope opens up, we can look at the tactics, techniques,
and procedures we can bring forward from legacy aircraft,” explained Miller. “We can
consider performing those procedures differently in the F-35 because of all the new
capabilities it brings to the fight. We are just starting to break the surface on tactics
development.

Similarly pilots are looking forward to a larger part of the flight envelope being cleared.
“Flying at 400 knots and pulling 4.5 g’s in this fighter is difficult because it wants to do
“You would think former Harrier pilots would have an advantage with the F-35B STOVL so much more,” Miller said. “Tactically we are rarely going to be flying the aircraft at
modes since they have experienced those modes before,” continued Miller. “They may less than 400 knots.”
be more versed in the engineering dynamics and physics of STOVL operations. But in
terms of cockpit controls, STOVL mode in the F-35 is almost completely backwards
The upcoming Block 2B software provides weapon capability and expands the flight
from the Harrier. So F-18 pilots may have an advantage since they don’t have to
envelope to Mach 1.2, 5.5 g’s, and fifty degrees AOA. The F-35Bs will eventually be
unlearn STOVL habits.”
cleared to operate at Mach 1.6 and seven g’s.
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Flying the F-35 is ‘Magic,’ Pilots Say 10 July 2012
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FARNBOROUGH, England — When’s the last time you heard a fighter pilot shrug, look down and
say, “Eh, my airplane sucks.” Or as one might say here, “Blimey, me jet is roobish!”
So all other things being equal, it wasn’t surprising that three experienced aviators convened by
defense behemoth Lockheed Martin raved about its F-35 Lightning II, but their descriptions about
operating it were nonetheless interesting. In the small world of fast-jet drivers, the number of F-35
pilots is minuscule.
Lockheed’s chief test pilot, Alan Norman, said he was amazed how “easy” it was to learn to fly
and master the F-35. The Marine Corps’ top F-35 trainer, Col. Art Tomassetti, said young aviators
don’t need to learn to read analog gauges and memorize unsafe RPMs or temperatures the same
way they used to; instead the F-35’s glass cockpit has green, yellow and red indicators that give
such info in a second. And BAE’s test pilot, Peter Wilson, a longtime British Harrier driver, said
flying the B was simply “magic.”
Wilson described how much work it took monitoring the Harrier’s controls, controlling its power,
and generally trying to put the airplane where he wanted as he hovered and landed. (“You had to be
an octopus to fly the Harrier,” Tomassetti quipped.) With the F-35B, Wilson said, he pushes a single
button, and the jet can slow from 200 knots to a hover by itself, “as the airplane looks after you.”
Wilson was asked about the ungainly appearance of the B in its short takeoff and vertical
landing mode, when the jet sprouts all manner of crazy hatches and ports and even a big air brake
aft of the cockpit. Do all those surfaces make it tough to fly? Far from it, Wilson beamed.
“You think, ‘what’s the pilot doing?’” he said. “He’s pushing a button and flying as normal.”
From the cockpit, the B does exactly what it’s told and its pilot doesn’t even notice the brake or the
hatches or any of the rest of it, Wilson said.”

The "smarts" of the F-35 will be particularly appreciated by pilots flying the F-35B STOVL version. Short takeoffs in the Harrier are
a trouble-some affair that require the pilot to have "three hands": one for the throttle, one for the stick, and the third for the lever
that controls the direction of the Harrier's swiveling exhaust nozzles. An F-35B pilot, in contrast, flies the plane with stick and
throttle, with the software handling the fine details of short takeoff: the pilot will simply press a "button" on the PCD to convert
from vertical to forward flight or the reverse. While the Harrier has reaction control thrusters driven by engine bleed to provide lowspeed maneuverability, the F-35B simply modulates the four points of its vertical-lift system -- the pivoting exhaust, the two wing
exhaust ducts, and the lift fan -- to provide control. This trick would be difficult or impossible to do manually.
http://www.vectorsite.net/avf35.html

New research shows fighter pilots have super-brains by Tim Barribeau 15 Dec 2010
http://io9.com/5713581/new-research-shows-fighter-pilots-have-super+brains
“In addition to being supplied with the finest in government grade methamphetamines [QUE?], fighter pilots have other significant advantages over the rest of us.
They have “superior cognitive control.”
A new study published in the Journal of Neuroscience compared 11 front-line RAF
pilots against a control group in two cognitive tasks, while an MRI was used “to
examine the structure of white matter connections between brain regions
associated with cognitive control.”
The pilots showed superior cognitive control and greater accuracy, despite
being more sensitive to distracting minutiae. The MRI showed the structure of their
brains differed from the control, with relevant areas of the right side of the brain
being larger, and connections between key areas in the brain laid out differently.
It’s not known at this point if the differences come from training or if pilots are
just born that way.
The tests showed that when presented with significant visual distractions, the
pilots weren't much quicker than the rest of us baseline human beings, but were far
more accurate.
Reference: ‘Expert cognitive control and individual differences associated with
frontal and parietal white matter microstructure’ by Roberts RE, Anderson E &
Husain M, Published in the Journal of Neuroscience.”

“Lockheed Martin test pilot David Nelson performs a short take- http://www.codeonemagazine.com/images/media/2011_F35B_BF1_P00140_28_1267828237_3717.jpg
off on the 111th flight of F-35B BF-1 on 4 April 2011. Photo by Andy Wolfe”

Lockheed Martin rebuts F-35 critics on cost, progress
By: Chris Pocock July 19, 2010

15 March 2011:
100th Short
Takeoff

F-35B Sets STOVL Milestones
“When asked how the F-35B compared to the Harrier in terms
of ease of takeoff/landing, Tomlinson replied:
“It’s chalk and cheese–and so it should be!
This is a single-button operation with no special controls–
much easier than the Harrier. For short takeoffs you just
power up; the system takes care of everything else. On the
ski-jump, for instance, the system detects the change in deck
angle & doesn’t apply any rotation as it would on a flat deck.”
http://www.ainonline.com/news/single-news-page/article/
lockheed-martin-rebuts-f-35-critics-on-cost-progress-25359/

http://www.codeonemagazinecom/
images/media/2011_01_100th_STO_
11P00140_28_1267828237_6628.JPG

‘LowObservable’ said:
24 July 2011 (re F-35B STO)
Future Carrier (Incl Costs) Thread:
http://www.pprune.org/military-aircrew/221
116-future-carrier-including-costs-152.html
-

“1 - STO starts with the core
nozzle almost straight aft,
with a little nose-down pitching
moment to load the nosewheel
and ensure effective steering.
2 - The pilot applies aft stick and
the core nozzle and fan set the
required nose-up pitch for liftoff.
This can also be commanded by
pushing a button on the stick, or
done automatically after the pilot
inputs a deck-roll distance.
3 - As soon as the weight is off
the wheels the engine nozzles
and aerodynamic surfaces
combine to provide conventional
handling responses.
4 - As the aircraft accelerates,
the aerodynamic surfaces get
more effective, the engine
effectors become less active and
the thrust points aft.
Once the jet is above stall
speed, the pilot presses the
conversion button. The reverse
conversion takes about 10
seconds. The clutch re-engages
to free the locks, which are
pulled out, and the clutch backs
away. The core nozzle rolls up
and is locked in full-aft position,
and when the lift fan has spun
down the STOVL doors are
closed.”

SWP: “Interesting that for a STO takeoff they do not have the bay doors open like a they do for a VL.”

Specifications of F-35B

Crew:
Dimensions:
Weight:

One pilot http://www.flightglobal.com/articles/2011/02/11/353066/cost-of-f-35-engine-production-declines-butdelays-and-upgrades-raise
Length - 50.5 ft (15.4m); Wingspan - 35.0 ft (10.7m); Tail - 15.0 ft (4.6m)
-development.html
Empty - about 23,500 lb (10,660 kg); Maximum Takeoff - about 50,000 lb (22,680 kg)
Maximum Payload - 11,000 lb (4,990 kg) Cost of F-35 engine production declines,
Combat Radius: Approximately 450 nm
but delays & upgrades raise development price
Speed:
MACH 1.5 at altitude
By Stephen Trimble DATE:11/FEB/11 SOURCE:Flight International
"...Company officials also confirm a debate exists within the programme over slightly boosting the thrust of the
F-35B short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) variant in order to meet a key performance target....
...Meanwhile, several performance improvements for the lift-fan system will increase the cost of development
by another $400 million, he says. Those upgrades include increasing the temperature and performance
margins in the design of the lift fan, clutch and roll-posts actuators, he says.
In addition to those improvements, P&W has offered to boost the overall thrust provided by the STOVL
propulsion system by about 400lbf, or roughly 1%, Boley says.
"There are those who debate whether the STOVL has sufficient margin
Rudder
to always come back and land fully loaded," Boley says.
Activator
According to Boley, Larry Lawson, Lockheed's executive vice president
leading the F-35 programme, told him last week that the STOVL
variant currently has enough thrust to meet the
Wheel Bay "bring-back" requirement established by the US Marine Corps.
"He said, 'I have sufficient margin.
Auxiliary Vent Doors If I need more thrust I will
let you know," Boley says."

http://media.defenceindustrydaily.com/
images/AIR_F-35B_Cutaway_lg.jpg
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Paul Bevilaqua Lift-Fan System Inventor

Paul Bevilaqua could claim that he has
been working on the Marine and Royal
Navy variant of the Joint Strike Fighter
since 1985, when he began researching
short takeoff and vertical landing technologies on a NASA project at the Skunk
Works. His subsequent work led to a patent in 1990 for the lift-fan concept used in
the Lockheed Martin STOVL variant.
“The goal of those early studies was a
supersonic STOVL aircraft,” Bevilaqua explains, “but at that point, we were designing airplanes, not inventing propulsion
systems. Several companies were conducting similar studies. Everyone was reworking old concepts or looking at new
concepts that didn’t provide any real advantage. NASA was disappointed in the
lack of innovation.”
As these studies ended, the Advanced Research Projects Agency asked
the Skunk Works if it could come up with
any new ideas. “We started from the beginning,” Bevilaqua recounts. “First, we
looked at all the old ideas that hadn’t
worked and tried to understand why they
hadn’t worked. From that study, we made
a list of requirements for an ideal supersonic STOVL propulsion system.

“Then we used a variety of brainstorming and creativity exercises to
come up with a new concept,” Bevilaqua
continues. “ The technique that worked
broke the problem down into its fundamental elements. Since modern fighters have a thrust-to-weight ratio greater
than one, the basic problem is to get half
of the thrust from the back of the airplane to the front. The simplest solution
is to duct it there, but ducting makes the
airplane too wide to go supersonic. So
we looked for other ways to extract energy from the back, transfer it to the front,
and produce lift.
“We generated a lot of wild ideas involving energy beams and superconductivity,” Bevilaqua says. “but none worked
out until we looked at a variable-pitch turbine to extract power from the jet exhaust. From that point, everything just
started falling into place.”
From these ARPA studies, the Skunk
Works recommended two STOVL approaches: a gas-driven fan and a shaftdriven fan. ARPA liked both of them. “We
thought the shaft-driven fan was the better concept,” Bevilaqua says. “However,
the gas-driven fan was perceived as being
less risky. Propulsion engineers are familiar with ducting gases through an airplane.
But the idea of shafting 25,000 horsepower was new. People were uncomfortable
with the magnitude of the number. But
there’s really little to fear. The shaft inside

a jet engine is already transferring around
75,000 horsepower.”
A lift fan concept involves two STOVLrelated problems at once. “The lift fan
system efficiently transfers thrust from
the back of the airplane to the front,”
Bevilaqua explains. “At the same time, it
increases the total thrust of the engine
because it increases the bypass ratio from
a relatively low one associated with fighter
engines to a high one for vertical flight. In
other words, it makes the airplane more
like a helicopter in the vertical mode.
“The Harrier makes a similar approach,” Bevilaqua continues. “It has a
large fan to augment the thrust of a small
engine core. But the airplane has to live
with that fan in the cruise mode. Because
the fan is so large, the airplane can’t go
supersonic.
“Our lift fan approach is like taking
that one large fan on the Harrier’s engine,
breaking it into two smaller fans, and
turning off one of the smaller fans when
the airplane converts to the cruise mode,”
he explains. “The concept doesn’t compromise the other JSF variants. Our
STOVL concept requires twin inlets,
what we call bifurcated inlet ducts, to
create the space needed for the lift fan.
That is the only design requirement.
And bifurcated ducts have low-observable and performance advantages that
improve all of our JSF variants.”
http://www.codeonemagazine.com/images/C1_V11N3_SM_1271449318_7528.pdf

Genesis of the F-35 It would have to be variablepitch, so that it could be feathJoint Strike Fighter ered during cruise. Another
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Paul M. Bevilaqua | Nov-Dec 2009

“....It became apparent that the
best way to extract power from
hot high-pressure exhaust gas
is with a turbine, the best way
to get the power forward in an
aircraft is with a driveshaft (it
is light and does not increase
the cross-sectional area of the
fuselage), and the best way to
produce vertical thrust is with
a fan (increasing mass flow is
the best way to increase thrust
per horsepower).
Therefore, the best solution
to the problem of producing
thrust ahead of the center of
gravity would be to add another turbine stage to extract
power from the exhaust gases.

[4], so that it would be necessary to close the cruise nozzle
down to keep the engine from
over speeding. On the other
driveshaft could be run from
hand, if the lift fan was conthe added turbine stage
through the engine to a lift fan: nected to the turbine at the
Rolls-Royce was already build- same time that the bypass air
was diverted to the wings, the
ing three spool engines. The
lift fan would absorb the extra
lift fan provides one lift post.
turbine power and keep the
Vectoring the cruise nozzle
down would create another lift engine from speeding up. Then
varying the nozzle area would
post. Shifting power between
shift power back and forth for
the lift fan and cruise nozzle
would provide control in pitch. pitch control.
When the lift fan was disenSimilarly, engine bypass air
could be ducted off to nozzles gaged for cruise, the bypass
flow would be returned to the
in the wings and thrust could
cruise nozzle. This would match
be shifted from one wing to
the other to provide roll control. the nozzle area to the cruise
power requirement again. In
But ducting off the bypass
fact, it would not be necessary
air would effectively increase
to add another turbine stage.
the nozzle exit area for the
The existing turbine would
core flow and lower the back
move off its design operating
pressure on the turbine secpoint to provide shaft power for
tion. That would increase the
power produced by the turbine hover and back to its design

operating point for cruise. The
existing driveshaft for the
engine fan could just be lengthened to power the lift fan.
Because the lift fan is not
connected to the engine during
cruise flight, the engine operates like a conventional mixedflow turbofan engine during
cruise. For STOVL operations,
the lift fan is connected to the
cruise engine by engaging a
clutch on the driveshaft. The
cruise engine nozzle is simultaneously opened, increasing
the pressure drop across the
engine’s turbine section. This
causes it to extract additional
shaft power, which is used to
drive the lift fan. The engine
then operates in hover like a
separate-flow turbofan with a
higher bypass ratio. This dualcycle operation is the novel
feature of the engine in the
F-35 [5].

To summarize, the solution
was to extract some of the
energy from the engine exhaust
jet by changing the operating
point of the turbine, move
it forward with a shaft, and
turn it into additional thrust
by adding it to a larger mass
flow of air with a fan. The lift
fan is attached to a driveshaft
extending from the front of the
cruise engine, as shown in Fig.
3, and bypass air for the roll
jets is tapped off from behind
the cruise engine fan. Thinking
about how to extract power
from the back of the airplane
and transfer it to the front
resulted in a flash of insight that
produced the dual-cycle-engine
concept as the solution for the
STOVL Strike Fighter.
Principle of Operation
To appreciate how this dualcycle engine turns jet thrust

into additional shaft power, it
is necessary to consider the
changes in the static pressure
of the air as it flows through
the engine. The variation of
total energy (top) and static
pressure (middle) through an
engine are shown in Fig. 4. The
pressure rises through the
compressor (2–3), remains
constant through the combustor (3–4), and then drops
through the turbine section
(4–5) and nozzle (5–6), in two
steps. As the pressure drops
through the turbine section,
the flow accelerates. The
resulting thrust of the jets
from the turbine nozzles spins
the turbine disk that powers
the driveshaft....” [7.7Mb PDF]
http://pdf.aiaa.org/getfile.cfm?urlX=%3CWI’7D%2FQKS%2B%2FRP%23IW%40%20
%20%0A&urlb=!*0%20%20%0A&urlc=!*0%20
%20%0A&urld=!*0%20%20%0A%3CWI’7
D%2FQKS%2B%2FRP%23IW%40%20%20
%0A&urlb=!*0%20%20%0A&urlc=!*0%20%20
%0A&urld=!*0%20%20%0A

From AIAA paper

‘The Genesis of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter’

by Paul Bevilaqua http://elementsofpower.blogspot.com.au/2012/02/f-35-stores-testing-observation.html
-

‘QUOTE: This first-order analysis suggested that it might be possible to
almost double the thrust of an existing F-119 engine with a dualcycle
shaft-driven lift fan the same diameter as the engine. Such a variablecycle propulsion system would provide high levels of thrust augmentation in the STOVL mode, with a cool low-pressure footprint, ample control power, and minimal effect on the design of the airframe. By placing
the lift fan in line with the cruise engine, the bypass ratio would be increased without increasing the engine diameter. And because the cruise
engine can be optimized for conventional flight, its performance is not
penalized for its STOVL capability. END QUOTE’
“Everyone doesn't have access to AIAA archives, but everyone on the
web should know what a frickin' search engine looks like. Bevilaqua also
notes in more than one of his AIAA papers that the mid-mission CG of the
B model is effectively the same as the A model. This is a critical point because one seeks to design the aircraft to have the best mass properties
for maneuvering at mid-mission weights because that is the time when a
combat aircraft needs its best maneuverability.” SMSgt Mac

http://www.scribd.com/doc/50263160/Popular-Science-April-2007

http://www.rollsroyce.com/Images/
Liftsystem_tcm926697.pdf

http://www.rolls-royce.com/defence/products/combat_jets/rr_liftsystem.jsp

“Product details
The Rolls-Royce LiftSystem® enables short take off and vertical landing
(STOVL) operations for the supersonic capable Joint Strike Fighter.
• Combined STOVL capability of 40,000 lbf
The Rolls-Royce LiftSystem® comprises the Rolls-Royce LiftFan®,
Driveshaft, 3 Bearing Swivel Module (3BSM) and Roll Posts.
The LiftFan, a 50-inch, two-stage counter-rotating fan capable of generating more than 20,000lbf of thrust, is driven from a conventional gas
turbine and produces the forward vertical lift. The 3BSM is a swivelling jet
pipe capable of redirecting the main engine thrust downward to provide
the rear vertical lift. It can rotate through 95 degrees in 2.5 seconds and
passes 18,000lbf of thrust. Aircraft roll control is achieved using the Roll
Posts mounted in the wings of the aircraft, which provide a further
1,950lbf of thrust each.
Rolls-Royce is managing the overall development and integration
programme from its site in Bristol, UK, which is also responsible for the
LiftFan turbomachinery, 3BSM and Roll Post designs. The team in
Indianapolis, US, will provide the system’s gearbox, clutch, driveshaft and
nozzle and will conduct the build and verification testing of the LiftFan.”

The walk marked the end of the Harriers’ 41-year career and closed an
illustrious chapter in British aviation history. The iconic aircraft has
become one of the country’s greatest technical achievements, being the
only military jet that could hover above the ground and fly in areas
other fighter aircraft were unable to reach.

Despite this capability, the Harrier jets fell victim to the cuts outlined in
the government’s strategic defence and security review. The UK has no
plans to replace the Harrier and many remain concerned for the loss of
military capability. But while the UK may be losing the Harrier, it is not
losing the engineering expertise to develop the technology.
At an aero engine test base in Bristol, Rolls-Royce engineers are
working on a new power system for the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike
Fighter (JSF), the latest generation of combat aircraft. Dubbed the
LiftSystem, the technology will enable short take-off and vertical
landing operations for the F-35B variant of the JSF programme, which
is planned to enter service with the US Marine Corps in 2012.

Liftfan is effectively an engine turned on its end,’ said Neil Mehta,
programme director. ’This means the air has to turn through 90°
before entering into the aircraft, causing huge distortions in airflow.’

Counter-rotating blisks are

A normal aircraft engine is usually
cleared to around a 30-knot cross
wind. The F-35B, however, has to
deal with winds up to 300mph
(483km/h). ’To put that into
through linear friction
context, Hurricane Katrina
welding
measured at about 75mph at its
max, so we’re getting an awful lot
more distortion,’ he said. To address this, the team has used
computational fluid dynamics to model airflow behaviour and
aerodynamic performance.

manufactured using hollow
blades joined to the disc

’Our programme for one cycle of the simulation uses as much
processing power as a PlayStation running for 14 years,’ said Mehta.
’We’ve done more than 1,000 of those simulations.’

Inner workings:schematic shows how the system will be positioned

For the blisks, Rolls-Royce is using hollow titanium blades. The
technology, derived from civil turbofans, cuts weight by around 40 per
cent. Mehta said the current version of the LiftSystem is about 320kg
lighter than the original demonstrator but is also stronger and more
reliable.
He added: ’This time last year, we did our first hover and first vertical
landing. Those two events were the start of proving that all our work
the preceding year was accurate. We did vertical landings and nothing
untoward happened. We’ve since done 58 vertical landings, 79 hovers,
90 slow landings and 95 short take-offs, and nothing has gone wrong.’

Rolls-Royce's LiftSystem for
the Joint Strike Fighter

“Our programme for one

Orders for the LiftSystem are
expected to total more than 600,
and the US Marine Corps and the
Italian Navy have already acquired
the system. There are still several
14 years”
years of flight tests remaining, and
NEIL MEHTA, ROLLS-ROYCE
shipborne trials are due to take
place later this year. Production of
the system for use in training aircraft is under way and Rolls-Royce is
delivering one LiftSystem per month.

cycle uses as much power
as a PlayStation running for

28 March 2011 | By Ellie Zolfagharifard
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Landing:a runway is not needed

Designed around the airflows are two counter-rotating bladed discs, or
’blisks’, manufactured using individual hollow blades joined to the disc
through linear friction welding. The blisks take air from the top of the
fuselage and blast it through a vane box at the bottom of the craft.
Each vane box can be directed independently, so the air can be
generated fore and aft.
At the rear of the aircraft, thrust is produced from a rotating nozzle
known as the three-bearing swivel module (3BSM). In normal flight,
the nozzle points rearwards, propelling the aircraft forwards at speeds
of up to Mach 1.6. When vertical thrust is required, the nozzle swivels
downwards in less than two seconds, creating a vertical thrust of up to
20,000lb, equalling the force generated by the Liftfan.

Mehta said the UK is in a strong position to continue developing the
technology. ’We developed the Pegasus engine that goes in the Harrier,
and we’ve now developed the LiftSystem,’ he said. ’There are no other
Western countries with that kind of expertise.’

7KH6SHFV
/LIWIDQ
20,000lb cold thrust Two-stage counter-rotating fan
Uses hollow blisk technology
%HDULQJVZLYHOPRGXOH
Directs 20,000lb of thrust from the main engine

Rotating fan: situated behind the cockpit

Looking up: the F-35B will achieve vertical lift

When, in December, Britain’s Harrier jets landed at RAF Cottesmore for
the final time, the sombre mood weighed on all those present. In a
ritual known as the ’walk of honour’, the pilots disembarked from their
aircraft and walked away without taking a single look back.

The LiftSystem will allow a fighter aircraft to achieve both vertical lift
and supersonic capabilities. Like the Harrier, the F-35B will be able to
land without a runway and take off like a helicopter, while performing
as a fighter aircraft. At the heart of the system is a component known
as the Liftfan. This a 50in (127cm), two-stage, counter-rotating fan
capable of generating 20,000lb (9,000kg) of thrust. Situated just
behind the cockpit, it produces the aircraft’s forward vertical lift. ’The

Stabilising this force are two small ’roll posts’ in the wings. These ducts
each direct 2,000lb of thrust during short take-off and vertical landing.
Compact flap mechanics regulate the amount of thrust produced by
each of the roll posts. During short take-off, the roll posts are opened
and the clutch is engaged, the 3BSM is swivelled downwards and
power from the main engine is increased to produce enough thrust
from the Liftfan.
’One of the big challenges for the LiftSystem is that we only use it for
short take-off and landing,’ said Mehta. ’In a normal mission, that is
only around five per cent of the total activity. So, at that point, we
have to make sure the system is low weight, otherwise it’s not earning
its keep in there.’

Rotates 95° in less than two seconds
5ROOSRVWV
Directs 2,000lb bypass thrust from the main engine
Hydraulically actuated nozzles during short take-off operations
Provides aircraft roll control and lateral stability
$SSOLFDWLRQV
Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning ll

http://www.theengineer.co.uk/in-depth/rolls-roycesliftsystem-for-the-joint-strike-fighter/1008008.article

The Shaft Driven Lift Fan Propulsion System for the Joint
Strike Fighter P. M. Bevilaqua ASTOVL Program Manager

http://www.dtic.mil/dticasd/sbir/sbir032/n184.doc
“...The primary objectives of these tests were to prove the feasibility of changing the operating point of the turbine section to provide power for driving the lift
fan, and the ability to rapidly transfer thrust from the cruise engine to the lift fan
and back, in order to provide pitch control power. The dual cycle operation of
the engine was successfully demonstrated by connecting the lift fan to the engine, & then increasing engine speed to full power along the STOVL operating line.
Pitch control is obtained by coordinating the area change on the cruise engine nozzle with the movement of the lift fan inlet guide vanes. At constant engine speed, increasing the nozzle area produces more turbine power & reduces the engine thrust. Opening the inlet guide vanes produces more lift fan
thrust. If the movement is coordinated, thrust is transferred from the aft nozzle
to the lift fan, while the total thrust remains constant. This provides a large
pitching moment which can be used to control the aircraft in hover. Since
thrust transfer is accomplished without changes in engine speed, high response rates are achieved. In addition, the pitch control loop is decoupled from the
total thrust control loop which is used to command changes in sink rate....”

ratio for the STOVL and subsonic mission segments and
a low bypass ratio for the supersonic mission segments.

The Shaft Driven Lift Fan Propulsion System
for the Joint Strike Fighter
Short
Take Off

Segment

Paul M. Bevilaqua
ASTOVL Program Manager
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works
Palmdale, California

http://www.dtic.mil/dticasd/sbir/sbir032/n184.doc
Abstract
Analysis and testing are used to show the feasibility
of an innovative shaft driven lift fan propulsion system
for supersonic STOVL aircraft. Dual cycle operation of
the cruise engine makes it possible to convert some of the
jet thrust to shaft horsepower for driving the lift fan.
Operation of the propulsion system is described and it is
analytically shown that the designs of the engine, drive
shaft, and clutch are within the state of the art. A
demonstrator engine and lift fan were assembled from
available components and operated for almost 200 hours
in a full size airframe model. Testing proved the
feasibility of changing the engine cycle to drive the lift
fan, and of rapidly transferring thrust back and forth
between the engine and lift fan to provide pitch control.
The durability of the mechanical drive system and flight
weight gearbox were also demonstrated.

Introduction
The next generation strike fighter will need to
combine the short takeoff and vertical landing
capabilities of the AV-8B Harrier with the supersonic
performance of the F-16C Falcon, while providing
greater range and increased survivability.
This
combination of vertical and supersonic performance
requirements means that engine design, always an
important part of any new airplane program, is a
particularly significant factor in the development of a
new strike fighter. The engine must provide enough
vertical thrust for short takeoffs and vertical landings, but
must not be so large that it increases supersonic drag or
fuel consumption during cruise.
Figure 1 shows the maneuver and acceleration
constraints on the thrust to weight ratio, T/W, and wing
loading, W/S, of a representative strike fighter. The
curves are obtained by setting thrust equal to drag for
each of the performance goals. To minimize engine size,
the maneuver goals drive the airframe design toward a
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large wing, while the acceleration time drives the design
toward a small wing. There is an intermediate wing size
that simultaneously satisfies all of the conventional
performance goals, as shown in the Figure. Although this
design point requires somewhat more thrust than a design
Figure 2: Analysis of Propulsion System Features
that satisfies any single goal, both the short take off and and devise a vertical lift system that would meet them.
vertical landing goals require even greater thrust.
The requirement to perform STOVL strike and close air
Because the STOVL performance goals require more support missions was derived from top level military
thrust than the combat goals, some form of thrust campaign strategies [1]. Each of the required missions
augmentation is necessary. Increasing vertical thrust by was then subdivided into its mission segment tasks. Each
afterburning is not a satisfactory solution, due to the high segment task was further decomposed into needed
temperatures and velocities of the lift jets generated by performance capabilities, in order to reach a level where
this approach. Increasing the size of the cruise engine to specific design features could be identified to meet the
provide sufficient vertical thrust is not an optimal mission objectives.
solution either, because the engine would then be larger
A simplified version of this analysis for the
than necessary for conventional flight. This would
impose a weight penalty, because the inlets, nozzle, and propulsion system is shown in Figure 2. For example,
airframe would also be larger than necessary. Also, when the subsonic cruise mission segment requires low specific
this oversized engine is throttled back for cruise, fuel fuel consumption, which requires a high bypass ratio
engine. The actual fan diameter and pressure ratio would
consumption would be increased.
be determined at the next level of decomposition. At the
The method of functional analysis was used to level shown, the Figure highlights the essential design
systematically analyze the conflicting performance goals problem: the STOVL, cruise, and combat segments
require high bypass ratios, while the supersonic segment
requires a low bypass ratio. The ideal solution would be
a variable cycle propulsion system, with a high bypass
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The purpose of this paper is to describe an
innovative, dual cycle propulsion system that increases
the bypass ratio of the cruise engine for short take off and
vertical landing, without oversizing the engine or creating
an unacceptable footprint. As shown in Figure 3, the
effective bypass ratio is increased by installing a lift fan
behind the cockpit. For STOVL operations, the lift fan is
connected to the cruise engine by engaging a clutch on a
drive shaft extending from the front of the engine. The
engine operating point is simultaneously changed to
convert some of the jet thrust to shaft horsepower. For
cruise flight, the lift fan is disconnected and the engine
operating point is changed to produce jet thrust, rather
than shaft horsepower. The engine then operates as a
conventional mixed flow turbofan.
The result is a dual cycle propulsion system with a
much higher bypass ratio in the vertical flight mode than
in the conventional flight mode. This system provides
high levels of thrust augmentation with a cool, low
pressure footprint, excess control power, and minimal
effect on the design of the airframe. Since the cruise
engine is optimized for conventional flight, the
performance of the propulsion system is not penalized for
its STOVL capability.
In this paper, the results of analysis and testing will
be used to show the feasibility of this shaft driven lift fan
propulsion system. In the next section, the dual cycle
operation of the cruise engine will be described, and
analysis will be used to show that the design of the
engine, drive shaft, and clutch are within the state of the
art. The results of propulsion system tests performed
with a lift fan and demonstrator engine assembled from
available components will be presented in the section
after that. The Allison Advanced Development Company
demonstrated the performance of the lift fan, gearbox,
and shaft for the high power levels of a production
propulsion system.
The Pratt & Whitney engine
company assembled a dual cycle F100-PW-229-plus
engine from components of existing engines. It was
operated in the conventional mode and then used to drive
the Allison lift fan to demonstrate operation in the
STOVL mode.
Dual Cycle Thermodynamics
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The energy to drive the lift fan is extracted from the
air that flows through the cruise engine. The change in
the energy of the air as it passes through an engine
operating in a conventional turbojet cycle is shown in
Figure 4. Energy is added to the air as it passes through
the fan and compressor, as seen in the Figure. The
magnitude of the added energy is representative of the

Wing Loading (WTO / S)

Figure 1: Performance Constraints on T/W and W/S
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Figure 3: Shaft Driven Lift Fan Propulsion System
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Figure 4: Energy Changes through a Turbojet Engine
newest generation of engines. This energy appears as an
increase in both the pressure and temperature of the air.
Following compression, additional energy is added to the
air by burning fuel in the combustor at constant pressure.
Energy is then extracted from the hot, high pressure
gas by the turbine section. Since the turbine drives the
compressor, the amount of energy extracted by the
turbine is the same as the amount added by the
compressor. This energy loss is seen as a drop in the
pressure and temperature of the gas. The energy
remaining in the hot gas that leaves the turbine section is
converted to thrust by expanding it through a nozzle. The
temperature and pressure of the gas drop as it expands
through the nozzle. Although the static pressure of the
gas returns to atmospheric pressure, the temperature of
the exhaust jet remains higher than the atmospheric
temperature, so that this energy is lost as waste heat.
The thrust of the engine can be increased if the
energy in the exhaust jet is transferred to a larger mass of
air, rather than simply being expanded through the
nozzle. The following simple analysis illustrates this
phenomenon. If the thrust of the exhaust jet is mV , then

1/ 2
80,000
Stall Limit
70,000

To actually transfer the energy to a larger mass of
air, another turbine stage is added to the engine. The
energy extracted by this power turbine is used to drive an
additional fan, as shown in Figure 5. The power turbine
and fan are mechanically independent of the rotating
components of the basic gas generator. Because energy
is extracted from the hot primary flow, the thrust of the
engine core exhaust flow is reduced. However, there is a
net thrust increase for the complete turbofan system.
The shaft driven lift fan propulsion system increases
thrust in a similar way; that is, energy is extracted from
the hot turbine exhaust flow and transferred to a larger
mass of air by the lift fan. However, the power to drive
the lift fan is not obtained with a separate power turbine,
but by changing the operating point of the turbine that
drives the engine fan. This can be understood by
examining the performance map of a typical turbine
section, as shown in Figure 6. At any point on the map,
the power produced by the turbine is given by,
J 1
ª
º
J
Turbine Power = mc p T04 «1  ( P5 P4 )
»
«¬
»¼

in which T04 is the stagnation temperature of the gas
entering the turbine section, and P5 /P4 is the pressure
drop across the turbine section.
Increasing the fuel flow produces more turbine
The additional power
power by increasing T04.
accelerates the engine until the power absorbed by the
compressor matches the power produced by the turbine,

2

its kinetic energy flux is mV / 2 . Transferring this
quantity of energy to a larger mass of air reduces the
velocity of the exhaust jet. This can be written,
1
2

Mv 2 =

1
2

mV 2

so that the jet velocities are inversely proportional to the
square root of the jet mass flows,

v ªmº
=
V «¬ M »¼

1/ 2

The ratio of the thrust of the two jets is obtained by
substituting this equation for the velocity ratio in the
expression for the thrust ratio,

STOVL

so that the jet thrust increases with the square root of the
mass flow ratio.

Turbojet Engine

Turbofan Engine

Figure 5: A Power Turbine Drives the Engine Fan
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Figure 6: Turbine Performance Map
and the engine speed stabilizes. Because its speed is
higher, the engine produces more thrust. The locus of
steady state matching conditions defines the engine
operating line, which is the diagonal running from the
bottom left to the top right in Figure 6. The engine and
compressor are designed so that the turbine power and
compressor power match near the point of maximum
efficiency at every speed.
If the clutch connecting the engine to the lift fan is
engaged at the same time as the fuel flow is increased, the
additional power can be used to accelerate the lift fan,
instead of the engine. By selecting the fuel flow to match
the power produced by the turbine to the power required
to drive the lift fan, the engine speed can be held
constant. The process is similar to depressing the gas
pedal in an automobile with a manual transmission. With
the clutch disengaged, stepping on the gas causes the
engine to accelerate. Engaging the clutch at the same
time as you depress the gas pedal transfers the power to
the drive wheels, so that the engine does not accelerate.

station 5 to drop to atmospheric pressure. The larger
pressure drop across the turbine produces more shaft
horsepower, while reducing the thrust of the core flow.
Engaging the clutch at the same time as the nozzle area is
increased transfers the additional power to the lift fan, so
that the speed of the engine does not increase. This is
shown by the two points in Figure 6. The lower point is
the conventional operating point and the upper point is
used when the lift fan is engaged. Nearly 25,000
horsepower can be extracted before the turbine section
reaches its stall limit. The thrust that can be produced
with this much power depends on the diameter and
pressure ratio of the lift fan. For example, with a fan
diameter of 40 in to 50 in, the thrust is on the order of
15,000 to 20,000 pounds.
Because the net pressure drop from the turbine entry
to the nozzle exit does not change, the static temperature
of the exhaust jet is also unchanged.
Therefore,
extracting power from the gas stream does not change
the waste heat, which is the excess static temperature of
the exhaust jet. However, the total temperature of the jet
is reduced. The equation for the change in turbine power
is
'SHP

mc p 'T0

so that extracting 25,000 shaft horsepower reduces the
total temperature of the jet approximately 250 degrees
Fahrenheit in this engine.
The energy equation for the exhaust jet can be
written in the form
T0

T  v 2 / 2c p

Since the exhaust velocity is determined by the jet thrust
and mass flow rate, v F m , the energy equation for the

However, in a STOVL aircraft the requirement is to
increase the maximum thrust of the engine. But at
maximum thrust, the turbine inlet temperature, T04, is
already at the material limit of the turbine section. As a
result, the gas temperature can not be increased to
provide the energy to drive the lift fan. In the dual cycle
engine, the additional power is obtained by increasing the
pressure drop across the turbine section. As seen in
Figure 7, the pressure rises through the compressor,
remains constant through the combustor, then drops
through the turbine section and nozzle, in two steps. This
is shown by the solid line in the Figure.
Increasing the nozzle exit area reduces the pressure
drop across the nozzle, causing a corresponding increase
in the pressure drop across the turbine. For example,
increasing the nozzle area so that A6 = A5, as shown by
the dashed lines in Figure 7, causes the static pressure at

Figure 7: Nozzle Area Controls Turbine Power

exhaust jet can be written in terms of the nozzle thrust as,
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Therefore, the reduction in total temperature appears as a
reduction in thrust at the nozzle exit. However, it
reappears as a reduction in stagnation temperature when
the jet impinges on the ground during vertical landings,
and this reduces heating of the surface material.
The net effect of changing the turbine operating
point is to transfer thrust from the engine exhaust jet at
the back of the aircraft to the lift jet at the front of the
aircraft. The relative magnitude of the energy transferred
is illustrated in Figure 8. It is a fraction of the total
energy available in the engine, and less than the power
being extracted to drive the engine fan and compressor.
Although the low pressure spool of the engine does have
to be redesigned to handle the additional power, the
energy levels are not extraordinary. The technology
required to convert an existing military engine to drive a
lift fan is comparable to converting the military engine to
a high bypass ratio commercial engine. It is well within
the state of the art.
The shaft driven lift fan propulsion system is a
development of the Tandem Fan propulsion system [2]
and the Hybrid Fan engine [3]. The Hybrid Fan engine is
shown in Figure 9. Both of these engines combined a
low bypass ratio cruise cycle with a high bypass ratio
STOVL cycle. In the STOVL cycle, the flow from the
engine fan was diverted from the engine core to nozzles
at the front of the aircraft. Therefore, the engine fan
became the lift fan. However, the operating point of the
turbine was not changed to produce additional power to
drive the lift fan.
In addition, the loss of the
supercharging effect of the engine fan on the core flow

Figure 9: Hybrid Fan Engine
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Figure 10 shows how the diameter of an aluminum
shaft transmitting 25,000 horsepower varies with the
speed of the engine. The lower limit is a solid core shaft
and the upper limit is a thin wall shaft with a wall
thickness equal to 5% of the shaft diameter. The solid
shaft is smaller, but the thin wall shaft is lighter. The
design of a shaft is more complicated than this, because it
depends on the number of support bearings and the
natural frequencies of the shaft, but an aluminum shaft
several inches in diameter can transmit the power
required to drive the lift fan.

The clutch that connects the drive shaft to the lift fan
has two functions. The first is to reduce the shock of
engagement by slipping during the period of engagement.
The second is to efficiently transmit the torque of the
driveshaft to the lift fan, when the clutch is engaged. The
simplest clutches use the friction between two surfaces to
accomplish both functions. However, the number of
disks and the size of the springs required to press them
Mechanical Drive Components
together in order to transmit 25,000 HP would result in a
Power is the product of force times velocity. heavy clutch.
Therefore, the horsepower transmitted by a drive shaft is
equal to the product of torque and angular velocity,
To reduce the size of the clutch, friction is only used
meant that these engines produced less thrust in the
vertical mode than in the cruise mode. The tandem fan
engines can be classified between the single cycle
Pegasus engine and the dual cycle shaft driven lift fan
propulsion system.

SHP W u Z

to accelerate the lift fan from rest to the relatively low
idle speed of the engine before take off, or during
The shaft must be designed to resist the torque. For a approach to the landing area. Less than full power is
given horsepower, the torque decreases as the rotational transmitted under these conditions, so that a small multivelocity of the shaft increases,
disc friction clutch can be used to perform this
engagement. Once the speed of the lift fan matches the
SHP
engine speed, a mechanical lockup is engaged. This is
W
Z
used to transmit full power when the engine speed is
increased for short takeoffs and vertical landings.
The high rotational speeds typical of jet engines, around
10,000 rpm, make it possible to transmit large amounts of
power with relatively small driveshafts. In terms of the
maximum unit shear stress of the drive shaft material, V ,
and the polar moment of inertia of the shaft, Ip, the
torsion formula for round shafts gives for the diameter of
the shaft,
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Figure 8: Energy from the Jet Drives the Lift Fan
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in which f is fraction of the shaft diameter that is hollow.
The formula for the diameter of the shaft becomes,
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Figure 10: Driveshaft Diameter Decreases with RPM
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Figure 11: Clutch Size Decreases with Engagement
Time
The horsepower absorbed by the clutch during the
engagement period decreases as the engagement period
increases,

HP

IZ 2 / 2
t

in which the IZ / 2 is the rotational kinetic energy of
the lift fan after it is connected to the engine, and t is the
time of engagement. As seen in Figure 11, the knee of
the curve is near 10 seconds at low engine speeds. This
two step engagement strategy permits the design of a
relatively lightweight clutch.
2

Propulsion System Demonstration
Although analysis had shown that the designs of a
dual cycle engine, drive shaft, clutch and lift fan are
within the state of the art, there were practical concerns
regarding the development of such a propulsion system.
For example, there were concerns about the weight and
efficiency of the gearbox that drives the lift fan, and
questions regarding the ability of the engine control
system to synchronize the change in nozzle area with the
operation of the lift fan, and the ability to rapidly transfer
thrust from the engine to the lift fan for pitch control. To
demonstrate the feasibility of the shaft driven lift fan
propulsion system, the Allison, Pratt & Whitney, and
Rolls Royce engine companies built and tested a
demonstrator engine. To minimize the costs of this
demonstration and show the relatively low risk associated
with developing a dual cycle engine, the demonstrator
engine and lift fan were assembled from existing engine
components.

The successful completion of these tests demonstrated the
feasibility of building a lightweight lift fan and gearbox
at the design power levels.

Figure 12: Two Stage Lift Fan with Gearbox
The production lift fan system is shown in Figure 12. It
consists of a two stage counter rotating fan section, with
variable inlet guide vanes to modulate the thrust of each
stage at constant rotational speed. This arrangement of
the fans permits the use of two driven gears, which
reduces the load on each gear tooth in half. This keeps
the power at a level similar to that currently being used
on heavy lift helicopters. Spiral bevel gears will be used
to accommodate the speed and torque requirements of the
system. The nozzle consists of two telescoping hood
segments to deflect the lift fan thrust aft during takeoff.
The demonstrator lift fan shown in Figure 13
represents one stage of the production system. However,
the single fan of the demonstrator system operates at the
same power level as one stage of the production system.
The first stage fan and inlet guide vanes from the Pratt &
Whitney F119 engine were used for the lift fan. The
Allison Advanced Development Company had gears
manufactured using two different processes. The first set
had teeth generated and hard finished on the same
machine to provide high quality gears with a parallel
depth tooth form. The second set were finish ground on a
Weiner grinder so that a more sophisticated tooth contact
pattern could be produced.
Both designs were
successfully manufactured. However, the hard finished
gears were used in the demonstrator system, because they
were the first set completed. Since the ground tooth gear
set were also completed successfully, they are preferred
for the operational aircraft.
Allison demonstrated the performance of the
complete lift fan, gearbox, and drive shaft at the high
power gear loading of the operational aircraft [4]. The
power transfer efficiency of the gear set was measured.
Vertical operation of the lubrication system and the oil
cooling system were demonstrated, and the ability of the
inlet guide vanes to modulate the fan thrust was shown.
The distortion limits of the lift fan were also measured.

The Pratt & Whitney engine company combined the
fan and core of a F100-PW-220 engine with the low
pressure turbine from the more powerful F100-PW-229
engine to create the dual cycle PW-229 plus engine. The
fan drum rotor was modified for attaching the shaft to
drive the lift fan, and the fan duct was modified so that
the bypass air could be diverted to the ducts that supply
the roll control jets. The digital electronic engine control
software was modified to control fuel flow and nozzle
area on the STOVL operating line of the turbine map.
Rolls Royce, Ltd. built the variable area thrust vectoring
lift/cruise nozzle and the offtake ducts and nozzles for the
roll control jets.
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Figure 14: Response to Pitch Control Commands

and reduces the engine thrust. Opening the inlet guide
vanes produces more lift fan thrust. If the movement is
coordinated, thrust is transferred from the aft nozzle to
the lift fan, while the total thrust remains constant. This
provides a large pitching moment which can be used to
control the aircraft in hover. Since thrust transfer is
accomplished without changes in engine speed, high
response rates are achieved. In addition, the pitch control
loop is decoupled from the total thrust control loop which
is used to command changes in sink rate.

The engine was first run without the lift fan
connected to demonstrate operation in the cruise mode.
Then the lift fan was connected to demonstrate operation
in the STOVL mode. The primary objectives of these
tests were to prove the feasibility of changing the
operating point of the turbine section to provide power
for driving the lift fan, and the ability to rapidly transfer
thrust from the cruise engine to the lift fan and back, in
order to provide pitch control power. The dual cycle
operation of the engine was successfully demonstrated by
Figure 14 shows the response of the propulsion
connecting the lift fan to the engine, and then increasing
engine speed to full power along the STOVL operating system to a command to rapidly cycle the thrust between
maximum nose up and maximum nose down moments.
line [4].
Six complete cycles were performed in 16 seconds. The
Pitch control is obtained by coordinating the area response rate is excellent. The larger variation in the
change on the cruise engine nozzle with the movement of peak to peak thrust split is due to differences in the
the lift fan inlet guide vanes. At constant engine speed, nozzle discharge coefficient between the small scale
increasing the nozzle area produces more turbine power nozzles which were used to design the nozzle schedule
and the full size nozzles. This illustrates the differences
that can be expected when small scale data is used to
design full size hardware. The control schedules could
be corrected to eliminate the overshoot. However, this
would not change the dynamic response, and therefore
was not felt to be necessary.

This demonstration of the shaft driven lift fan
propulsion system was highly successful. More than 40
hours of static testing were accomplished with no
problems in the operation of the engine, mechanical drive
system, or lift fan. The test proved the feasibility of
changing the cycle of the cruise engine to provide power
to drive the lift fan, and demonstrated the capability to
rapidly transfer thrust back and forth from the cruise
engine to the lift fan to provide pitch control. As a result
of these tests, the propulsion system was installed in a
full size airframe model and operated for another 160
hours to study jet effects in hover and transition [5].
Figure 13: Single Stage Demonstrator Lift Fan

FOOTNOTES

Summary
The shaft driven lift fan provides a solution to many
of the problems associated with the development of a
supersonic STOVL strike fighter. It provides high levels
of thrust augmentation, with a relatively cool, low
pressure footprint. The aircraft is balanced in hover
because thrust is transferred from the rear of the aircraft
to the front, without increasing frontal area. Pitch and
roll control power are also obtained by transferring thrust
around the aircraft without changing total lift. Since the
cruise engine is optimized for conventional flight, the
performance of the engine is not penalized for STOVL
capability. Removing the lift fan creates a conventional
strike fighter with little penalty for commonality.
The feasibility and mechanical integrity of the shaft
driven lift fan propulsion system has been successfully
demonstrated. Analysis has shown that up to 25,000
shaft horsepower can be extracted from the exhaust jet of
a modern turbofan engine to drive a lift fan. Due to the
high rotational speed of the engine, this power can be
transmitted with a drive shaft less than 10 inches in
diameter.
A relatively lightweight clutch can be
employed by engaging the lift fan at low engine speeds,
and using mechanical lockup to transmit the full engine
power at high speeds.
Practical concerns regarding the ability of the engine
control system to synchronize the operation of the lift fan
and cruise engine were addressed by testing a
demonstrator propulsion system. The Allison Advanced
Development Company demonstrated the performance of
the fan, gearbox, and shaft under the high power gear
loading of the production system. The Pratt & Whitney
engine company assembled a dual cycle F110-PW-229
plus engine from existing components, and Rolls Royce
provided a variable area thrust vectoring nozzle. Testing
of the assembled components proved the feasibility of
changing the engine cycle to produce jet thrust or shaft
horsepower, and of quickly transferring enough thrust to
control the aircraft in hover. A total of 200 hours of
trouble free operation were achieved during testing of the
propulsion system
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History Of The F-35B Swivel Duct
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Three-bearing swivel nozzle designs were studied by virtually all of the engine companies in the mid 1960s. The US Patent
Office received applications for many variations of the 3BSD from Pratt & Whitney, General Electric, and even from Boeing
Military Aircraft of Wichita, Kansas.
By the late 1960s, Pratt & Whitney was designing and testing a three-bearing swivel nozzle for use on the Convair Model 200
Sea Control fighter. Design drawings dated 1967 show detail design layouts. The first nozzle was built and tested on a Pratt &
Whitney JT8D in the mid 1960s. The tests included operating the nozzle in full afterburner with the nozzle deflected ninety
degrees. The test rig was positioned to exhaust upward to avoid heating the ground under the test stand, though subsequent
tests positioned the nozzle downward at the ground to assess the effects of ground proximity back pressure on nozzle
performance.
The Convair Model 200 was proposed in June 1972 to respond to the US Navy request for designs for a fighter/attack aircraft
for the Sea Control Ships. The VTOL aircraft would have used a PW401 engine with an afterburning 3BSD plus twin Allison
XJ99 lift engines located behind the cockpit for added vertical lift forward of the center of gravity to balance the aft nozzle
thrust. To deal with ground environment generated by the combination of the afterburning rear nozzle and the high
temperatures and pressures of the lift engines, the ships would be equipped with special vertical landing areas with metal
grates to allow the hot air flow to pass through.

$FULWLFDOFRPSRQHQWRIWKH)%VKRUW takeoff/
vertical landing, STOVL, variant of the Lightning II
is the three-bearing swivel duct nozzle, or 3BSD.
The nozzle, mounted at the back of the aircraft,
allows the thrust from the Pratt & Whitney F135
engine to be vectored from straight aft for
conventional flight to straight down for STOVL
operations. The 3BSD can move through ninetyfive degrees of motion seamlessly with no change
in engine operation. The nozzle also provides yaw
control during hover and during transitions to
hover.

This same request for designs led to the development of the Rockwell XFV-12 ejector augmented lift design. The Rockwell
design was selected for prototyping but proved unable to produce enough thrust for vertical flight. Some have reasoned that
the Navy selected the ejector design knowing that it would fail, thus eliminating a potential threat the smaller Sea Control
Ships posed to the large Nimitz class carriers with conventional catapult and trap equipment. Whatever the case, the threebearing swivel nozzle design was relegated to the file cabinets at Convair in San Diego, California.
DARPA ASTOVL And Beyond

Origins

Studies continued through the 1970s and 1980s on STOVL fighters to replace the Harrier. The studies usually added
supersonic performance and multimission avionics and radar that the Harrier did not have in its original design.

Interest in designs for vertical takeoff and landing,
or VTOL, fighter aircraft began in the 1960s at the
height of the Cold War when NATO bases were
seen as vulnerable to preemptive attacks. Such
aircraft, secured in hardened shelters, could still
take off and land from bases with damaged
runways.
The United States, United Kingdom, Germany,
and France all built and tested multiple VTOL
fighter designs. However, only the British
Kestrel/Harrier family made it into service.
Meanwhile, only the Yak-38, which used a similar
engine and nozzle arrangement to the Harrier,
saw service on the Russian side.

and other engine manufacturers developed compact turbojet engines specifically for such applications. Various combinations
of numbers and locations of engines were built and flown on several VTOL prototypes and experimental aircraft.

The United States and the United Kingdom collaborated on studies of propulsive lift systems for the next generation of VTOL
and STOVL aircraft. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or DARPA, started the STOVL Strike Fighter studies
in the late 1980s. Lockheed, General Dynamics, McDonnell Douglas, and Boeing all developed concepts. The studies led to
the Advanced STOVL competition that Lockheed won. In 1993, Lockheed purchased the General Dynamics Fort Worth
operation, which by then was the only GD division involved with aircraft manufacturing and design.
The DARPA program later evolved into the tri-service Joint Advanced Strike Technology, or JAST effort, which evolved into
the Joint Strike Fighter concept, then the X-35B prototype, and finally to today’s F-35B.
The DARPA program included construction and wind tunnel tests of a Large Scale Powered Model, or LSPM, used to
measure the aerodynamics and propulsion interaction of the shaft-driven lift system developed by Lockheed.

This view shows the motors that turn the segments of the
duct and the loop in the fluid lines almost identical to the
1972 design. The X-35 and F-35 nozzles use jet fuel as
the working fluid to drive the nozzle motion – hence the
term “fueldraulics." The engine-mounted fuel pumps
provide the pressure for the fuel to drive the actuators.
Then the fuel goes into the engine to be burned.

US Navy studies in the 1960s evaluated Sea
Control VTOL aircraft designed to operate from
ships with smaller decks than from decks on
traditional aircraft carriers. These proposed
fighters would take off vertically with full loads.
The Navy’s concept of operations would also
require these aircraft operate as traditional carrier-launched fighters, which necessitated afterburning engines.

The original design for the primary nozzle on the LSPM was a two-dimensional Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle, called SERN.
On this design, one nozzle flap is longer than the other. The nozzle vectors the primary thrust by deflecting the upper flap
through at least ninety degrees. To control the nozzle exit area in hover, the lower flap was designed as a sliding panel that
would retract as needed to adjust the backpressure on the engine – a critical control needed to make the shaft-driven lift fan
turbine work. Rolls-Royce was contracted to build the LSPM nozzle to run behind a Pratt & Whitney F100 engine and to
design the X-35 prototype nozzle.
As Lockheed began small-scale wind tunnel tests of the nozzle under the DARPA program and as Rolls-Royce began building
the LSPM hardware, the shortcomings of the design became more apparent.

However, trying to turn the flow with the upper flap and getting the flow to turn around the sharp lower lip produced a poor
thrust coefficient. In effect, the engine flow was running into a wall (the upper flap in the deflected position) and separating
This dual operational approach led to larger, heavier aircraft designs that needed more vertical thrust than could be provided
by just the primary engine or engines. The most popular solution was to add small lift engines just aft of the cockpit to provide across the lower lip. The nozzle was also gaining weight. The flat sides and large upper flap did not make a good pressure
vessel. Thicker material and significant amounts of external stiffening were needed to hold the nozzle shape and to permit the
vertical thrust forward of the aircraft center of gravity. These designs were called Lift Plus Lift/Cruise. Allison, Rolls-Royce,

flaps to seal. Moving a six-foot-long upper flap against full engine thrust required a very large and heavy actuator.
The tests of the LSPM in the NASA-Ames wind tunnel and on a hover test stand proved the shaft-driven lift fan system could
operate. A better solution was needed for the nozzle of the X-35B, however.
At this same time, Lockheed was integrating parts of the former General Dynamics team into the ASTOVL effort. Engineers
from Fort Worth had access to the archives from Convair that were transferred to Fort Worth when the San Diego operation
closed.

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the Soviet Navy wanted a supersonic STOVL fighter to operate from its ski jump equipped
carriers. At what point the Yakovlev Design Bureau became aware of the multi-swivel nozzle design is not known, but the
Soyuz engine company created its own variant of it. The Yak-41 version of the nozzle, from published pictures, appears to be
a three-bearing swivel duct with a significant offset “kink.” The Yak-141 also used two RKBM RD-41 lift engines – an almost
identical arrangement to the Convair Model 200 design. The aircraft was also re-labeled as a Yak-141 to imply a production
version, but no order for follow-on series came from the Russian Navy.

Included in these archives were the Model 200 documents – particularly the description of the nozzle. In October 1994, Pratt &
Whitney funded the Lockheed Fort Worth team to perform a study of the 3BSD for the ASTOVL configuration. This effort
evaluated ground clearance of the nozzle in vertical lift position, calculated aft body drag of the nozzle, and predicted overall
performance of the installed propulsion system.

The Yak-141 was flown at the Paris Airshow in 1991. The flight displays of the Yak were suspended when the heat from the
lift engines started to dislodge asphalt from the tarmac. At the 1992 Farnborough show, the Yak was limited to conventional
takeoffs and landings with hovers performed 500 feet above the runway to avoid a repeat performance of asphalt damage.
But the Yak-141 does deserve credit for being the first jet fighter to fly with a three-bearing swivel nozzle – twenty-five years
after it was first designed in the United States.

The results of that study showed that the 3BSD design was significantly lighter than the SERN nozzle. Moreover, the design
also showed superior propulsion performance in all modes. The 3BSD was subsequently included in the ASTOVL
Configuration 141 – the original canard delta design of what evolved into the X-35.

During the early days of the JAST effort, Lockheed (accompanied by US government officials from the JAST program office)
visited the Yakovlev Design Bureau along with several other suppliers of aviation equipment (notably also the Zvezda K-36
ejection seat) to examine the Yakovlev technologies and designs.

The 3BSD was scaled to match the PW611 engine being designed for the X-35. The weight saved by incorporating the 3BSD
in place of the square SERN was estimated to be more than 1,800 pounds. Moreover, the weight savings occurred at the far
aft end of the aircraft and thereby helped the overall balance of the X-35 design. Furthermore, the 3BSD provided built-in yaw
capability that the SERN did not have. The original ASTOVL design would have incorporated yaw vanes in the lift fan at some
additional weight. Their position at the bottom of the lift fan would have produced unwanted rolling moments when yaw was
commanded.

Yakovlev was looking for money to keep its VTOL program alive, not having received any orders for a production version of
the Yak-141. Lockheed provided a small amount of funding in return for obtaining performance data and limited design data
on the Yak-141. US government personnel were allowed to examine the aircraft. However, the 3BSN design was already in
place on the X-35 before these visits.

The 3BSD provides yaw control through the first swivel bearing. The resulting yaw thrust force is applied through the
centerline of the engine – very near the overall aircraft vertical center of gravity. In this position, the thrust force results in no
added rolling moment. The axisymmetric nozzle provided better thrust coefficients in both horizontal flight and vertical lift
mode. The 3BSD moved the vertical thrust location of the nozzle farther forward relative to the SERN, resulting in a better
hover balance between the forward lift fan and the rear nozzle.

The 3BSD was invented in America in the 1960s, proposed by Convair to the US Navy in the 1970s, first flown by the
Russians in the late 1980s, re-engineered from the 1960 Pratt & Whitney design for the X-35 in the 1990s, and put into
production for the F-35 in the 2000s. Sometimes a good idea has to wait for the right application and set of circumstances to
come along. One moral of this story is not to throw out good work done in the past. It just might be needed later on.

Kevin Renshaw served as the ASTOVL Chief Engineer for General Dynamics and was later the deputy to Lockheed ASTOVL
Chief Engineer Rick Rezabek in 1994 when the 3BSD concept was incorporated into the X-35B design. Renshaw continues
The 3BSD was then combined with low-observable, or LO, axisymmetric nozzle designs that had been recently flown on the
to work in the Advanced System Development branch of Skunk Works where he is currently working on flight demonstration
US Air Force F-16 fighter. Pratt engineers also dug into their archives and found much of the original design and test data on
of the DARPA ARES VTOL UAV program.
the 1960s development of the 3BSD. They also found designs for moving duct liner cooling air across the bearings.
The Lockheed ASTOVL/JAST team formally changed from the SERN nozzle to the 3BSD in 1995 with a compact
axisymmetric convergent/divergent nozzle for the STOVL version and a longer set of nozzle flaps for better performance on
the CTOL and CV variants. Other changes included planform trades (canards versus aft tails), inlet designs (caret inlets
versus a diverterless bump inlet), landing gear arrangement, and weapons integration.
But a critical ingredient of meeting the STOVL weight and performance had already been put in place by combining a thirtyyear-old vectoring approach with a modern engine and LO nozzle. The axisymmetric nozzle provided predictable back
pressure control that worked cleanly with the Shaft Driven Lift Fan system. The pieces were falling into place.
Pratt & Whitney and Rolls-Royce built and flight qualified the 3BSD for the X-35 prototype using many of the design concept
drawings from the earlier P&W work. The prototype included the liner that directs bypass cooling air through the swivel joints
at all deflections, even in afterburner (though afterburner was and is not used in hover on the X-35B and F-35B).
The first flight of the conventional takeoff and landing X-35 occurred in October 2000 with the STOVL X-35B flying in June
2001. The prototype and production engine nozzles closely resemble the designs from the Convair installation. All three
variants of the X-35 flew with the short nozzle flaps designed for the STOVL variant. The longer LO nozzle flaps for the
production F-35A variant and the F-35C variant were developed later under a production System Design and Development
effort.
Russian Swivel Nozzle Designs
A great deal of misinformation has appeared on the Internet regarding the relationship of the Soviet Yak-41 (later Yak-141),
NATO reporting name Freestyle, to the X-35 and the rest of the JSF program. The Pratt & Whitney 3BSD nozzle design
predates the Russian work. In fact the 3BSD was tested with a real engine almost twenty years before the first flight of the
Yak.

"C" Legs Preparing the F-35C for the carrier – Eric Tegler 03
Oct 2011 “...Nevertheless, he [Lt. Cmdr. Eric “Magic” Buus]
stressed that the differences across type models are minimal
at this point. The same can be said for the F-35’s Pratt &
Whitney F135 engine. Save for some attached accessories
for the B model, there are no significant changes to the
43,000-pound thrust engine whether situated in an A, B, or C
model. Buus added that the engine has the same thrust rating across all three variants and that no special anti-corrosion or FOD (foreign object damage) tolerance modifications
have been made for the F-35C. “I’d go so far as to say

nothing at all. It’s the same engine.”...” http://
www.defensemedianetwork.com/stories/“c”-legs-2/

Powering the Lightning II
April 2012 Chris Kjelgaard
“…The LiftFan (one of three major components of the Rolls-Royce LiftSystem, which
provides the F-35B’s hover capability) is not
engaged while in normal forward flight and
does not feature at all in the F-35A CTOL
and F-35C CV conventional take-off and
landing variants of the Lightning II. However,
from the outset the specification for the
F-35’s engine called for “tri-variant compatibility”: the engine powering an F-35A
is identical to that powering an F-35B or
an F-35C. Nevertheless, the engines are
designated differently: the F-35A powerplant is the F135-PW-100; the engine for
the F-35C is the F135-PW-400; and the
F-35B engine is the F135-PW-600.
Since the F-35B powerplant needs an
extra LPT stage to provide the power necessary to turn the driveshaft (which, through
a clutch and gearbox, drives the LiftFan),
F135s built to power other F-35 variants
have the second LPT stage as well. “The engine was designed to support that severe
STOVL requirement,” says O’Donnell. For engines powering CTOL F-35As and F-35Cs, the
additional turbine stage offers a substantial
extra power margin, allowing for potential
F-35 weight growth. Since the engine isn’t
heavily taxed in many CTOL missions, its
maintainability is improved too….
…P&W also won’t confirm the dry weight
of the F135, but a source commenting on an

aviation blog cites Warren Boley, President
of Pratt & Whitney Military Engines, as saying the F135 weighs 1,500lb (680kg) more
than the F119. This would put the F135’s dry
weight at around 5,400lb (2,450kg). However, the F135 may have a higher thrust-toweight ratio than the F119 (the F119’s overall pressure ratio is 26:1 compared with the
F135’s 28:1) and so the 5,400lb figure might
be high. Boley has also suggested the F135
has an uninstalled wet-thrust capability of
approximately 51,000lb (226.86kN). If this
reads across to an installed basis – in which
bleed air and shaft horsepower would be extracted to power aircraft systems – it should
provide a comfortable operating margin over
the 43,000lb [?] (119.27kN) of wet thrust required by the spec….
…Another key feature of the F135 is its
augmentor, or afterburner system. While
available details of the augmentor are
sketchy, the F135 is known to employ multizone (probably three-zone) fuel injection aft
of the afterburner’s pilot light. These zones
inject fuel independently, so that the afterburner does not act in an all-or-nothing way
but instead provides a variable range of additional, smoothly transitioning wet thrust
at the pilot’s command. Also, like the F119
augmentor, the F135 augmentor is stealthy:
The design of the two engines’ augmentors
places multi-zone fuel injection into curved
vanes which eliminate conventional spray
bars and flame holders and block the line
of sight to the turbine when looking into the
engine from behind.

Maintainability

From the outset the F135 has been designed
for maintainability, building on the experience Pratt & Whitney gained with the F100
for the F-15 and F-16 and then with the F119
for the F-22. (When designing the F119, the
company brought in US Air Force mechanics
to help design its engine-mounted controls
and accessories for maintainability). In the
F135, all controls affixed to the casing are
‘single-deep’ – no control units are mounted on top of each other – and the nuts and
bolts which attach them to the engine casing
are encapsulated in the control assemblies
themselves, so nuts and bolts stay with the
control units when these are removed. This
greatly minimizes the risks of nuts and bolts
being lost and causing foreign-object debris
(FOD) damage.
Similarly, all engine clamps and blocks
stay on the engine casing when an F135 is
removed for maintenance and the engine
uses no safety wire, eliminating another potential source of FOD damage. All controls
and accessories are mounted on the bottom
of the engine, making it easier for mechanics to get to them; and these assemblies are
modular so that, say, a mechanic could easily remove the electronics or valves or relays for an F135 fuel control unit as entire
modules….
…So seriously did P&W take the job of
making the F135 highly maintainable that
it tried to design the engine to require only
a single hand tool, clamped to the engine
when not in use, for all line-maintenance
1

flow from the LiftFan, as commanded by the
pilot through the aircraft’s FADEC units.
When the F-35B is hovering, the driveshaft delivers 28,000 shaft horsepower to
…The Rolls-Royce LiftSystem
the LiftFan’s clutch-and-bevel-gear sysOne of the most remarkable features of the
tem so that the LiftFan provides 20,000lb
F-35 programme is that when the STOVL
(124.55kN) of downward thrust as a column
F-35B is hovering, its propulsion system
of cool air. (In the F-35B’s hover mode the
produces very nearly as much thrust withcoupled F135-driveshaft arrangement acts
out afterburner as the engine does in forexactly like a turboprop engine, except that
ward flight with its afterburner fully lit. The
most of its power output is used to drive
F-35B’s engine has to produce 39,400lb
air vertically rather than horizontally, so the
(176kN) of vertical thrust without afterF135 is actually the world’s most powerburner in hover mode, while in conventional
ful turboprop engine when installed in the
flight it produces 28,000lb (124.55kN) of dry F-35B.)
thrust and 43,000lb [LM says 40,000lb]
In hover mode another 15,700lb
(191.27kN) with full afterburner.
(69.84kN) of thrust exits the engine exhaust
The F135-powered F-35B relies on two
as hot gas and is directed downwards at the
systems to achieve the high level of vertirear of the aircraft by the aircraft’s threecal thrust. First is its full authority digital en- bearing swivel module (3BSM). This remarkgine control (FADEC) unit – computers made able piece of equipment consists of three arby BAE Systems and attached to the enticulated sections of nozzle casing, each of
gine, but running on Pratt & Whitney prowhich is made from titanium. Each section is
prietary FADEC software. In hovering flight, joined to the other sections by and driven by
the FADEC computers make the engine work its own ring bearing. When the F-35B hovers,
harder, allowing it to increase dry thrust
the FADEC commands the 3BSM – which can
from 28,000lb to 39,400lb without using
direct air through a 95-degree range from
afterburner….
5° forward to horizontally back – to swiv…Below the LiftFan, the variable area
el downwards to direct hot engine exhaust
vane box (VAVB) provides an exit path for
air in the same direction as the direction of
the cool air driven downwards verticalthe cool air produced by the LiftFan near the
ly by the LiftFan. Rolls-Royce produces the front of the aircraft. The 3BSM can swivel
VAVB, which is made of aluminium and confully from horizontal to vertical orientation in
tains louvred vane doors. These can be an2.5 seconds….
gled all the way from 45° back, through fully
…According to Jones, the roll posts
vertical to 5° forward to provide variable di- themselves are variable-area nozzles which
rectionality for the downward cool-air
jobs. P&W couldn’t quite achieve that ideal
but did succeed to the point where only six
hand tools are required….

are situated in the lower part of each inner
wing section and act to provide roll control for the F-35B while it is in hover mode.
In order to do this, the roll-post ducts direct bypass air from the engine to the roll
posts, which drive the air out through the
bottom of each wing. In the F-35B, 3,700lb
(16.46kN) of thrust in the form of bypass
air is directed out to the two roll posts while
hovering. [Total 39,400lb of thrust]
Each roll-post assembly features a pair
of flap-type doors in the bottom of the wing,
controlled by the FADEC. Jones says these
titanium doors are controlled by rotary actuators which allow fully variable opening, providing a degree of thrust variability and directionality so that the pilot can control roll
while hovering. He says Lockheed Martin’s
original X-35 concept demonstrator featured
doors between the engine casing and the
roll-post ducts which could be closed when
the aircraft was not hovering, but in production aircraft there are no such doors and bypass airflow is constantly sent to the ducts.
The only way to control roll-post thrust is via
the flap-doors in the bottom of the wing.
The demand for very high power during hover requires that the engine receive a
high amount of airflow, so Lockheed Martin
designed the F-35B with a pair of auxiliary
air inlet (AAI) doors in the upper surface of
the fuselage behind the big inlet door for the
LiftFan. These AAIs provide additional inlet
air for the F135 engine, not the LiftFan….”

http://militaryrussia.ru/forum/
download/file.php?id=28256
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The purpose of this paper is to describe how the technical and
program challenges involved in the creation of the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter were met. It will show how multiple service and mission
requirements were incorporated into a single aircraft design. Analysis,
design, ground-test, and experimental ﬂight-test information will be
presented. The ﬁrst section of this paper describes the conceptual
design of the original STOVL Strike Fighter for the Marines. Its
development into the Air Force and Marine Common Strike Fighter
will be discussed in the next section. The addition of the Navy and
overseas partners to create the International Joint Strike Fighter will
be described in the section after that. The last section summarizes
the current status of the program and plans for the production and
deployment of the F-35 Lightning II aircraft.

2009 WRIGHT BROTHERS LECTURE

Genesis of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
Paul M. Bevilaqua
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company, Palmdale, California 93599
DOI: 10.2514/1.42903
Functional analysis has been used to design a common aircraft to replace the U.S. Air Force F-16s, Navy and
Marine Corps F/A-18s, and Marine AV-8s. The technical and program challenges involved in developing a common
aircraft for all three services were met by designing three highly common, but not identical, variants of the same
aircraft. The key elements of this commonality are an innovative propulsion system that can be switched from a
turbofan cycle for conventional ﬂight to a turboshaft cycle for vertical takeoff and landing and a basic structural
arrangement that can accommodate the substitution of stronger parts in the Naval variant to absorb the greater
takeoff and landing loads of carrier operations.

http://
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download/
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Marine STOVL Strike Fighter
Fig. 2

Evolution of VTOL aircraft.
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Introduction

T

HE Wright Brothers Lectures commemorate Wilbur and Orville
Wright’s success in developing the ﬁrst practical airplane. But
in solving the problems of manned ﬂight, they also demonstrated the
value of their approach to problem-solving. The key elements of their
approach were a skeptical study of the relevant literature, to identify
errors as well as valid data; innovative thinking, which led to the idea
that an airplane can be controlled with wing warping; constructive
debate, to work the ﬂaws out of their ideas; systematic testing,
progressing from wind tunnels to kites to gliders to airplanes; and
teamwork, including the contributions of their mechanic Charles
Taylor, who actually implemented many of their ideas. Lockheed
Martin used a similar approach in developing the Joint Strike Fighter
(JSF), and so the subject of this paper seems appropriate for a lecture
commemorating their accomplishments, and it is an honor to have
been invited to present it.
The U.S. Air Force F-16 Falcon, U.S. Marine Corps AV-8B
Harrier, and U.S. Navy F/A-18 Hornet, shown in Fig. 1, are fourthgeneration strike ﬁghters. They will all need to be replaced with new
aircraft at about the same time, beginning in the next decade. Before
the end of the Cold War, each of the services had begun programs
to develop ﬁfth-generation replacement aircraft. Fifth-generation
successor aircraft will incorporate stealth, operate in a net-centric
environment, and have greater range. However, it soon became
apparent that there would not be enough money in the reduced
defense budget to fund three separate replacement aircraft programs.
A common replacement aircraft was an attractive solution that
appealed to some in government and industry.
However, the idea that multiple service and mission requirements
could be incorporated into a single aircraft design was initially

greeted with considerable skepticism, largely because the joint
Tactical Fighter Experimental (TFX) program of the 1960s had not
succeeded as a joint program. The TFX program was intended to save
several billions of dollars in life cycle costs by using a common
airframe and engines to meet both the Navy’s ﬂeet air defense
requirement and the Air Force’s requirement for a long-range ﬁghter
bomber. The Navy withdrew from the TFX program when the
aircraft became too heavy for carrier operations. The Air Force was
left with an F-111 too small to be an effective bomber and not
maneuverable enough to be a competitive ﬁghter.
In addition, developing a supersonic, vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) ﬁghter was considered a signiﬁcant technical challenge by
itself. The stages in the evolution of VTOL aircraft are illustrated in
Fig. 2. The ﬁrst attempts to build a vertical takeoff and landing ﬁghter
were the tailsitters of the 1950s, including the XFV-1, the XFY-1, and
the X-13. Because the thrust-to-weight ratio of ﬁghter aircraft was
already close to 1, designers thought that it would be a simple matter
of standing a ﬁghter on its tail and increasing the thrust a little to

Fig. 1 Fourth-generation strike ﬁghter aircraft.
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develop a VTOL aircraft. However, tailsitter aircraft had limited
range/payload performance due to the weight limits imposed by
vertical takeoff and no ability to increase lift off weight with a short
ground roll when there was a runway available. In addition, tailsitters
were difﬁcult for pilots to land because they had minimal control
power in hover, and the pilot could not see over his shoulder to
determine how high he was above the ground, or how fast he was
descending.
Therefore, the second generation of VTOL aircraft, including the
Mirage III-V and XV-4, were designed with lift engines installed
vertically in the fuselage, so that the aircraft could take off and land in
a conventional horizontal attitude. This enabled the pilot to see the
ground and judge his sink rate. However, the lift engines took up too
much space in the fuselage and were dead weight during cruise,
whereas the cruise engines were dead weight during hover. As a
result, the range/payload performance of these aircraft was also
unsatisfactory. In addition, the hot exhaust gases of the lift engines
damaged the airframe and caused ground erosion, and reingestion of
these hot gases caused the lift engines to stall and lose lift.
The third generation of VTOL aircraft, such as the VJ-101, used
swiveling lift/cruise engines that were rotated from a vertical position
for hover to a horizontal position for cruise. However, these aircraft were difﬁcult to transition from hover to cruise ﬂight, or back,
and they also suffered from hot-gas ingestion and ground-erosion
problems. Further, because the engines had to be sized for hover, they
were larger than optimal for cruise. The resulting inefﬁciencies
reduced range/payload performance.
In the latest and most successful generation of VTOL aircraft, the
thrust of the cruise engine is simply vectored down. The AV-8 uses
thrust vectoring of a single lift/cruise engine with a high bypass
ratio having enough thrust for vertical landing. In routine operations,
it is ﬂown from any available runway as a short takeoff and vertical
landing aircraft. With a short takeoff run, the AV-8 has range/payload
performance comparable with other lightweight ﬁghters. However,
the fan diameter is too large to enable the aircraft to achieve supersonic speeds. The VAK 191 and Yak 38 were hybrid concepts that
vectored the thrust of the cruise engine, but also incorporated lift
engines to increase thrust for hover. In these aircraft, the engines also
took up internal volume and created hot-gas ingestion and grounderosion problems.
Although the short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) AV-8 and
Yak-38 were operational aircraft, they were not capable of supersonic
speeds. The fundamental problem was that a propulsion system that
provided enough thrust for hover was too large and required too much
fuel to enable the design of a slender supersonic airframe. During
the 1970s, in the decade before the start of the Joint Strike Fighter
program, both the VAK 191 and XFV-12A supersonic demonstrator
aircraft were unsuccessful, and neither became operational. To
summarize, the development of VTOL ﬁghter aircraft proceeded
along a path to simpliﬁcation: ﬁrst the aircraft were tilted, then the
engines were tilted, then the engines were vectored, until it was ﬁnally
recognized that the only thing that had to be vectored was the thrust.

In 1980, the Navy completed the Sea Based Air Master Study [1]
on the future of Naval aviation. An essential conclusion was that an
all-STOVL Naval air force designed around then-current technologies would cost more than an equivalent conventional carrierbased force. Given this result, the Navy began the construction of
two new nuclear aircraft carriers. NASA took on the challenge of
developing technologies for reducing the cost of supersonic STOVL
aircraft and began the Advanced Short Take Off and Vertical Landing
(ASTOVL) program. Between 1980 and 1987, NASA funded studies
at all of the major aircraft companies to devise innovative concepts for
a supersonic successor to the AV-8B Harrier, and the British Ministry
of Defence conducted similar studies in the United Kingdom.
Lockheed’s ASTOVL concept was based on the tandem fan engine
advocated by Rolls-Royce [2,3].
The tandem fan engine would have been created by lengthening
a cruise engine to move the ﬁrst stage of the engine fan forward.
In the STOVL cycle, the ﬁrst stage of the engine fan was to have been
converted to a lift fan by diverting its exhaust ﬂow to nozzles at the
front of the aircraft. An auxiliary inlet would be opened to provide air
to the engine core. By moving some of the cruise thrust forward in the
vertical mode, this innovative engine concept enabled designers to
balance the airplane while hovering. However, diverting the ﬂow of
the front fan from the engine core meant the loss of its supercharging
effect on the core ﬂow. Therefore, the tandem fan engine produced
slightly less thrust in the vertical cycle than in the cruise cycle, despite
the increased mass ﬂow. As a result, the tandem fan engine had to be
sized for the hover thrust requirement. This made it somewhat
oversized for cruise, which increased fuel consumption. Also, the lift
fan did not develop sufﬁcient thrust to balance the thrust from the
cruise nozzle, and so the engine had to be moved forward over the
center of gravity of the aircraft. This concentration of wing, fuel,
payload, and engine volume at the center of gravity made it difﬁcult
to design an aircraft that was slender enough to achieve supersonic
speeds.
When these airframe studies were completed in the summer of
1986,aU.S./U.K.governmentreview panelconcludedthatnoneof the
proposed concepts offered a clear advantage in cost or performance.
However, the panel did identify four propulsion concepts, including
the tandem fan, which seemed promising. They recommended
developing technologies that would improve the performance of these
four concepts, and this work continued until 1991.
Invention of the Dual-Cycle Propulsion System

At the same time, NASA was also working with the Lockheed
Skunk Works to study the installation of lift engines in the F-117,
to identify the technologies needed to build a stealthy STOVL
Strike Fighter (SSF). In the fall of 1986, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) expanded the scope of the
NASA studies when it awarded the Skunk Works a nine-month-long
exploratory study contract to see if a supersonic stealthy SSF could
be developed for the Marines. This aircraft would have to perform
the air superiority missions of the F/A-18 as well as the close air
support missions of the AV-8. This combination of supersonic and
vertical performance requirements meant that the engine must not
only provide enough vertical thrust for short takeoffs and vertical

landings, but must also be small enough that it would not increase
supersonic drag. The propulsion system would be the key component
in the development of this new strike ﬁghter.
Ideally, a VTOL aircraft has a thrust-to-weight ratio of about 1.2 to
provide thrust margins for vertical acceleration and control. A
conventional F/A-18 has a usual takeoff weight of around 37,000 lb
and dry thrust of 22,000 lb, giving a thrust-to-weight ratio of only
0.60 in dry power, increasing to just 0.95 in afterburner. A VTOL F/
A-18 would require about 44,000 lb of dry thrust (1:2  37; 000 lb).
Comparing a conventional F/A-18 with a VTOL F/A-18 illustrates
the basic problem: there is not enough thrust, and it is all at the back.
AVTOL F/A-18 requires an additional 22,000 lb of dry thrust ahead
of the center of gravity for balance and to provide the necessary thrust
margin. The problem became devising a way to double the engine
thrust and move half of it to the front of the airplane. Posing the
problem this way turned out to be the key to the solution.
Skunk Works engineers tried a number of brainstorming techniques, but the one that proved most useful was the method of forced
associations. This is a technique for inventing something new by
generating arbitrary combinations of existing mechanisms. The
technique required making a list of all the ways to extract power from
the hot high-pressure exhaust gases at the back of the engine (for
example, turbines, scoops, heat pipes, magnetohydrodynamics, etc.),
making another list of all of the ways to transfer power from one
point in the aircraft to another (gas ducts, driveshafts, chain drives,
superconducting wires, energy beams, etc.), and making a third list
of all the ways to use power to generate thrust (fans, pulse jets,
explosions, piezoelectric pumps, etc.). The procedure is to arbitrarily
pick one mechanism from each list and ﬁgure out how they might be
made to work together to solve the problem. This technique led to
the invention of some truly innovative concepts: for example, using
the energy of the exhaust gas to pump a gas laser, then beaming the
energy forward, and then using it to explode the air in a pulse jet
engine.
But none of these concepts were really practical. It became
apparent that the best way to extract power from hot high-pressure
exhaust gas is with a turbine, the best way to get the power forward in
an aircraft is with a driveshaft (it is light and does not increase the
cross-sectional area of the fuselage), and the best way to produce
vertical thrust is with a fan (increasing mass ﬂow is the best way to
increase thrust per horsepower).
Therefore, the best solution to the problem of producing thrust
ahead of the center of gravity would be to add another turbine stage to
extract power from the exhaust gases. It would have to be variablepitch, so that it could be feathered during cruise. Another driveshaft
could be run from the added turbine stage through the engine to a lift
fan: Rolls-Royce was already building three spool engines. The lift
fan provides one lift post. Vectoring the cruise nozzle down would
create another lift post. Shifting power between the lift fan and cruise
nozzle would provide control in pitch. Similarly, engine bypass air
could be ducted off to nozzles in the wings and thrust could be shifted
from one wing to the other to provide roll control.
But ducting off the bypass air would effectively increase the nozzle
exit area for the core ﬂow and lower the back pressure on the turbine
section. That would increase the power produced by the turbine [4],
so that it would be necessary to close the cruise nozzle down to keep
the engine from over speeding. On the other hand, if the lift fan was
connected to the turbine at the same time that the bypass air was
diverted to the wings, the lift fan would absorb the extra turbine
power and keep the engine from speeding up. Then varying the
nozzle area would shift power back and forth for pitch control.

When the lift fan was disengaged for cruise, the bypass ﬂow would
be returned to the cruise nozzle. This would match the nozzle area to
the cruise power requirement again. In fact, it would not be necessary
to add another turbine stage. The existing turbine would move off its
design operating point to provide shaft power for hover and back to
its design operating point for cruise. The existing driveshaft for the
engine fan could just be lengthened to power the lift fan.
Because the lift fan is not connected to the engine during cruise
ﬂight, the engine operates like a conventional mixed-ﬂow turbofan
engine during cruise. For STOVL operations, the lift fan is connected
to the cruise engine by engaging a clutch on the driveshaft. The cruise
engine nozzle is simultaneously opened, increasing the pressure drop
across the engine’s turbine section. This causes it to extract additional
shaft power, which is used to drive the lift fan. The engine then
operates in hover like a separate-ﬂow turbofan with a higher bypass
ratio. This dual-cycle operation is the novel feature of the engine in
the F-35 [5].
To summarize, the solution was to extract some of the energy from
the engine exhaust jet by changing the operating point of the turbine,
move it forward with a shaft, and turn it into additional thrust by
adding it to a larger mass ﬂow of air with a fan. The lift fan is attached
to a driveshaft extending from the front of the cruise engine, as shown
in Fig. 3, and bypass air for the roll jets is tapped off from behind the
cruise engine fan. Thinking about how to extract power from the back
of the airplane and transfer it to the front resulted in a ﬂash of insight
that produced the dual-cycle-engine concept as the solution for the
STOVL Strike Fighter.
Principle of Operation

To appreciate how this dual-cycle engine turns jet thrust into
additional shaft power, it is necessary to consider the changes in the
static pressure of the air as it ﬂows through the engine. The variation
of total energy (top) and static pressure (middle) through an engine
are shown in Fig. 4. The pressure rises through the compressor (2–3),
remains constant through the combustor (3–4), and then drops
through the turbine section (4–5) and nozzle (5–6), in two steps. As
the pressure drops through the turbine section, the ﬂow accelerates.
The resulting thrust of the jets from the turbine nozzles spins the
turbine disk that powers the driveshaft.
At every engine speed, the static pressure at the inlet to the turbine
section is equal to the pressure rise across the compressor. The
pressure drop across the turbine (P4 –P5 ) plus the pressure drop
across the exhaust nozzle (P5 –P6 ) must therefore equal the pressure
rise across the compressor (P3  P2 ). The distribution of the pressure
drops is controlled by the engine exhaust nozzle. Increasing the
exhaust nozzle exit area reduces the pressure drop across the exhaust
nozzle (P5 –P6 ), and so the pressure drop across the turbine nozzles
(P4 –P5 ) must increase to compensate.
For example, increasing the nozzle exit area so that A6  A5 , as
sketched in Fig. 4, causes the static pressure at the turbine exit, P5 , to
drop to atmospheric pressure, P6 . The entire pressure drop then

occurs across the turbine nozzles, increasing the thrust of the jets
from the turbine nozzles and producing more shaft horsepower,
while reducing the thrust of the exhaust ﬂow. In general, the effect of
opening the exhaust nozzle is to decrease its thrust while increasing
the thrust of the turbine nozzles.
The power produced by the turbine section of a turbojet engine is
given by the equation
_ p T04 1  P5 =P4 g1=g 
turbine power  mc

(1)

_ is the mass ﬂow through the turbine, cp is the speciﬁc heat at
where m
constant pressure per unit mass of air, g is the gas constant, T04 is the
stagnation temperature of the gas entering the turbine section, and
P5 =P4 is the pressure ratio across the turbine section. The usual
method of increasing turbine power is by increasing the fuel ﬂow,
which increases T04 . The additional power of the turbine accelerates
the engine until the power absorbed by the compressor matches the
power produced by the turbine and the engine speed stabilizes.
Because the rotational speed of the engine has increased, the engine
pumps more air and produces more thrust.
The performance map of the turbine section in a typical modern
ﬁghter engine is shown in Fig. 5. The locus of steady-state matching
conditions deﬁnes the engine operating line, which is the diagonal
running from the bottom left to the top right in the ﬁgure. The engine
and compressor are designed so that the turbine power and compressor power match near the point of maximum efﬁciency at every
speed. However, at maximum thrust, the turbine inlet temperature T04
is already at the material limit of the turbine section. As a result, the
gas temperature cannot be increased to provide the power to drive
the lift fan. Instead, during VTOL operation, the additional power
to drive the lift fan is obtained by increasing the pressure drop across
the turbine section, P4 –P5 . The additional power is shown by the two
points in Fig. 5.
The lower point is on the conventional operating line, and the
upper point is obtained when the pressure drop across the turbine is
increased. In this case, nearly 30,000 hp can be extracted before the
turbine section reaches its stall limit. There is enough residual power
in the exhaust ﬂow to generate signiﬁcant thrust from the cruise
nozzle during hover. Engaging the clutch while increasing the nozzle
area transfers the additional power to the lift fan, so that the speed of
the engine does not increase.

T  V 2 A

where  is the air density and A is the fan area.
Solving this thrust equation for velocity and substituting in Eq. (2)
yields horsepower as a function of thrust for cylindrical ducted fans:
hp  T 3 =A1=2

d  16  shp=!1  f4 1=3

hp  I!2 =2t

(6)

The knee of this curve is near 10 s at low engine speeds.
The jet pressure ratio can also be estimated from the thrust
equation. Because the static pressure in the lift jet returns to ambient
pressure behind the fan, then
 Ptotal  Patmospheric

(7)

This equation can be solved for the fan pressure ratio PR 
Ptotal =Patmospheric and yields
PR  1

(2)

and thrust is the product of mass ﬂow and velocity. If the duct of the
lift fan is assumed to be cylindrical, so that the exit area of the duct
equals the fan area, then thrust equals

(5)

where ! is the rotational speed of the shaft,  is the maximum unit
shear stress of the driveshaft material, and f is the fraction of the shaft
diameter that is hollow. This formula gives the stress due to torsion
only; it neglects other loads, such as those due to bending and
vibration. Figure 6 shows how the diameter of a 0.05 thin-walled
aluminum shaft transmitting 30,000 hp varies with engine rpm due to
the torsion loads. The high rotational speeds typical of jet engines,
more than 10,000 rpm, make it possible to transmit large amounts of
power with an aluminum shaft just a few inches in diameter.
The size of the clutch depends on both the rotational kinetic energy
of the fan, I!2 =2, and the period of engagement, t. The horsepower
that must be absorbed by the clutch during engagement decreases as
the time for engagement is increased according to the relation

1
V 2
2

hp  TV

(4)

As previously noted, the lift fan must develop approximately
22,000 lb of thrust to balance an aircraft the size of an F/A-18. If the
lift fan has the same 4 ft diameter as the cruise engine, then approximately 30,000 shp will be required, according to Eq. (4). To the
accuracy of this analysis, there is sufﬁcient power available from
the engine to drive the lift fan.
This power must be transmitted by the driveshaft. The horsepower
transmitted by a driveshaft is equal to the product of torque and
rotational velocity. Therefore, for a given horsepower transmitted,
the necessary torque decreases as the rotational velocity of the shaft
increases. The shaft must be sized to transmit this torque. The torsion
formula for hollow round shafts gives, for the diameter of the shaft,

Analytical Estimates

The horsepower needed to drive a lift fan can be estimated using
basic momentum-energy considerations: horsepower hp is the
product of thrust T and velocity V:

(3)

1
V 2 =Patmospheric
2

(8)
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where Patmospheric is the ambient atmospheric pressure. Solving the
thrust equation for the dynamic pressure at the fan face gives, for the
dynamic pressure,
2

1=2V  T=2A

High
T/W

(9)

Therefore, for a 4 ft lift fan developing 22,000 lb of thrust, the
pressure ratio is approximately 1.4, which is about the same as the
pressure ratio of the lift jets of the AV-8 Harrier.
This ﬁrst-order analysis suggested that it might be possible to
almost double the thrust of an existing F-119 engine with a dualcycle shaft-driven lift fan the same diameter as the engine. Such a
variable-cycle propulsion system would provide high levels of
thrust augmentation in the STOVL mode, with a cool low-pressure
footprint, ample control power, and minimal effect on the design of
the airframe. By placing the lift fan in line with the cruise engine, the
bypass ratio would be increased without increasing the engine
diameter. And because the cruise engine can be optimized for
conventional ﬂight, its performance is not penalized for its STOVL
capability.
DARPA Conceptual Design Contract Awards

To illustrate the installation of such a propulsion system in a
supersonic SSF, an airframe resembling an F-117 without facets was
sketched for DARPA. The airframe was not faceted because
computational speeds had increased in the decade since the F-117
was designed, so that it was now possible to analyze smooth
contours. In this original sketch, shown in Fig. 7, the axis of the lift
fan was aligned with the axis of the cruise engine, and rotating
nozzles such as those on the Harrier were used to vector the fan thrust.
The core thrust of the supercruising engine was vectored over a jet
ﬂap [6].
DARPA was interested in pursuing the concept further. In
January 1988, it awarded the Skunk Works a follow-on contract to
develop the conceptual design of an aircraft incorporating this
dual-cycle propulsion system; McDonnell Douglas and General
Dynamics were given similar contracts to design stealthy versions of
their ASTOVL aircraft concepts. These were not major programs;
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Fig. 11 Functional analysis was used to ﬂow requirements down to the aircraft design.
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Achieving survivability with speed and maneuver.

only a couple of dozen people at each of the participating companies
worked on these contracts.
There were three design missions: Close Air Support, Combat
Air Patrol, and Deck Launched Intercept. However, there were no
speciﬁed speed, maneuver, signature, or other requirements. The
only explicit requirement was that the empty weight of the aircraft be
less than 24,000 lb, which is about 5% more than the empty weight of
an F/A-18C. In other words, the weight of the STOVL equipment
was to be about the same as the typical weight increment for the
navalization of a conventional aircraft.
This use of weight as an independent variable was a novel program
management tool used by DARPA to control the cost of the SSF. In
the past, the Pentagon would release a set of speciﬁc performance
requirements. The airframe contractors would then design the
lightest and therefore most affordable airplane that would meet all of
these requirements. Figure 8 is a typical carpet plot showing the
effect of speed and maneuverability on weight. In this case, weight is
the dependent variable; it depends on the speciﬁed M  1:5 speed
and the speciﬁed 7.5 g maneuver. Of course, weight also depends on
signature, range, payload, etc., which are other dimensions of the
carpet plot.
However, there are often several ways to meet a top-level mission
requirement. For example, the same level of combat survivability can
be achieved with different combinations of aircraft speed and
maneuverability, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 9. Specifying a
24,000 lb empty weight limit, shown in Fig. 10, was intended to
enable the designers to propose the most effective combination of
speed, maneuver, signature, etc., for an aircraft of speciﬁed cost,
without having to get government approval to change requirements.

This was a new way of designing an aircraft and it required a different
approach to trade studies.
Skunk Works engineers used functional analysis to systematically
analyze the conﬂicting performance requirements of the design
missions and then used constraint analysis and tactical air combat
simulations to devise the most cost-effective combination of aircraft
capabilities. Functional analysis is a technique for deriving aircraft
design features from mission requirements. Each of the required
missions is subdivided into mission segments. Then each mission
segment is decomposed into functions that the aircraft must perform to accomplish that segment. Finally, each function is analyzed
to determine the speciﬁc design features needed to perform the
function. This ﬂowchart is often called a Willoughby template [7]. A
simpliﬁed version of this analysis is shown in Fig. 11. It highlights
the conﬂicting requirements for wing loading, thrust loading, span
loading, and sweep.
Constraint analysis was used to select compromise values for these
design parameters. Figure 12 shows the sensitivity of the design point
to varying the speed and maneuver constraints that drove the design.
The design point is above the speed and sustained maneuver
constraint lines and to the left of the instantaneous maneuver
constraint lines. The design point was selected by balancing the cost
of improving performance against the cost of increasing combat
losses if performance was not improved.
The cost savings obtained by improving all of the performance
parameters fell on curves of diminishing returns, similar to those in
Fig. 9, which meant that 80% of the optimum performance could be
obtained for 20% of what the optimum cost. In other words, the last
20% of performance drove 80% of the costs. Therefore, the initial

design point was selected at the knee of the curve, at the 80/20 point,
which was judged to give the best value. This resulted in an aircraft
with about the same performance as an F-18C, but which was
more survivable because it was stealthier and capable of extended
supersonic cruise. However, it was necessary to project a 15% weight
savings through the use of composites to achieve the required weight
of 24,000 lb.
Although the aircraft in the initial sketch shown to DARPA
resembled an F-117, highly swept wings produce an unstable pitch
up, even at moderate angles of attack, and were quickly abandoned.
The initial design of the STOVL Strike Fighter had a delta/canard
planform, as shown in Fig. 13. The active canard was moved like
a weather vane during subsonic cruise and maneuver, so that it
provided no lift and little drag, but it was adjusted to provide lift for
trimming the nose-down moments that were produced when the ﬂaps
were deﬂected and when the center of lift moved aft at supersonic
speeds. The active canard has less trim drag than a horizontal tail [8].
The desired performance required an afterburning engine. Because
the jet ﬂap nozzles could not accommodate an afterburner, the jet
ﬂap was similarly abandoned. The aircraft carried two long-range
AIM 120 missiles and two short-range AIM 9 missiles in internal
weapons bays. Models of the aircraft were tested in the wind tunnel
and on the radar range to verify the predictions of both the aerodynamic forces and the radar cross section.
Paul Shumpert, the Skunk Works’ lead propulsion engineer, used
the software engine simulator provided by Pratt and Whitney (P&W)
to show that dual-cycle operation of the Advanced Tactical Fighter
engine was feasible and that sufﬁcient power could be extracted to
drive the lift fan. Both Pratt and Whitney and General Electric (GE)
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then worked with Skunk Works engineers to optimize their
Advanced Tactical Fighter engine cycles to power a lift fan. The lift
fan was installed with its axis vertical, because this maximized hover
thrust. The Allison Engine Company designed an innovative lift fan
with two counter-rotating fan stages. This conﬁguration directs half
of the power to each stage of the fan system, which reduces the gear
loads in half. With this system, the power through each gear set is
similar to that used in current heavy-lift helicopters.
Allison also designed a similarly innovative two-stage clutch to
connect the lift fan to its driveshaft. A multidisk friction clutch is used
to reduce the shock of engagement by slipping while the lift fan is
accelerated from rest to the engine speed. Once the speed of the lift
fan matches the engine speed, a mechanical lockup is engaged. This
transmits the full power required for short takeoff or vertical landing.
However, because the dual-cycle propulsion system concept was
new and unproven, Skunk Works engineers also designed a variant of
this aircraft with a gas-driven lift fan, as a fallback option. In the
gas-driven variant, some of the engine exhaust gases were ducted
forward, around the engine, and used to spin a turbine that drove the
lift fan, something like a turbocharger. This variant did not develop as
much vertical lift, required more internal volume for the gas ducts,
and was therefore heavier and slower than the shaft-driven variant.
However, it appeared that it would be a satisfactory supersonic
successor to the Harrier and it might be less expensive to develop than
the shaft-driven system because it did not require modifying the
cruise engine.
DARPA Naval Study Contract Awards

In the fall of 1989, DARPA arranged for all three contractors
to present their concepts to the Naval Air Systems Command
(NAVAIR). All three subsequently received follow-on contracts to
reﬁne their designs and investigate the feasibility of using stealth in
the Naval environment. These studies were completed by the end of
1990. After reviewing the results, the Marines expressed interest in
conducting a technology maturation effort that would enable them to
choose between the shaft-driven and gas-driven variants of the lift fan
system. This prompted the Skunk Works to apply for a patent on the
shaft-driven lift fan and dual-cycle engine concept. The patent was
awarded three years later [9].
However, in December 1990, then Defense Secretary Cheney
canceled the Marine’s V-22 program for the second time. The
Marines explained that they were a small service and could only
support one aircraft development program at a time, and they had to
focus on the V-22. A few weeks later, in January 1991, Cheney
terminated the troubled A-12 program for default, and the Secretary
of the Navy directed NAVAIR to begin work on the A/F-X, a new
stealth aircraft intended to replace the A-6. Most members of the
Lockheed SSF design team were then reassigned to the A/F-X
program.

Common Affordable Lightweight Fighter
During 1991, DARPA and the Skunk Works continued to brief the
Pentagon and the staffs of the U.S. Congressional budget committees

to secure funding for the SSF technology maturation and riskreduction effort. This led Gerry Cann, the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy for Research, Development, and Acquisition, to task the Naval
Research Advisory Committee (NRAC) in early 1992 with assessing
the feasibility and desirability of developing a STOVL Strike Fighter.

industry in August 1992 for conducting critical technology demonstrations of shaft-driven and gas-driven lift fan systems and for
the conceptual design of what was called the Common Affordable
Lightweight Fighter (CALF). The RFP requested proposals for other
novel lift systems as well. Because this was the ﬁrst public disclosure
of the DARPA program, some consider this RFP to be the start of the
JSF program.

Beginnings of Jointness

In April 1992, Brig. Gen. George Muellner, who was then Deputy
Chief of Staff for Requirements at Air Combat Command, visited the
Skunk Works to review recent developments. The STOVL Strike
Fighter was put on the agenda. However, the Air Force was not likely
to be interested in a STOVL aircraft, because it had less need for such
capabilities than the Navy and it had similar concerns about the
increased cost. In fact, the Air Force had begun thinking about a
conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) MultiRole Fighter (MRF)
to replace the F-16, although this program had no funding. Therefore,
it was decided to brief Gen. Muellner on a stealthy conventional
takeoff and landing strike ﬁghter, instead. One of the secrets of the
Skunk Works is that it was not necessary to deal with miles of red tape
and endless approval chains to make this decision. Ben Rich
described this Skunk Works management philosophy in his 1988
Wright Brothers Lecture [10].
The conventional variant was quickly created by simply
removing the lift fan and vectoring nozzle from the SSF and
substituting a fuel tank and a more conventional cruise nozzle.
This reduced the empty weight of the aircraft by about 15%, while
improving its range and reducing its cost. The weight of the fuel
tank and one-half of a tank of fuel turned out to be about the same as
the weight of the lift fan. As a result, both variants had the same
midmission maneuver performance. The canard was to be used for
trim at other points in the mission, as the fuel was burned. These
aircraft are shown in Fig. 14.
At the end of the presentation on the conventional aircraft, Gen.
Muellner was briefed on the Marine STOVL variant and it was
suggested that developing a Common Strike Fighter might be an
affordable way for both services to get the aircraft they wanted.
Because the Navy, Marines, and Air Force had all ﬂown the F-4
Phantom II, a joint program had previously been successful, despite
the F-111 experience. It seemed to me that if we built it, they would
come, to paraphrase the movies. General Muellner requested followon brieﬁngs by the Skunk Works to his staff at Langley Air Force
Base. Then he met privately with DARPA and the Marines in the
Pentagon. DARPA then arranged brieﬁngs for Gen. McPeak, the Air
Force Chief of Staff; Adm. Dunleavy, the Assistant Chief of Naval
Operations for Air Warfare; and the Ofﬁce of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD), who then advanced the idea to the service
secretaries. In the summer of 1992, the NRAC endorsed the feasibility of the SSF and recommended that the Navy work with the Air
Force to support the development of designs and technologies for
highly common Air Force and Marine MultiRole Strike Fighters.
With the support of OSD and the Pentagon, Congress appropriated
$65 million for DARPA to begin a joint STOVL/CTOL Strike
Fighter program. DARPA released a Request for Proposal (RFP) to

Fig. 14 Conventional and STOVL Strike Fighter variants.

DARPA Technology Demonstration and Maturation Contracts

General Electric’s proposal to the Skunk Works for demonstrating
the dual-cycle propulsion system was $5 million less than P&W’s
proposal, and all the other aircraft companies gave subcontracts to
GE. However, the Skunk Works chose P&W because the Air Force
had selected the P&W engine over the GE engine for the F-22
program and it would be the only engine available when our
demonstrator aircraft would need an engine. In exchange, P&W
agreed to work exclusively with the Skunk Works on the development of the dual-cycle shaft-driven lift fan concept. Since the shaftdriven lift fan concept had been invented under DARPA contract, the
system was actually available to any American aircraft company for
government programs and McDonnell Douglas proposed that they
perform an “apples to apples” comparison of both the shaft-driven
and gas-driven lift fan systems for $60 million. However, in March
1993 the Skunk Works was awarded a $33 million contract to mature
technologies for a shaft-driven lift fan and McDonnell Douglas
received a $28 million contract for a gas-driven lift fan.
A year later, in March 1994, the U.S. Congress appropriated an
additional $6 million to study designs based on a lift/cruise engine
concept, which was considered to have less risk because it had
been shown to be successful in the AV-8 Harrier. The Boeing
Company agreed to match that amount with its own funds and
received a DARPA contract to design a lift/cruise engine concept.
The following year, the U.S. Congress appropriated an additional
$10 million for the lift/cruise concept, which was again matched by
Boeing.
All three contractors were required to design both operational and
demonstrator aircraft and to perform large-scale powered-model
demonstrations to reduce risk. These tests were intended to validate
the propulsion concepts, to show that hot-gas ingestion would not be
a problem, and to demonstrate that there was sufﬁcient control power
for transition from hover to cruise. Large models were used due to
uncertainties about scaling the temperature and turbulence effects of
the lift jets from small models. The Skunk Works created a new SSF
baseline. This was nominally the same as the original SSF design,
a delta canard conﬁguration with a vertical lift fan and internal
weapons bays. However, the aerodynamic performance estimates
were supported by data from the F-22 program [11]. The principal
differences from the F-22 conﬁguration were that the SSF design had
a single engine and a canard.
The addition of four new ground-attack missions from the MRF
program changed the design emphasis from a ﬁghter with some strike
capability to a strike aircraft with some air-to-air defensive capability.
The development of stealth and long-range air-to-air missiles had
changed the nature of air combat, and so the emphasis was on
achieving a ﬁrst-look, ﬁrst-kill capability and reducing the need to
dogﬁght at close range. For these reasons, the two AIM 9 missiles
were removed and the aircraft was designed to carry two 2000 lb
bombs in the internal weapons bays, in addition to the two AIM 120
missiles. This increased the aircraft’s frontal area and wave drag. The
Air Force variant was derived, as before, by removing the lift fan and
thrust-vectoring nozzles and substituting a fuel tank and conventional cruise nozzle. These aircraft are shown in Fig. 15.
Although analysis and computer simulation had shown that it was
theoretically possible to extract enough energy from the exhaust of
the F-119 engine to drive the lift fan, there were practical concerns
regarding the operation of such a dual-cycle propulsion system. In
particular, there were concerns about the thrust losses associated with
the large swirl angles induced in the engine exhaust ﬂow when the
turbine operating point was changed. There were other questions
about the ability of the engine controls to rapidly transfer thrust back

Fig. 15 Revised STOVL and conventional Strike Fighter variants.

and forth for pitch control by synchronizing the operation of the lift
fan with the changes in engine nozzle area. And there were also
questions about the weight and reliability of the driveshaft, clutch,
and gearbox that powered the lift fan.
The demonstrator propulsion system was built and tested to
address these concerns and prove the feasibility of the dual-cycle
engine and drive system. The demonstrator engine and lift fan were
constructed, like a hot rod, with components from existing engines.
The ﬁrst-stage fan and inlet guide vanes from the Pratt & Whitney
YF119 engine were used for the lift fan. This fan ran at the same
power level as one stage of the production lift fan, so that the loading
on the drive gears was the same as in the production gearbox. The
demonstrator engine was assembled by joining the fan and core
of the relatively-low-bypass-ratio P&W F100-PW-220 engine to the
turbine section from the higher-bypass-ratio F100-PW-229 engine.
This bigger turbine could provide enough power to drive the lift fan
as well as the engine fan. Two holes were cut in the engine case so
that the bypass air could be diverted to the pair of roll control jets, and
the engine fan rotor was modiﬁed so that the driveshaft could be
attached. A variable-area thrust-deﬂecting nozzle was mounted at the
rear of the engine, and the digital engine control software was
modiﬁed to run in both cruise and STOVL cycles.
In December 1994, the assembled lift fan, gearbox, and driveshaft
were demonstrated at the Allison facility in Indianapolis, Indiana.
The power transmission losses in the gear set were measured, and
operation of the lubrication and oil cooling system in the vertical
position were demonstrated. The distortion limits of the fan were
established and the ability of the inlet guide vanes to modulate the fan
thrust was shown. The success of these demonstrations showed the
feasibility of building a ﬂight-weight lift fan and gearbox for the
required power levels.
The lift fan was then shipped to the P&W facility in West Palm
Beach, Florida. During February 1995, it was connected to the
demonstrator engine and operated in both cruise and STOVL cycles,
which demonstrated that an engine turbine could be switched from
providing jet thrust to providing shaft power to run the lift fan. The
ability to rapidly transfer thrust back and forth from the cruise engine
to the lift fan to provide pitch control was also shown.
When these tests were complete, the propulsion system was
installed in a full-size airframe model made of ﬁberglass and steel.
This model is shown in Fig. 16. This model was mounted in the
outdoor hover test facility at the NASA Ames Research Center. The
jet-induced downloads out of ground effect were measured to be less
than 3% of the jet thrust, and the jet fountain and lift improvement
devices were shown to be successful in limiting the induced
downloads to less than 7% at wheel height. These are very low
numbers. No hot-gas ingestion was detected over a wide range of
pitch and roll angles while the aircraft model was suspended 1 ft off
the ground.
The transition characteristics of the model were then measured in
the NASA 80  120 ft wind tunnel. Drag polars obtained for a range
of ﬂap angles and tunnel speeds were used to show that the aircraft
could take off and land on a Wasp-class assault carrier with a 20 kt
wind over the deck without using a catapult or arresting gear and that
it would have a wide corridor for transition from hover to wingborne

Fig. 16

Large-scale wind-tunnel model.

ﬂight. Measurements also showed that there was sufﬁcient control
power for acceleration and deceleration during transition and for
yaw control in crosswinds up to 20 kt. This technology maturation
program [12,13] demonstrated the feasibility of the dual-cycle lift
fan propulsion system and reduced risk to Technology Readiness
Level 5.

Joint Advanced Strike Technology Program
In February 1993, at the same time that the ﬁrst CALF contracts
were awarded, the U.S. Department of Defense began a Bottom Up
Review (BUR) of American military forces and modernization
plans. One of the main objectives was the rationalization of the ﬁve
tactical aircraft development programs then going on: the Air Force
F-22 and MRF programs, the Navy F/A-18E/F and A/F-X programs,
and the DARPA CALF program. The Air Force and Navy made a
joint presentation to the BUR task force in which they suggested
developing a highly common MultiRole Fighter based on the SSF,
called the Joint Attack Fighter. The Naval variant was envisioned as a
conventional carrier-based aircraft. However, Marine Col. Durham at
OSD [14] and Air Force Lt. Gen. Croker at Air Combat Command
[15] argued that the Naval variant should be the STOVL aircraft
being developed by DARPA.
The results of the bottom-up review were announced in
September 1993. It was decided to cancel the MRF and A/F-X

programs and to develop technologies for a Joint Attack Fighter that
would replace the AV-8, F-16, and F-18 when they were retired
beginning in 2010. This effort was called the Joint Advanced Strike
Technology program. General Muellner was appointed the JAST
director in December 1993. The ﬁrst JAST concept-exploration
contracts were awarded in May 1994, more than a year into the
DARPA program. The JAST studies did not initially include a
Marine STOVL variant, pending the results of the DARPA
demonstrations that were expected about October 1995 [16].
However, in October 1994, the U.S. Congress directed that
the DARPA program (and, speciﬁcally, the STOVL variant for the
Marines) be the focus of the JAST program. Thereafter, all the
contractors worked on developing Air Force, Navy, and STOVL
Marine variants of a single aircraft, although not all of the JAST
contractors had CALF contracts. Figure 17 is a timeline showing
the various programs that were integrated into the Joint Strike
Fighter program. The dashed lines identify programs that never
actually awarded any study contracts to industry. A more complete
history covering the period up to 1994 is presented in [17].
The primary requirement for the Naval variant was the ability to
take off and land on a carrier in 300 ft or less with a 20 kt wind
over the deck. Lockheed Martin considered three alternative
approaches. The ﬁrst alternative was for the Navy to operate the same
STOVL aircraft being developed for the Marines; this was certainly
the easiest solution, but this aircraft would have less range/payload
performance than a conventional Naval aircraft.
The second alternative was to remove the lift fan and adapt the roll
control jets to blow the wing ﬂaps. This would increase the wing lift,
reducing the aircraft takeoff and landing speeds and enabling it to use
the carrier catapult and arresting gear. However, the blown ﬂaps on
the F-4 Phantom had proved difﬁcult to maintain and Lockheed
Martin did not feel the Navy would favor this approach. Instead, it
was decided to increase the wing area by enlarging the ﬂaps and slats
and adding a wingtip extension. The increased lift of the larger wing
also reduced the takeoff and landing speeds and enabled use of the
catapult and arresting gear. An additional beneﬁt of the larger wing is
that it gives the Naval variant greater range than either the Marine
or Air Force variants, both by reducing the induced drag and by
providing additional volume for fuel.
Because the carrier arresting system imposes greater loads on the
landing gear and airframe than a conventional landing, the landing
gear of the Naval variant was redesigned for a 25 fps vertical velocity,
rather than 10 fps used for the conventional and STOVL variants.
Similarly, the nose gear was redesigned for catapult launches. The
additional airframe loads were handled through the use of cousin
parts, which are stronger parts that replace conventional parts without
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Joint Strike Fighter Program
In September 1995, not long after he was sworn in as Deputy
Secretary of Defense, John White was briefed by his staff on the
shortfall in tactical aviation that was forecast to begin about 2010 and
on the JAST program created to address the problem. After the
brieﬁng, he directed Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology Paul Kaminski to create a plan for developing a new joint
aircraft from the JAST program. At a meeting with all the service

ASTOVL

A-6

changing the basic structural arrangement. For example, on the Air
Force and Marine variants, the bulkhead that takes the main landing
gear load is made of aluminum and is approximately 12 in: thick. The
same bulkhead on the Naval variant is made of titanium and is about
3
in: thick. This technique was adapted from the F-16 production
4
line, in which cousin parts were used to create variants of the same
basic airframe for different customers who preferred different
subsystems.
Because the shaft-driven lift fan propulsion concept was new and
therefore considered the riskiest of the alternative propulsion
systems, it was decided to reduce the perceived risk of our aircraft
design by replacing the canard with a more conventional aft tail. This
was easily done, as one of the advantages of the lift fan concept was
the ability to rebalance the aircraft with relatively small changes in
the size and location of the fan. The three JAST variants are shown in
Fig. 18.
In May 1995, Lockheed Martin gave the Yak Aircraft Corporation
a contract to provide an independent assessment of our STOVL
propulsion system and airframe concept and also to provide lessons
learned from their STOVL aircraft development programs. They
were provided with copies of everything regarding the competing
CALF concepts that had been published in the open literature,
including a copy of the U.S. patent [9] on the Lockheed dual-cycle
propulsion system. Drawing on their own experience developing
STOVL aircraft, Yak engineers provided us with predictions
of the STOVL performance, including ground effects, of all three
competing aircraft concepts. They also provided a risk assessment
of each concept. In addition, they provided useful design and performance information for the lift systems of the Yak STOVL aircraft.
Their ﬁnal report was very complimentary of our design and gave us
conﬁdence that it was the right concept.
At the end of this phase of the program, all three contractors had
designed demonstrator and production aircraft. The Lockheed
Martin and McDonnell Douglas designs were very similar conventional wing/body/tail conﬁgurations, whereas Boeing had a
tailless delta conﬁguration. Lockheed Martin had demonstrated the
dual-cycle shaft-driven lift fan concept at large scale in hover and
transition. Boeing had tested their large-scale lift/cruise model in
hover only. After testing the gas-driven lift fan propulsion system,
McDonnell Douglas approached Lockheed Martin for permission to
work with Pratt & Whitney on a shaft-driven lift fan system of their
own, but were turned down. They switched to a lift engine concept;
however, they did not perform a large-scale demonstration of this
system. At this point, Lockheed Martin had become the low-risk
alternative.

F/A-18

SSF SSF1 SSF2

CALF

JAST

Joint Strike Fighter

Fig. 17 Timelines of the programs that were integrated into the JSF program (JAF denotes the Joint Attack Fighter).

Fig. 18 Commonality of the three JAST aircraft variants.

secretaries in February 1996, John White approved the plan to
develop a Joint Strike Fighter. A month later, before the tests of the
large-scale aircraft models were completed, the JAST program ofﬁce
released an RFP to industry for the design and ﬂight test of the
demonstrator aircraft. The proposals were submitted in June of that
year. The contractors were to propose their own demonstration test
objectives. Lockheed Martin proposed three principle objectives:
ﬁrst, to demonstrate that it is possible to build highly common
CTOL, STOVL, and Naval variants of a Joint Strike Fighter; second,
to demonstrate STOVL performance and supersonic speed on the
same ﬂight, as this had never been done before; and third, to
demonstrate the handling qualities and carrier suitability of the Naval
variant, because Lockheed Martin had never built a Naval ﬁghter
before.
The Skunk Works proposal was to build two aircraft. One would
be devoted to STOVL testing, because this had always been
perceived as the greatest challenge. The other would be ﬁrst ﬂown as
the Air Force variant and then be modiﬁed by replacing the wing ﬂaps
and slats to become the Naval variant. Both aircraft would be built
with the Naval structure. To reduce the cost of the demonstration,
available components were used for subsystems that were not critical
to the test objectives. For example, these aircraft used the nose gear
from the F-15 and modiﬁed main landing gear from the A-6. The
increased weight of these off-the-shelf components was offset by not
including mission avionics and weapons bays on the demonstrator
aircraft.
Concept Demonstrator Contract Awards

In May of 1996, Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology Paul Kaminski changed the program to an acquisition
category 1D program and renamed it the Joint Strike Fighter
program, reﬂecting the greater scope and cost of the next phase of
development and making it clear to U.S. Congress that JSF was an
aircraft development program. In November 1996, Boeing and
Lockheed Martin were selected to build concept demonstrator
aircraft. The Marines did not select the McDonnell Douglas lift
engine concept based on concerns regarding the logistics of
maintaining two different engines in the same aircraft and reports
about the Russian experience with the Yak-38 and Yak-141.
McDonnell Douglas subsequently merged into Boeing, and BAE
Systems and Northrop Grumman, which had been teamed with
McDonnell Douglas, joined the Lockheed Martin team.
Because the planforms of both the Lockheed Martin and the
Boeing aircraft were relatively conventional, and the F-22 had
demonstrated that unfaceted ﬁghter airframes could have reduced
signatures, the competition was between the STOVL propulsion
system concepts. Thrust being the product of mass ﬂow and velocity,
Lockheed Martin’s approach to achieving the necessary high thrustto-weight ratio was to use a large mass ﬂow of air at low velocity,
whereas Boeing’s approach was to use a smaller mass ﬂow of air at a
higher velocity. The mass ﬂow of the lift fan system was approximately 2.5 times greater than in Boeing’s lift/cruise system, and the
lift jet velocity was more than one-third lower.
The need to reduce fabrication costs of the demonstrator aircraft
and the success of the STOVL wind-tunnel tests at NASA Ames
enabled Lockheed Martin to change its commonality demonstration.
It was decided to devote one aircraft to the demonstration of carrier
handling qualities, and the other aircraft would ﬁrst be ﬂown as the
Air Force variant and then be converted to the STOVL variant by
removing the fuel tank and installing the lift fan. The X-35A
conventional variant was the ﬁrst to ﬂy. Its ﬁrst ﬂight was on
24 October 2000 from the Lockheed plant in Palmdale, California, to
Edwards Air Force Base, a distance of just over 20 miles. It averaged
a ﬂight a day for the next 30 days, demonstrating ﬁghterlike maneuver performance and supersonic speed. It met or exceeded all of its
ﬂight-test objectives.
The test program achieved such high productivity because the
airplane had been approved for air-to-air refueling on the basis of
qualiﬁcation in a ﬂight simulator. This was another ﬁrst, because
some new aircraft have taken more than a year of ﬂight tests to be

approved for aerial refueling. Boeing was not able to use air-to-air
refueling during its ﬂight-test program. In a very unusual step at this
early stage in an aircraft development program, this aircraft was
ﬂown by American and British military test pilots in addition to the
Lockheed Martin and BAE Systems test pilots.
During December and January, the conventional X-35A was
converted into the STOVL X-35B by installing the lift fan and
thrust-vectoring nozzle. During the spring of 2001, the aircraft was
tethered to a deﬂector grid that diverted the lift jets to minimize
ground effects. The operation of the propulsion system (engine,
lift fan, nozzles, and reaction control system) was checked and
measured. On 23 June 2001, the aircraft was untethered and BAE
Systems test pilot Simon Hargreaves advanced the throttles to take
weight off the wheels to check the response of the control system in
this case. The airplane rose straight up to a height of 20 ft, under
complete control, before Hargreaves settled it back to the grid. This
ﬂight is shown in Fig. 19.
Over the next month, the aircraft made 38 ﬂights from the runway
at Edwards Air Force Base during which the STOVL and transition
performance were validated. Then, on 20 July 2001, the X-35B,
ﬂown by Marine Maj. Art Tomassetti, became the ﬁrst aircraft in
history to make a short takeoff, ﬂy supersonically, hover, and land
vertically. Boeing’s X-32 aircraft were not able to demonstrate this
Mission X. Lockheed Martin pilot Tom Morgenfeld ferried the
aircraft back to Palmdale on the aircraft’s ﬁnal ﬂight on
6 August 2001. The aircraft was refueled six times in the air and
the ﬂight lasted 3.5 h, ending with six touch-and-go landings.
The second aircraft, conﬁgured as the X-35C Naval variant, made
its ﬁrst ﬂight on 16 December 2001. Lockheed Martin pilot Joe
Sweeney ferried it to Edwards Air Force Base. During 33 h of ﬂighttesting at Edwards Air Force Base, it successfully demonstrated the
use of a side-stick controller in simulated carrier approaches. In
February 2001, the X-35C was ﬂown from Edwards Air Force Base
in California to the Patuxent River Naval Air Station in Maryland,
becoming the ﬁrst X-Plane in history to make a coast to coast ﬂight
across the United States. Another 33 h of ﬂight-testing were
completed at Patuxent River. The X-35C also achieved supersonic
speeds and accomplished more than 250 ﬁeld carrier landing practice
demonstrations. These showed the carrier suitability of the Naval
variant.
Flight-testing of the three X-35 variants reduced the risk of the JSF
airframe and propulsion systems to Technology Readiness Level 6.
The X-35A/B is in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian
Institution and was placed on display at the Udvar-Hazy Center. The
X-35C is on display at the Naval Air Museum in Patuxent River.
F-35 Lightning II Program

In November 2000, the JSF Program Ofﬁce requested proposals
from both teams for the manufacture and test of 22 developmental
aircraft: 8 ground-test aircraft and 14 ﬂight-test aircraft. The proposals were submitted in February 2001, six months before the end
of ﬂight-testing. On 26 October 2001, the JSF Program Ofﬁce
announced that Lockheed Martin had won the competition. Boeing

and the Pentagon credited the performance of the lift fan propulsion
system with the win, and the Lockheed Martin JSF team was
subsequently awarded the 2001 Collier Trophy for the development
and demonstration of the lift fan propulsion system.
The developmental aircraft have a strong resemblance to the
demonstrator aircraft. The planform of the airframe is the same, and
the layout of the engine, lift fan, and nozzles is also retained.
However, the prototypes incorporate mission equipment, including
weapons bays, mission avionics, and low-observable coatings. Offthe-shelf subsystems used in the demonstrators have been replaced
with new designs to reduce weight. Similarly, the ram air cooling
systems used on the demonstrator aircraft were replaced by liquid
cooling systems, such as those on the F-22. The wing span of the
F-35A/B was increased slightly to improve maneuver and range
performance. The rudder and horizontal tails were also enlarged to
increase control power. The weapons bay doors on the STOVL
variant were designed to open during vertical landing to capture the
fountain created by the lift jets and counter suckdown in ground
effect. Because this beneﬁt had been demonstrated on the large-scale
model at NASA Ames, weapons bay doors had not been included on
the demonstrator aircraft. The lift fan inlet and nozzle were also
changed.
The cockpit of the prototype aircraft is considerably more
advanced than in the demonstrators. The controllers in the X-35B
were similar to those in the Harrier, with a control stick, throttle, and a
separate nozzle lever. In the F-35B, nozzle vectoring is controlled
automatically by the stick commands. There is also a voice command
system for noncritical functions, such as controlling radio frequency.
The cockpit instrumentation in the X-35 included a head-up display
(HUD) and two small color displays from a C-130 on the instrument
panel. The cockpit of the F-35 includes a virtual HUD projected onto
the visor of the pilot’s helmet and a single large instrument display
panel that the pilot can divide into several different screens.
The 24,000 lb weight limit and Weight as an Independent Variable
were not used for the design of the production aircraft. As a result, the
desire to improve performance and to reduce manufacturing costs
began to add weight to the airframe. For example, a gun was added
and the maneuver limit was raised from 7.5 to 9 g; the wing structure
was redesigned to include pylons for external weapons, and the
number of wing attach points was reduced to simplify assembly; the
airframe structure was redesigned to accommodate subsystems and
facilitate access, etc. By January 2004, weight had increased by more
than 3000 lb. To get the weight back out, a design stand-down was
declared on 7 April 2004 and the entire team shifted their emphasis
to weight reduction. Lockheed Martin offered a $100 bonus to
employees for every weight-saving idea and awarded $500 for every
pound removed. More than 2000 ideas were submitted on the ﬁrst
day and more than 2700 lb were removed from the airframe by the
end of the year. Lockheed Martin awarded more than $1.35 million to
its employees for their weight-saving ideas.
On 19 February 2006, the ﬁrst Air Force F-35Awas rolled out at the
Lockheed Martin plant in Fort Worth, Texas. After a series of ground
vibration tests, it was unveiled in a public ceremony on 7 July 2006,
when the Air Force announced that it would be called the Lightning II.
The ﬁrst ﬂight of the F-35A was on 15 December 2006. The ﬁrst
STOVL F-35B was unveiled a year later, on 18 December 2007,
and made its ﬁrst ﬂight on 11 June 2008. It will be ﬂown using
conventional takeoffs and landings through the end of 2008 and is
scheduled to make short takeoffs, then hover, and ﬁnally make
vertical landings during 2009. In addition to the two aircraft currently
in ﬂight test, one is in ground test, ﬁve more ﬂight-test aircraft are in
ﬁnal assembly, and another 14 are in various stages of completion
on the production line. The ﬁrst aircraft are expected to become
operational with the U.S. Marine Corps in 2012, with the U.S. Air
Force in 2013, with the British Royal Navy and Air Force in 2014, and
with the U.S. Navy in 2015.

Conclusions
Fig. 19 First hover ﬂight of the X-35B.

The Joint Strike Fighter will achieve signiﬁcant savings in aircraft
production and life cycle costs by providing a common aircraft to

replace the Air Force F-16s, Navy and Marine F/A-18s, and Marine
AV-8s. All of the JSF variants have essentially the same airframe,
engine, avionics, and subsystems. By spreading the development and
support costs of these components over a larger number of aircraft,
each variant becomes more affordable. In addition, the Air Force and
Naval variants will provide greater stealth and range than the aircraft
they will replace, and the Marine variant will combine the supersonic
performance of the F/A-18C with the short takeoff and vertical
landing performance of the AV-8B.
The technical challenges involved in designing a single aircraft for
all three services were met by designing three highly common, but
not identical, variants of the same aircraft. The STOVL variant,
which was designed ﬁrst, incorporates a shaft-driven lift fan in a bay
between the inlet ducts and a thrust-vectoring cruise nozzle. The
airframe was designed to Air Force speciﬁcations, so that the
conventional takeoff and landing variant was developed by removing
the lift fan and vectoring nozzles from the STOVL variant and
substituting a fuel tank and a conventional cruise nozzle. The Naval
variant was similarly developed from the conventional variant by
increasing the wing area, designing stronger landing gear, and using
stronger cousin parts to handle the larger airframe loads associated
with carrier takeoffs and landings. Both the STOVL and Naval
variants are about 15% heavier than the conventional variant.
The program challenges were met by having a credible technical
solution and by creating a Joint Program Ofﬁce, staffed by members
of all three services. The positions of Acquisition Executive and
Program Manager were rotated between the services. This program
ofﬁce developed a joint operational requirements document, which
freed the airframe contractors from the need to satisfy multiple
customers or mediate between them.
The three F-35 variants will initially replace at least 13 types
of aircraft for 11 nations, making the Lightning II the most costeffective ﬁghter program in history. Lockheed Martin is developing
the F-35 with its principal industrial partners, Northrop Grumman
and BAE Systems. Two interchangeable engines are under development: the Pratt & Whitney F135, which powered the ﬁrst aircraft,
and the GE Rolls-Royce F136.
The success of the Wright Brothers in building the ﬁrst practical
airplane was due to their approach to solving the problems of
manned ﬂight. The key elements of their approach were teamwork, constructive debate, innovative thinking, systematic testing,
and a skeptical study of the relevant literature. Lockheed Martin’s
success in developing the Joint Strike Fighter is further evidence of
the value of the Wright Brothers’ approach.
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JSF Live Fire Test—
Pilot-in the Loop Simulator Testing
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Testing the Integrated Design of
F-35: LF-07C Test Motivation
The JSF LFT&E program is committed
to verifying performance of the critical
systems on the aircraft, evaluating the
built-in redundancies, and understanding
the interdependencies of integrated
subsystems from a ballistic impact
standpoint. Many questions arise
concerning the reaction of complicated
systems when impacted by ballistic
penetrators, and the F-35 is no exception.
The only feasible method (short of
shooting a ﬂying aircraft) is to use
advanced ﬂight simulation that either
includes or models subsystem
performance with a pilot at the controls.
Many F-35 critical subsystems are highly
integrated. For example, the Power and
Thermal Management System (PTMS)

Flight Simulator Test Capabilities
The F-35 program developed several
MTL simulation facilities for a variety of
purposes, including pilot training,
operational ﬂight program (OFP)
development, subsystem integration,
missions systems integration, concept of
operations (CONOPS) development, and
combat evaluations. LF-07C made use of
two of these facilities: the VIF and the
VSIF. Both of these facilities utilize MTL,
varying amounts of aircraft hardware,
real aircraft OFPs, and software that
simulates the ﬂight environment. The
result is a very realistic ﬂight simulation
that closely approximates a ﬂying F-35.

Simulation Host Computer
- Common Processors with Team
- Common Operating Systems with Team

VS Hotbench
- Engineering Test Stand
VS Triplex Computer
- RIO Engineering Test Stand

During LF-07C testing, the VIF and VSIF
represented a real-time, airplane-level
response to speciﬁc ballistically
representative interrogations. These two
facilities provide integration of real
aircraft hardware and aircraft OFPs with
a simulated atmospheric environment. In
an earlier LFT series, the LM
vulnerability team conducted a wind
tunnel test to evaluate F35 aerodynamic
performance with partially or totally
missing control surfaces. An aerodynamic
model was developed to represent these
conditions and was incorporated in the
LF-07C test series. Both facilities had the
unique ability to represent these control
surface damage scenarios in the
aerodynamic model; if a portion of the
surface were to be blown off from
ballistic impact, the aero model
represented that.

center of the room consisting of the
Vehicle Management Computer (VMC)
Engineering Test Station (VETS) and the
Remote Input/Output (RIO) Engineering
Test Station (RETS). In the center of this
cluster is the VETS/RETS switch rack
that allows the VSIF to switch from
three standalone facilities to a single
integrated facility.
The VIF system is similar to VSIF, but
with less hardware in the loop; much of
the actual hardware in the VSIF is
emulated in the VIF. The VIF is divided
into three system areas that consist of a
motion base (MB) simulator, a ﬁxed base
(FB) simulator, and a VETS area. The
remaining F-135 engine hotbench room,
F-136 engine hotbench room, and display/
conference room are ancillary to these
three areas. Only the FB VIF was used
during the LF-07C tests.

The VSIF, having the most hardware in
the loop, is the most difﬁcult to operate,
and so was used only when necessary.
Consequently, most of the test cases
were conducted in the VIF; the VSIF
was necessary in nine of the cases where
real hardware was required, such as
electrohydraulic actuators (EHA),
electronic units (EU), and converter/
regulators (C/R.)
Figure 1 shows a functional diagram of
the VSIF facility. The facility is equipped
with dynamic electro-hydraulic actuator
(EHA) load ﬁxtures, drive stand, EPS,
and cockpit rooms. Each room’s level of
integration is controlled by the VSIF
control room. The control room is
separated into three areas for each
integrated product team (IPT)—FCS,
EPS, and HUA. The “core” of the
control room layout is a cluster in the

VISF Handware Systems
- Electrical Power System
- Flight Control Actuators (EHAs) w/Dynamic Loads
- Engine Hotbench w/Engine FADEC/RIO Units
- Hydraulic Power Generation System w/loads
- STOVL Door and Effector Actuators
- Weapon Bay Door Actuators

VS Federated Models
- Engine & FADEC
- Air Data System
- Electro-Hydraulic Actuators
- Utilities & Subsystems
- Entity Simulations
- Many others

Figure 1 VSIF Functional Diagram

Wherever possible, previously conducted
failure mode and effect testing (FMET)
was used to supply answers to some of
the failure scenarios in the test matrix.
Where no FMET series existed to address
the question, a special live ﬁre test case
was developed.
A total of 40 different test cases were
conducted as part of LF-07C, 31 that
were common to all variants of the
F-35, and nine that were unique to the
short take-off vertical landing (STOVL)
variant. Each test case was evaluated

Test Methodology
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The LF-07C testing was conducted under
the direction of the Lockheed Martin
(LM) vulnerability group at the Vehicle
Systems Processing/Flight Control System
Integration Facility (VIF) and the Vehicle
Systems Integration Facility (VSIF) at in
Ft. Worth, TX.

A key ingredient in understanding an
aircraft’s vulnerability is the pilot or
operator’s situational awareness;
included in this is the pilot’s ability to
determine if the aircraft has been hit and
what systems may have been
compromised. In the few moments after
damage, the pilot needs to determine if:
1) the aircraft is controllable, 2) it will
stay that way, 3) he/she can get home, 4)
he/she can complete the mission. A
fundamental question that previous JSF
testing has not answered is whether the
pilot has sufﬁcient information to make
this assessment and information warning
of impending catastrophic failures.

Simplified Cockpit Station
- MIC Station with Side Control Panels
- Active Flight Controls
- Helmet Mounted Display
- Touch Screen Displays
- Voice Recognition & Sound System

Fixed Base System

The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program has taken a new approach to achieving a clearer
understanding of the system’s vulnerability while improving the efﬁciency of Live Fire Test and
Evaluation (LFT&E) program. In a pioneering effort, the JSF LFT&E program implemented Man-inthe-Loop (MTL) simulator testing during the test series designated XG-SV-LF-07C (LF-07C.) The
purpose of this test series was to examine the response of the pilot and F-35 aircraft to a series of
failures that represent possible damage modes associated with encounters with ballistic threats.
and the Electrical Power System (EPS) are
closely coupled within the Integrated
Power Package (IPP); the electrically
driven Flight Control System (FCS) is
interdependent with the EPS. These are
some of the critical subsystems that were
tested during the LF-07C test series.

WASP Display System
- 360 Deg FOV Display
- Virtual HUD for Engineering Development

ASID EMD Cockpit
- Configure to EMD Geometry
- Active Flight Controls
- Helmet Mounted Display
- Touch Screen Displays
- Voice Recognition & Sound System

Before testing began, the F-35 Live Fire
Team developed a list of test cases to be
addressed. The criteria for deﬁning
required testing was based on issues
identiﬁed in the JSF Live Fire Test and
Evaluation Master Plan. The matrix of
test cases was subsequently used to
manage and address each question; each
test case within the test matrix had a
different objective with the overall
objective of LF-07C to gather sufﬁcient
data to determine the response of
production F-35 to failures that
simulate combat damage to speciﬁc
components on the aircraft.

Figure 2 Engineering Page Display

against three different initial ﬂight
conditions, nominally with two
iterations each—
³ 20Kft, M0.8, straight and level ﬂight
³ 30° dive from 18,000 ft, M0.7 with
4-G pull-up to 15° (minimum altitude
of about 2,000 ft @ M0.92)
³ 20Kft, M0.8, 4-G wind-up turn
Each of the 31 common cases was judged
on the basis of the following criteria—
³ How well did the predictions for the
results of the case match the data from
the simulation event?
³ Was the pilot given ample warning,
and was he/she able to safely eject from
the aircraft?
³ Was the aircraft controllable such that
the pilot could return to the forward
line of threat (FLOT)? In other words,
could the pilot control the aircraft
enough to change direction and
maintain altitude?
³ Was it possible to conduct evasive
maneuvering if required for survival?
³ Was it possible to land the aircraft? In
most cases, the actual landing was not
attempted (due to time and expense),
but a judgment call was made based
on the nature of the failure and the
handling qualities.
The STOVL-unique cases were similar,
but reﬁned slightly to adequately capture
various landing procedures associated
with a STOVL aircraft—
³ How well did the predictions for the
results of the case match the data from
the simulation event?

the basis for the ﬂight test “scripts” that
will be run during and after actual
ballistic impact on the FUSL test article.
Real control surface load data, as
recorded in the simulator, has dictated the
appropriate structural loading for the
control surface structural shot in LF-19D.
LF-19D will close the loop in regard to
matching ballistic damage to the
scenarios conducted in LF-07C. If the
aircraft subsystems respond differently
from ballistic impact, these damage
scenarios will be retested in the simulator
to provide the complete aircraft response.

Figure 3 ICAW Page on MFD
³

³
³
³

Was the pilot given timely warning,
and was he/she able to safely eject from
the aircraft?
Was a conventional landing possible?
Was a rolling vertical (short) landing
possible?
Was a vertical landing possible?

Conventional, rolling vertical, and
vertical landings were not attempted in
every test case. A landing attempt
depended on the handling qualities
reported by the pilot and the nature of the
failures inserted. Where there was a
question on the capability, a landing was
attempted. The pilot used the CooperHarper Handling Qualities Rating Scale
to quantify aircraft handling during and
after each test case.

Selected parameters from the BUS trafﬁc
recorded in the DREC ﬁles included the
FCS surface positions (commanded and
actual), ﬂight parameters found on the
HUD, and some speciﬁc parameters for
each test case.

Test Conclusions
The team conducted and documented
the results of the 40 test cases, a total of
213 simulation runs during LF-07C. In
addition, 20 FMET cases were
documented in order to answer speciﬁc
issues. Another 49 test cases were
examined and addressed based on
similarity with other tests. Archived
data include video records and digital
data ﬁles of each event.

Each event in the VIF and VSIF was
documented by visual records as well as
digital data recorded as a function of
time. The visual records consisted of
videos of the pilot “Heads-Up” display
(HUD), the Left Multi-Function Display
(MFD), and the Engineering Page, a
screen set up to capture pertinent
information in a graphical format. Audio
data from each event was combined with
the Engineering Page and was found to be
very helpful in recalling critical
information concerning the event.

Test results were compared to
predictions. From the 40 test cases,
predictions matched 26 times, or 65%
of the time. There were 11 cases
(27.5%) where pre-test predictions were
more conservative than the tests. In
other words, where an undesirable event
was predicted, the aircraft turned out to
be more capable than predicted. In
three cases (7.5%), pre-test predictions
assumed more capability than the
aircraft had. All cases where the
predictions did not match the test will
be further analyzed for potential
changes to future vulnerability analyses.

Integrated Cautions, Advisories,
Warnings (ICAW) as seen on the MFD
were recorded. In addition to the visual
records, digital data was recorded from
the VIF and VSIF. This “DREC” ﬁle
contains hundreds of parameters,
recorded many times per second.

Results from LF-07C testing were used in
reﬁning the test matrix for the upcoming
LF-19D full-up system level (FUSL)
testing on an F-35 aircraft. FCS data
recorded during simulator testing, in
particular during pilot’s reaction to
simulated threat engagements, provides

Recorded Data

STOVL results from LF-07C reﬁned the
test matrix for the upcoming STOVL
Propulsion System Live Fire Testing
(LF-19C.) STOVL simulations showed the
STOVL propulsion system to be tolerant
of minor changes in roll post thrust due to
damage on one side of the aircraft. This
eliminated the need to conduct testing that
would yield similar results.
The use of MTL simulator testing at this stage
in the test program has proved valuable as the
JSF Live Fire Team starts a complex and
thorough test program for

the three F-35 variants. Simulator testing
examines the response of the pilot and
F-35 aircraft to failures that represent
possible damage modes associated with
encounters with ballistic threats. This
objective would not be achievable in a
purely ballistic test environment,
whether it be from cost limitations,
limited test article lifespan (a full-up test
article can only be “full-up” for so many
shots), or pilot exposure to ballistic
threats. The LF-07C testing also identiﬁed
the best candidate test points on very
expensive and complex test articles. Q
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As part of the F-35 LFT Program, the LFT team recently conducted a series of LFTs to assess the Pratt
& Whitney F135 propulsion system against ballistic damage. The F-35 LFT Master Plan includes a
series of propulsion system tests designed to better understand the capabilities and vulnerabilities of
the F135, once damaged, and to address assumptions used in the F-35 vulnerability assessment. Three
F135 test series were conducted:
f Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing (STOVL) Propulsion System Test—Designed to address the
unique aspects of the F135 propulsion system, speciﬁcally related to the STOVL capability.
f Engine Ballistic Test—Aimed at better understanding the advance engine control system and the
capabilities of the main engine with gas path damage.
f Fuel Ingestion Test—Conducted to assess the engine’s fuel ingestion tolerance.
All testing was conducted at the Weapon
Survivability Laboratory (WSL) in China
Lake, CA. Testing was conducted by
personnel from the WSL; Pratt and
Whitney; Hamilton Sundstrand; Lockheed
Martin; Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation; and the Institute for
Defense Analysis.

F135 PROPULSION
SYSTEM
The F-35B STOVL variant combines
unique engineering technologies in a
ﬁghter engine. The F-35B uses a single
F135 main engine coupled with a lift fan
and roll posts to provide STOVL capability. Differences between the
conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL)
and STOVL propulsion system include the
straight augmenter duct versus the 3
bearing swivel module (3BSM), and the
addition of the lift fan shaft, clutch and
lift fan, roll posts, and a lift fan vane box
(see Figure 1). The F135 main engine and

CTOL/CV
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Figure 1 STOVL Propulsion System Components

lift system together work to provide
veritcal thrust and attitude control for the
F-35B aircraft.

TEST SCENARIO
F135 ballistic testing was conducted to
assess the engine’s steady state and
transient performance after damage.
Testing was conducted at part power
and Military (MIL) power conditions. Data

A few key issues to be answered were:
f Is the damage catastrophic? f Is
the systems residual capability
sufﬁcient to allow the aircraft to
return to base?
f Does the control system alert the
pilot of the reduced capability?
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The STOVL propulsion system test
required additional consideration of the
mission scenario to define the test
conditions. The majority of an F-35B
mission is spent in the up-and-away,
wing-born mode (i.e., flying as a conventional aircraft where the wings are
providing the lift); therefore, it follows
that most of the flying and fighting will
be done in the up-and-away mode. In this
mode, the lift fan is static, the lift fan
clutch is disengaged, 3BSM is horizontal,
and the roll post nozzles are closed.
Ballistic testing was conducted with the
propulsion system in the up-and-away
mode. Then, with the system in a
damaged state, the propulsion system
was commanded to transition from wingborn to jet-born propulsion mode. If the
transition was successful, a vertical
landing script was run to assess the
STOVL propulsion system capability
during the vertical landing scenario.

was collected to monitor the control
system reaction, transient performance,
and resultant steady state performance.
Engine stability checks were then
performed by slowly increasing and
decreasing the throttle from part power
to MIL power. The engine’s operability
was assessed using snaps from Idle
power setting (IDLE) to MIL, and chops
from MIL to IDLE.

For the STOVL system, two additional
issues were:
f Can the system safely transition to
jet-born mode?
f Is the residual capability sufﬁcient to
conduct a vertical landing?

installed with ramps to duct the live ﬁre
air and hot engine exhaust away from the
test article. This conﬁguration allowed
full engine operability in the conventional
and vertical thrust modes.
Test Platform
STOVL Propulsion
System Test Stand

components easily accessible by ballistic
threats. A key part of this test series was
to evaluate the control system’s ability to
accommodate damage and to provide a
loss of capability indications to the pilot.
Testing also addressed the potential of
ﬁre initiation on fuel system components.
One vulnerability reduction technology
assessed during this test series was a
fueldraulic fuse that was installed on the

Test Platform Partially Removed to
Expose Tunnel and Defectors

Tunnel Under Test Platform

Figure 2 STOVL Test Layout, WSL LFT Site

Figure 4 F135 Ballistic Test Setup

convergent nozzle fueldraulic system.

Figure 3 STOVL Test Setup, WSL

Twenty tests were conducted on the
STOVL system components. Test results
indicated that the STOVL propulsion
system was very tolerant of damage with
little performance loss over the course of
testing. When damage occurs to blades
and vanes in a static mode, the debris
passes through the system without
cascading. Through many of the testing
events, the system successfully
transitioned and performed the vertical
landing script with only minor performance
losses. Control system component
damage was reported, ensuring the pilot
was aware of damage to the system.

STOVL PROPULSION
SYSTEM TESTING

F135 ENGINE
BALLISTIC TEST

Testing was conducted at the WSL LFT
site (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). The pad
arrangement includes a tunnel that runs
down the center of the test pad. The
tunnel is 15’ x 20’ x 100’ and was

A second test series was conducted to
assess the ballistic response of the F135
propulsion system (see Figure 4). This test
series was designed to assess damage to
the control system and internal gas path

The test article used in this test series
was a STOVL ground test engine. The
test was conducted with the engine in a
conventional (CTOL) conﬁguration. The
testing focused on those components
that are common with the CTOL and
STOVL propulsion systems. Testing was
conducted with the engine at part power
and MIL power settings. Operability
checks conducted after damage included
snaps and chops from IDLE to MIL.
Fourteen dynamic (engine operating)
tests and four static (engine off) tests
were conducted. The test results showed
that the propulsion control system is very
capable in its ability to withstand and
accommodate damage via built in
redundancies. Impacts to fuel system
components resulted in fuel leaks and, in
some cases, ﬁre (see Figure 5). For gas
path components, the hardware was able
to tolerate damage from smaller threats,
providing signiﬁcant capability in the
damaged state. For these events,
damage did not cascade to the point of
rendering the engine inoperable.

explored the effect of ram air on the
ingestion event. Testing was conducted
statically to 0.66 Mach.

Figure 5 F135 Ballistic Test Events (Fuel System Component and Fan Case)

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6 Fuel Leak and Fire with Self-Extinguish

Figure 7 Fuel Ingestion Test Setup

Figure 8 Quick Dump Ingestion, Stall Event

One vulnerability reduction technology
evaluated was a fueldraulic fuse
designed to shut off leaks to the
convergent nozzle actuation system. The
fuse has a design set point based on
normal nozzle flow requirements within
the operating envelope. Flow above the
set point will cause the fuse to activate,
shutting off flow and isolating components downstream. During the test event,
the ballistic damage resulted in a very
large fuel leak and fire. The fuse successfully functioned within seconds of the
ballistic test event, stopping the fuel leak
and allowing the fire to self-extinguish
(see Figure 6).
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and tolerance of the F135 to fuel
ingestion (see Figure 7). Fuel ingestion is
the result of ballistic damage to the
aircraft inlet with adjacent fuel tanks.
Quick dump and steady flow fuel
ingestion events result from this type of
aircraft damage. Both types of events
were tested with fuel injectors from
several inlet locations. The injection
points represent different fuel tank
locations and ingestion scenarios, side
dump or center dump that exist with the

VIDEO

The test article used in this series was an
early production ﬂight test engine. The
test was conducted with a representative
F-35 inlet. Overall, 41 steady ﬂow events
and 32 quick dump events were conducted at various conditions. The engine
was taken to its limit, resulting in hot
streaks during steady ﬂow testing and
engine stalls during quick dump events
(see Figure 8). The engine showed a high
tolerance to ingested fuel.

F-35 aircraft conﬁguration. The test also

Overall, the test results were favorable
and in many cases the propulsion system
performed better than predicted. Damage
to blades and vanes in both the lift fan
and main engine did not result in the
catastrophic corn-cobbing often seen
when gas path components are damaged. The control system is very capable
in accommodating damage and providing
information to the pilot. The data
collected is being used to update
assumptions and methodologies used in
the vulnerability assessment. These
updates will be available for the ﬁnal F-35
aircraft assessment.

X-35B VLs
& LiftFan
Development
https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=Nq
P_Nuq2Zz4

NAS Patuxent River Ski Jump
(CVF 12 deg)

F135 Exceeds Expectations During Live Fire Survivability Testing
20 May 2014 ASDNews http://www.asdnews.com/news-55072/F135_Exceeds_Expectations_During_Live_Fire_Survivability_Testing.htm
-

“Pratt & Whitney, a division of United Technologies Corporation, recently participated in a series of Live Fire
Tests (LFT) in conjunction with the Naval Air Systems Command's (NAVAIR) Weapons Survivability Laboratory
(WSL) to assess the F135 propulsion system's performance against ballistic damage. The F-35 LFT included a
series of tests designed to better understand the capabilities and vulnerabilities of the F135 upon sustaining
ballistic damage. According to a recap of the trial, published by the Navy's Joint Aircraft Survivability Program
Office (JASPO), "the test results were favorable, and in many cases, the propulsion system performed better
than predicted."
Three F135 test series were conducted, including Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing (STOVL) propulsion
system tests; dynamic and static engine ballistic tests; and finally, total fuel ingestion tests. These tests were
aimed at better understanding the advanced engine control system, the capabilities of the main engine with
battle damage, and to assess the engine's fuel ingestion tolerance. According to the JASPO report, the "STOVL
propulsion system was very tolerant of damage with little performance loss over the course of the testing." The
report also indicated that the "propulsion control system is very capable in its ability to withstand and accommodate damage via built in redundancies… [and] the engine showed a high tolerance of ingested fuel."
The JASPO report concluded that damage to blades and vanes in both the lift fan and main engine did not
result in catastrophic damage, and that, in fact, the F135 engine and its control system are capable of withstanding and accommodating damage, and providing information to alert the pilot to the damage sustained by the
system. The data collected from these LFTs will be used to update assumptions used in the F135 vulnerability
assessment. "This series of tests on the CTOL/CV and STOVL variants is intended to mimic battlefield damage
in wartime scenarios. The F135 is an amazing propulsion system that has proved its durability through this very
rigorous testing by sustaining increasing levels of damage, yet continues to operate to the customer specifications," said Cheryl Lobo, director, F135 programs. "These tests should provide confidence in the capabilities
of the propulsion system for our operators."
All testing was conducted at the Weapon Survivability Laboratory (WSL) in China Lake, California. In addition
to Pratt & Whitney personnel, testing was conducted by personnel from the WSL; UTC Aerospace Systems;
Lockheed Martin; Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E); and the Institute for Defense Analysis.”

